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Abstrak 

Analisis sentimen (SA) merujuk kepada pengkomputeran dan teknik pemprosesan 
bahasa tabii yang digunakan untuk mengekstrak maklumat subjektif dalam sebaris 
teks. Dalam kajian SA ini, tiga pemasalahan utama dikenalpasti: a) ketiadaan sumber 
pada dialek bahasa Arab Palestin (PAL), b) kewujudan perkataan sentimen baru 
sehingga mengurangkan prestasi model analisis sentimen apabila diterapkan pada twit 
yang dikumpulkan, dan c) mengendalikan perkataan pengubah valens yang tidak 
ditangani dengan teliti dalam analisis sentimen bahasa Arab. Oleh itu, kajian ini 
bertujuan untuk membangunkan leksikon PAL untuk twit Palestin dan membina 
leksikon yang boleh diperbaharui dan terkini untuk bahasa Arab (EULA). Satu 
peratuan pengubah valens yang baru bagi meningkatkan prestasi analisis sentimen 
berasaskan leksikon terhadap twit bahasa Arab turut dibina. Dalam kajian ini, leksikon 
PAL telah dibina dengan menggunakan algoritma pemadanan fonologi manakala 
EULA dibina dengan memanfaatkan leksikon umum pada set data twit untuk mencari 
istilah baru dan meramalkan polariti melalui beberapa peraturan linguistik. Tambahan 
pula, satu set peraturan telah dicadangkan untuk mengendalikan perkataan pengubah 
valens. Dengan menggunakan peraturan untuk mencari skop perkataan, dan nilai 
peralihan yang dihasilkan oleh perkataan tersebut. Set data twit Palestin dan Arab dari 
bulan Mac hingga Mei 2018 telah digunakan bagi menilai idea yang dicadangkan. 
Hasil eksperimen menunjukkan bahawa leksikon PAL yang dicadangkan telah 
menghasilkan keputusan yang lebih baik berbanding dengan leksikon lain apabila diuji 
pada set data Palestin. Sementara itu, EULA dapat meningkatkan prestasi pendekatan 
berasaskan leksikon untuk bersaing dengan pendekatan pembelajaran mesin. Malahan 
lagi, penggunaan peraturan pengubah valens yang dicadangkan telah meningkatkan 
prestasi purata keseluruhan sebanyak 5%. Leksikon sentimen PAL baru yang 
dicadangkan dapat mengendalikan dialek Palestin. Tambahan pula, EULA telah 
mengatasi kelemahan kewujudan perkataan slang baru dalam media sosial. Selain itu, 
peraturan pengubah valens yang dibina mampu mengatasi penafian, intensifikasi, dan 
kontras dalam meningkatkan prestasi analisis sentimen bahasa Arab. 
 
Kata Kunci: Walaupun moden Arabic, Pendekatan berasaskan leksikon, Aturan 
peraturan shifter. 
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Abstract  

Sentiment analysis (SA) refers as computational and natural language processing 
techniques used to extract subjective information expressed in a text. In this SA study, 
three main problems are addressed: a) absence of resources on Palestinian Arabic 
dialect (PAL), b) emergence of new sentiment words, hence decreases the 
performance of sentiment analysis models when applied on tweets collected, and c) 
handling valence shifter words were not thoroughly addressed in Arabic sentiment 
analysis. Therefore, this study aims to construct a PAL lexicon for Palestinian tweets 
and to design an Expandable and Up-to-date Lexicon for Arabic (EULA). A new 
valence shifter rules in enhancing the performance of lexicon-based sentiment analysis 
on Arabic tweets is also been constructed. In this study, a PAL lexicon is built by using 
phonology matching algorithm while EULA is constructed by harnessing a general 
lexicon on a tweets dataset to find new terms and predict its polarity through some 
linguistic rules. Furthermore, a set of rules are proposed to handle the valence shifters 
words by applying rules to find the scope of words, and shifting value that is produced 
by these words.  Palestinian and Arabic tweets datasets from March to May 2018 are 
used to evaluate the proposed idea. Experimental results indicate that the proposed 
PAL lexicon has produced better results compared to other lexicons when tested on 
Palestinian dataset. Meanwhile, EULA enhanced the performance of lexicon-based 
approach to be competitive with machine learning approach. Moreover, applying the 
proposed valence shifter rules have increased overall performance of 5% on average. 
The new proposed PAL sentiment lexicon is able to handle Palestinian’s dialects. 
Furthermore, the EULA has overcome the emergence of new slang words in social 
media. Moreover, the constructed valence shifter rules are capable to handle negation, 
intensifiers and contrasts in enhancing the performance of Arabic sentiment analysis. 
 
Keywords: Arabic sentiment analysis, Palestinian dialect lexicon, Lexicon-based 
approach, Valence shifter rules, Twitter. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

People all over the world are getting used to express feelings and present their own 

opinions using different social media platforms with more than five hundred millions 

of tweets per day by millions of people on Twitter only. This has been a good 

destination for organizations to investigate objectives, to study people`s reactions and 

opinions on several things in life. This has attracted researchers to benefit more from 

the data produced from social media for analyzing aims, using techniques as language 

processing, sentiment analysis, text mining, text processing, and information 

extraction on Twitter and any other microblogging services.  

In this thesis, sentiment analysis has been under investigation. In order to study 

sentiment analysis, the word “sentiment” should be defined as terms like opinion, 

emotion, sentiment, evaluation and belief, also, expressions that are not related to 

objective observations or verification. Yet, the diversity in these terms could make 

beginners in this area misunderstand the nature of this term or become uncertain about 

it. Mainly, the informational sentence has an objective meaning and one with personal 

opinion and feelings is called a subjective sentence. Therefore, sentiment analysis is 

to view subjective information that will be extracted from a given text (Turney, 2002). 

Different names are given to sentiment analysis such as subjectivity analysis, review 

mining, opinion mining, and appraisal extraction (Pang & Lee, 2008). More officially, 

sentiment analysis can be well-defined as: Given a text t from a text set T, 
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computationally assigning polarity labels p from a set of polarities P in such a way 

that p would reflect the actual polarity that is found in T (Pang & Lee, 2008). Polarity 

value differs between opinions. An example, if a product is considered to be negative 

or positive in the user’s opinion, the polarity here will be binary. This task will be 

harder if polarity contains more than two divisions, like adding neutral division 

(Socher, Pennington, & Huang, 2011).  

Sentiment analysis approaches can be classified into either lexicon-based or machine 

learning. Machine learning usually achieves better performance than do lexicon-based 

approaches when used in a single domain (Liu, 2011). Several machine learning 

algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), artificial neural 

networks and decision tree have been used for sentiment analysis (Pak & Paroubek, 

2010; Kouloumpis, Wilson, & Moore, 2011; Purver & Battersby, 2012; Suttles & Ide, 

2013). However, the machine learning approach requires massive manually labeled 

training data, which are usually hard to be obtained. Moreover, this approach is 

considered a domain specific. On the other hand, lexicon-based approaches avoid the 

two above-mentioned limitations by using an independent domain polarity lexicon 

(Abdulla et al., 2014; Al-Kabi, Al-Ayyoub, Alsmadi, & Wahsheh, 2016). However, 

most researches on sentiment analysis for Arabic focus on machine learning approach 

(Abdulla et al., 2014; Assiri, Emam, & Aldossari, 2015). 

When applying the lexicon-based approach which mainly implies the sentiment by 

using the term`s sentiment value in the text, a set of rules to handle phrases called 

valence shifters are needed to improve the accuracy. Valence shifters are terms that 

change the sentimental orientation of other terms such as negations, intensifiers, and 

contrasts. Negations are used to reverse the semantic polarity of a particular term, 
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while intensifiers are used to increase or decrease the degree to which a term is positive 

or negative (Kennedy & Inkpen, 2006), whereas contrast is the mechanism in a 

language which joins two or more smaller units with opposite properties into a bigger 

unit. 

1.2 Research Motivation 

The number of users who generate contents on the web dramatically changes due to 

the quick growth of social media and microblogging. In such situations, thoughts are 

shared, opinions are expressed, and support is required.  As a result, private and public 

sectors have opportunities for monitoring and analyzing sentiments on different 

microblogging websites. Therefore, the private sector can build better relationships 

with customers based on their opinions on such websites. In other words, it is better 

to understand customer`s needs and have the ability to make a better reaction for the 

purpose of making changes in the market. Regarding the public sectors, political polls 

and people’s reaction towards crises and events such as the war in several Arab 

countries can be understood and related to the collected and crawled twitter`s opinions. 

Extracting the sentiments from microblogging data can be achieved by means of a 

large number of tools and methods created frequently on Twitter data. 

In this thesis, the Arabic language is chosen due to several reasons. First, the large 

scale of Arabic content and audience leads to a significant grow of the importance of 

sentiment analysis. Second, the Arabic language is interesting because of its history, 

the region their speakers occupy, its culture and literary heritage. Finally, the major 

role of social network websites and social media played in the Arab spring revolutions.  
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Several dialects are spoken by Arabs in social media, but in this research study, the 

Palestinian dialect (PAL) is the main dialect to be addressed due to several factors. 

First, Palestine is one of the most important tourism destinations around the world, for 

its religious and historical importance, that all agree on, also for having a strategic 

location by connecting the three continents together, Africa, Asia, and Europe. 

This importance of Palestine through the history and all struggles it has faced, have 

given it a distinguishable place in the hearts and minds of Muslims, Arabs, and others 

around the world, and was always a place to talk about, and created discussion spaces 

that existed on every table. Hence, it is one of the main contributions to study and 

make a sentiment lexicon of Palestinian dialect. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Many issues and gaps exist in the field of sentiment analysis, especially when handling 

the Arabic language due to its complex nature and structure. It is clear that there is a 

big gap between the work that has been achieved in Arabic and English (El-Masri, 

Altrabsheh, & Mansour, 2017).  A large and significant number of tools and resources 

have been created in sentiment analysis in the English language because of the great 

focus on it, however, some problems appeared in the limited number of Arabic 

sentiment analysis studies.  

Studies on the use of corpora for sentiment analysis in the Arabic language were very 

limited, which also created a work with limitations. In the beginning, Modern Standard 

Arabic (MSA) was the focus in most researches, and Dialect Arabic (DA) had few 

studies to talk about it, while only one study undertook the Palestinian Arabic dialect 

(PAL) (Al-Hasan, 2016).  
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The importance of PAL is justified through different aspects. First, the significance of 

the Palestinian issue throughout the globe, especially on the surrounding Arabic 

countries due to the long way historical conflict between Palestinians and the Israeli 

forces. Since there are no studies on the Palestinian Dialect in specific; PAL is urged 

to be understood. This dialect has its own characteristics and challenges. It consists of 

four sub-dialects, namely, urban, rural, Bedouin and Druze. Besides, due to the fact 

that more than half of the Palestinians have left Palestine either compulsory or 

noncompulsory, lots of words from other dialects belong to the surrounding countries 

they went to have been added to the Palestinian dialect lexicon. Therefore, building 

such lexicon is the first objective of this research study. 

Another problem appears when dealing with data from Twitter is the emergence of 

new words that imply sentiment values, and the time-changing nature of Twitter 

(Eisenstein, 2013). There is no need to wait for months to see language change on 

Twitter, changes can be detected within a single day (Golder & Macy, 2013). In 

another research, the authors stated that topics change rapidly on social media, and 

people are inventing new words and phrases (Volkova, Wilson, & Yarowsky, 2013). 

According to Refaee and Rieser (2015), topics and vocabulary change over time on 

Twitter. In addition, many slang words on social media evolve over time (Elsahar & 

El-Beltagy, 2014). Therefore, the performance of sentiment analysis models drops 

dramatically when applied to tweets collected at a later stage. Hence, building an 

Expandable and Up-to-date Lexicon for Arabic (EULA) is the second objective in this 

research, where EULA is updated using unlabeled tweets automatically and 

periodically by crawling tweets using polarized emoticons. 
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Finally, one of the important mutual features in sentiment analysis and computational 

linguistics is negation. Little work has been undertaken in Arabic in order to address 

the issue of negation, either in the negation detection problem itself or the effect of 

negation in sentiment analysis (Alotaibi, 2015; Awwad & Alpkocak, 2016). Some of 

the works deal with the negation by touching the basic idea during the sentiment 

analysis process by flipping the negated words value (Duwairi, Ahmed, & Al-Rifai, 

2015), or they are just counted and added to the total score (Al-Twairesh et al., 2016). 

Few researchers considered the scope of the negation word, and the shifting values for 

these negation words (Assiri et al., 2017). Besides, there are also other types of valence 

shifters that have not been considered thoroughly for Arabic sentiment analysis, such 

as intensification words, and contrast words. Handling valence shifters is the last 

objective for this research study. 

1.4 Research Questions 

In the current work, three main research questions are investigated: 

1. How to build a sentiment lexicon for the Palestinian dialect using phonology 

matching algorithm to enhance the performance of lexicon-based sentiment 

analysis of Palestinian Tweets? 

2. How can the performance of the lexicon-based approach be improved by 

constructing EULA for sentiment analysis of Arabic tweets?  

3. How designing enhanced valence shifter rules could improve the 

performance of the Arabic sentiment analysis on a lexicon-based approach? 
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1.5 Research Objectives 

To achieve this, this proposal underlines a few objectives: 

1. To construct a Palestinian dialect lexicon using phonology matching 

algorithm in order to enhance the performance of lexicon-based sentiment 

analysis of Palestinian tweets.   

2. To design an Expandable and Updated Lexicon for Arabic (EULA) in order 

to improve the performance of the lexicon-based approach for Arabic Tweets 

using labeled and unlabeled tweets. 

3. To enhance the existing valence shifter rules to improve the lexicon-based 

approach. 

1.6 Scope of the Research 

The chosen source of data for this research study is the microblogging website Twitter, 

where the focus is on the Arabic language, since this research study is aiming to solve 

the gaps that exist in the sentiment analysis of the Arabic language in general, and the 

Palestinian dialect in specific due to its importance and the scarcity of researches about 

it.   

In addition, the availability of accurate pre-processing tools for Arabic is another 

current limitation, along with limited research available in this area. Besides, one of 

the main limitations to achieve high performance of sentiment analysis on Arabic 

tweets is the sarcasm usage among tweeters, which is difficult to be detected by the 

lexicon-based approach. 
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The research uses a list of datasets for benchmarking purposes, which were created in 

past studies, these datasets consist of Arabic tweets. Besides, two datasets were built 

in this research. The first dataset is PAL-Tweets to fill the lack of resources in PAL 

for sentiment analysis and to evaluate PAL lexicon built in this research. Palestinian 

tweets cannot be retrieved based on its geolocation since Palestine is not recognized 

in Twitter, therefore, it has been collected by harnessing the observed top hashtags in 

Palestine. The second dataset is EMAR to have an Arabic tweets dataset that has been 

collected based on the presence of polarized emoticons to test EULA.  

1.7 Research Contributions  

This research focuses on enhancing the lexicon-based approach to find Arabic 

sentiment analysis, a summary of the contributions of this research are as follows:  

A. Theoretical Contributions: 

1. Explaining how to construct Palestinian sentiment lexicon using matching 

phonology algorithm from an MSA sentiment lexicon. 

2. Construct a new model to find new polarity words based on manually or 

automatically labeled tweets. 

3. Construct another model to find new polarity words based on unlabeled 

tweets. 

4. Explaining the role of the automatically labeled dataset by using the presence 

of sentimental emoticons to catch new sentiment words.  

5. Clarifying how to learn the polarity of unknown words from unlabeled 

tweets. 
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6. Enhance the performance of the lexicon-based approach by engineering 

novel rules for handling the valence shifter words, negation, intensification, 

and contrast words. 

B. Practical Contributions: 

1. To overcome the issues related to the seldom researches in sentiment analysis 

toward the PAL, a sentiment lexicon for the PAL was constructed, and a 

dataset that consists of Palestinian tweets was built.  

2. Build an automatically annotated large dataset of Arabic tweets by the 

presence of positive or negative emoticons. 

1.8 Thesis Organization 

There are six chapters in this thesis including the current chapter which presents the 

introduction to the thesis and includes the necessary information for understanding the 

concepts that are used in the later chapters.  

Chapter Two presents the related literature study with a description of the different 

aspects relating to the research area. It begins by providing definitions of sentiment 

analysis and its importance. Then presents the Arabic language, the Arabic tweets, and 

the data collection process. Next, the text pre-processing approaches are presented. 

This is followed by discussions of the sentiment analysis approaches, with more 

criticism on the lexicon-based approach, and how other researchers tackled the valence 

shifters that are discussed next. The chapter continues with discussing the latest 

researches on Arabic lexicon-based approaches. Finally, discussing the research gap. 
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Chapter Three describes the methodology of the study and the various concepts and 

techniques which are required in the study. The unresolved issues discussed in Chapter 

Two were behind the motivation to perform this research. This includes issues related 

to the lack of lexicons of PAL, the need for expanding and keeping the sentiment 

lexicons up-to-date, and issues related to handling the valence shifters. Chapter Three 

moves towards the suggestions to solve the above-mentioned issues and presents a 

sequence of operations that were executed in order to achieve the research objectives. 

The theoretical study is presented followed by the evaluation measurements that were 

selected and applied to evaluate the proposed method. 

Chapter Four explains the proposed framework. It describes why each component is 

included in the framework. Next, the process of generating the lexicons to fulfill 

objective one and two are presented and described in detail. Moreover, the proposed 

rules to handle valence shifters are also discussed and described in detail. 

Chapter Five presents the evaluation results by conducting several experiments. It 

starts with the evaluation of the proposed PAL lexicon and compares it with the 

existing lexicons when analyzing Levantine datasets and Palestinian datasets. The 

results of evaluating EULA expanded by labeled and unlabeled tweets are also 

presented in this chapter. Finally, the discussion in this chapter consists of 

experimental results that reveal the effect of using each one of the valence shifter rules, 

starting from handling negation words, followed by handling the contrast words, and 

finally handling the intensification words. 
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Finally, Chapter Six includes a summary of the research in this thesis, objective 

achievements, main contributions, research limitations, and recommendations for 

future research studies. 
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The literature review is presented in this chapter. The discussion provides a critical 

review of the existing work related to this research. The purpose of this chapter is to 

identify limitations in current work and reveal where this research fits in to fill the 

identified gaps. The focus of the discussion in this chapter revolves around the 

identified problems and objectives that were explained in Chapter one.  

The discussion begins by providing a definition of sentiment analysis and the 

importance of this field. Next, the Arabic language is introduced. This is followed by 

the data collection of Arabic tweets. The text pre-processing approaches are discussed 

next. Then, sentiment analysis approaches are explored, focusing on the lexicon-based 

approach. Afterward, valence shifters are discussed in detail, starting from negation 

words, then intensification words, and ending with contrast words. The chapter 

continues with a discussion of the latest researches on Arabic lexicon-based sentiment 

analysis. The chapter ends with a summary of the identified limitations and lists the 

potential solutions for the problems discussed.  

2.1 Sentiment Analysis of Arabic 

The purely theoretical interest in the study of subjectivity and evaluation has been 

accompanied, in the last few years, by increased attention to how opinions are 

expressed online. This has opened up the field of sentiment analysis in computer 

science and computational linguistics, whereby subjectivity, opinion, and evaluation 

are captured, for various purposes (Taboada, 2016). Sentiment analysis and opinion 
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mining have many definitions. In Serrano-Guerrero, et al. (2015) point of view, 

opinion is considered to be the negative or positive reaction on a subject or the point 

of view of some people in a particular manner. Sentiment analysis is defined by Khan, 

et al. (2016) as a study zone that elaborates and shows a speaker's feelings about a 

specific matter. The effective text is an early approach to sentiment analysis to study 

texts' segments sentiment analysis. More extended elaboration is presented by Pang 

and Lee (2008). Big work was established for analyzing texts based on the emotion 

and sentiment using many techniques like lexicon-based and machine learning based 

which are the most common approaches. In fact, sentiment and emotions are found to 

be close to each other.  

Sentiment analysis is the task of identifying and extracting subjective information 

from source material using NLP, computational linguistics and text analysis to 

perform various detection tasks at different text granularity levels (Appel, Chiclana, 

& Carter, 2015). Where text analysis is about parsing texts in order to extract machine-

readable facts from them, meanwhile, NLP involves the usable knowledge of 

linguistics, artificial intelligence, and computer science engineering in the production 

tasks involving languages, whereas the computational linguistics is involved in the 

development of useful knowledge in terms of natural languages using tools and 

techniques of linguistics, and computational techniques.  

Sentiment analysis is widely applied to reviews and social media for a variety of 

applications, ranging from marketing to customer services. Generally, sentiment 

analysis aims to extract the attitude of the writer towards some topics or to find the 

overall polarity of a document. This attitude might be a judgment or evaluation, 

affective state, or the intended emotional communication. 
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Sentiment analysis aims to build a system that can find the opinions from blog posts, 

reviews, comments or tweets toward a certain product (Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran, 

2012). For instance, it can help in finding whether a marketing campaign achieved 

success, or finding which product or service is more popular. Hence, very large 

attention is given to the research in sentiment analysis recently. In the literature review 

presented here, the focus is on research contributions towards the Arabic language, the 

lexicon-based approach, and the sentiment analysis tasks. Next section, discusses the 

Arabic language in detail. 

2.2 Arabic Language 

The Arabic language is a Semitic language originated in the Arabian Peninsula. It is 

one of the first common Semitic languages, such as Amharic, Hebrew, Tigrinya, and 

Aramaic (Bennett, 1998). Semitic languages are considered morphologically rich 

languages (MRL), of which word structure is internally complex and word order is 

quite flexible, and are with very different characteristics than English. Among these 

Semitic languages, only the Arabic language attracted researchers to investigate 

sentiment analysis, while for languages such as Hebrew, no sentiment analyzer 

currently exists except the work of Amram, (2018). 

Arabic is considered a derivational language since a three-letter root can form many 

other words with different meanings. For example, the root (و ض ع) may form “ التواضع 

/modesty” (positive) or “الوضاعة/rascaldom” (negative). In addition, based on the 

grammatical rules of Arabic, there are several forms and shapes to the same word 

based on its suffixes, prefixes, and affixes. Often one Arabic word has more than just 

one affix, it can be expressed as a mixture of prefixes, stems, and suffixes. The prefixes 

are articles, conjunctions, or prepositions. The suffixes are usually objects or 
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possessive anaphora. Besides, different shapes can be written for Arabic letters. For 

example, the letter (ا, Alif) has four forms (آ,إ,أ,ا ) (Mobarz, Rashown, & Farag, 2014). 

Therefore, this leads to some challenges to analyze Arabic text’s sentiment. This 

highlights the big effort made with Arabic NLP`s fundamental tools such as the 

morphological analyzer, syntactical parser, and part of speech (POS) tagger (Saleh, 

2015). 

There is still a lack of sentiment resources for the Arabic language, such as annotated 

corpora, robust parsers and sentiment lexicons. The built resources for Arabic are not 

yet complete and difficult to be found by researchers (Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy, 

2014a). When compared to English, the research toward building Arabic corpora is 

limited (Itani, Roast, & Al-Khayatt, 2017). Moreover, Arabic dialect sentiment 

lexicons are often not publically available (Abdul-Mageed & Diab, 2012).  

In addition, the informality in the Arabic language on social media is considered 

another issue because of the big number of dialects in each country of the 22 Arab    

countries, besides its nature that is non-grammatical and unstructured (Assiri et al., 

2015), which cannot be analyzed by morphological analyzers tools, and cannot apply 

POS on such language (El-Beltagy & Ali, 2013). Since the difference between 

colloquial Arabic and MSA is not only the vocabulary, also the randomness of its 

structure, that make parsing this text a very challenging task (Elawady, El-Bakry, & 

Barakat, 2015). Next section discusses the dialect to be focused on through this 

research, the PAL. 
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2.2.1 Palestinian Dialect 

PAL consists of a number of sub-dialects, which differs in phonology and lexicon 

preferences. These sub-dialects vary phonologically through urban cities, rural, and 

Bedouin. In addition to the Druze who also differs clearly in their phonological 

features. The difference is very clear in how the letter (q) is pronounced in these areas, 

for example, it will sound as (’a) in the urban areas, (k) in rural, (g) in Bedouin, and 

(q) in the Druze dialect. One more example is the letter (k); it will be pronounced as 

(tš) in rural areas. These differences cause the word “  قلب/ qlb/ heart” to be pronounced 

as (qalb, ’alb, kalb, and galb).  

Besides, other letters differ in pronunciation, for example (ث/θ) becomes (ت/t) or (س/s), 

and the letter (ذ/ð) changes to (ز/z) or (د/d). For instance, the word “كذب /kaðib/ lying” 

becomes “ بزك  /kizib” or “ بدك  /kidb”. Moreover, in PAL some letters got emphasized, 

for example (ض becomes س  ) ,  (ظ  becomes ص ) and (ت becomes ط) (Habash, Jarrar, 

Alrimawi, Akra, Zalmout, Bartolotti, & Arar, 2016). Like other dialects, for example, 

Egyptian and Tunisian, the glottal stop phoneme (ء) in a number of words in MSA was 

dissolved in PAL. That will make “رأس /rÂs /ra’s/head”, and “بئر /bi’r/ bŷr/well” 

becomes “ سار  /rās” and “بير/bīr” (Jarrar, Habash, Akra, & Zalmout, 2014). 

The second aspect to be focused on for PAL is its lexicon. The compulsory and non-

compulsory immigration of Palestinians to Arab and non-Arab countries has led to 

new vocabularies and terms to arrive into PAL since people's dialect is influenced by 

the dialects or languages spoken there. Hence, the PAL lexicon has borrowed some 

words from other Arabic dialects and other languages, this resulted in making this 

dialect more complex.  
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Examples of some words borrowed from other languages in the following list: 

ة  •   shoe (Turkish) / كندرة  •  calendar (Persian) / روزنام

  brake (English) / بريك  •              tomato (Italian) / بندورة  •

 checkpoint (Hebrew) / محسوم  •  television (French) / تلفزيون  •

Work of (Al-Hasan, 2016) is the only work to consider the Palestinian dialect for 

sentiment analysis. In their work, they described a method for building a polarity 

lexicon for the Palestinian dialect (PLPD). In brief, a corpus of text in Palestinian 

dialect is first collected from Twitter. These posts are then subjected to manual 

classification into positive, negative or neutral opinions. In addition, they extracted 

manually positive and negative opinion words from the corpus and add them to PLPN. 

2.2.2 Arabic Tweets 

As mentioned before, the opinions of the customers exist on all social media, blogs, 

and forums. However, the main task that challenges authors is how will they gather 

these data and make it useful for interested people. In which the sentiment will be 

extracted toward a product in particular. To be more specific, extracting the sentiment 

from social media website like Twitter. Since extracting sentiment of formal text is 

hard; dealing with social media`s noisy texts like Twitter would be very difficult 

(Beigi, Hu, Maciejewski, & Liu, 2016; Amolik, Jivane, Bhandari, & Venkatesan, 

2016). In this section, characteristics of Arabic tweets, challenges encountered when 

conducting sentiment analysis on Arabic social media data are discussed. 

The application of sentiment analysis on Twitter has some difficulties due to several 

justifications (Khatua, Khatua, Ghosh, & Chaki, 2015; Mohammad et al., 2016; Jiang, 

Yu, Zhou, Liu, & Zhao, 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Abdul-Mageed & Diab, 2012). The 
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first reason is the unstructured language used which also has numerous misspellings, 

contractions, letters repetition, abbreviations, and slang words (Kharde & Sonawane, 

2016; Al-Twairesh et al., 2016; Calais Guerra et al., 2011). For example: 

هم #ودع_األجازة_بكلمة"   اشوووف صحاااابي  اقدر  عشان  راحةالص  ووة بس رجووع المعهد احليووو االجااازه حلو" واكلم  

“The vacaation is greaaaaat but honstly goin back to colllllege is moore great cause I 

can seeee my friends and taaaalk to them #one_word_to_vacation”. 

 Besides the noisy nature of the tweets, the second reason is that tweet`s content 

contains many specifications of language such as: 

1) The RT string, which is used if someone is retweeting or reusing other's tweet.  

2) Hashtag “#” is used for marking and filtering tweets based on its subject, and 

it lies in front of the keywords to help find relevant tweets in the search engine. 

3) The format of "@username1" is the reply for an account "username1". 

4) Emoticons are used very often, along with the repetition of letters for 

emphasizing objectives.  

5) External web links referencing to some subject (Davidov, Tsur, & Rappoport, 

2010). 

The third reason is the huge number of nonstop data produced by users (Guerra et al., 

2011; Silva, Gomide, Veloso, Meira, & Ferreira, 2011; Araque, Corcuera, Román, 

Iglesisas, & Sánchez-Rada, 2015). The fourth reason is the small size of its texts to be 

a maximum of 280 characters (Gligorić, Anderson, & West, 2018). 
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In addition, according to Eisenstein (2013), new words that imply sentiment values 

are emerged continuously on Twitter, besides the time-changing nature of tweets, and 

language used by tweet writers is changing from time to time (Golder & Macy, 2013). 

According to (Refaee & Rieser, 2015) topics and vocabulary change over time on 

Twitter, and that leads to dropping in performance when testing occurs by a dataset 

collected at a later point. Also as reported by Elsahar and El-Beltagy (2014), many 

slang words on social media evolve over time. Therefore, the performance of 

sentiment analysis models drops dramatically when applied to the collected tweets.  

2.3 Tweets Collection 

In this section, the methodology attempted in how researchers collected tweets is 

presented along with the datasets built for Arabic sentiment analysis. Several methods 

used to collect tweets. The first method is the tweet crawler which gathers linked 

tweets based on inquiring Twitter web service (Abdulla, Ahmed, Shehab, & Al-

ayyoub, 2013; Abdulla et al., 2014).   

The second method is to use Twitter Application Program Interface (API), which 

Twitter provides, this gives developers the capability of using functions like retrieving 

tweets with a certain keyword, or a certain language using the query “lang = ar” to 

retrieve content in Arabic. It is the most popular method used to collect Arabic tweets 

among researchers (El-Beltagy & Ali, 2013; Al-ayyoub, Essa, & Alsmadi, 2015;  

Abdul-Mageed & Diab, 2014; Mohammad, Salameh, & Kiritchenko, 2016b; Ibrahim, 

Abdou, & Gheith, 2016; Assiri, Emam, & Al-Dossari, 2017; El-Beltagy, 2017; Al-

Horaibi & Khan, 2016; Media, 2017). Another way to collect the tweets is by NodeXL 

tool (Albraheem & Al-Khalifa, 2012), which is an open source plug-in for Microsoft 
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Excel, and it allows an automated import of any data stream from social network 

servers into a spreadsheet of Excel. 

Using the above-mentioned methods, researchers have built various datasets. Many 

tweets datasets have been built for Arabic sentiment analysis purposes using Twitter`s 

API, Shoukry and Rafea, (2012) built a dataset that consists of 1,000 balanced tweets, 

and all of these tweets written in Egyptian dialect. Also, by using Twitter`s API 

(Abdul-Mageed, Kübler, & Diab, 2012) built TAGREED, and it consists of 3,015 

tweets, half are written in MSA, and the other half is written in multi Arabic dialects. 

In addition, (El-Beltagy & Ali, 2013) created a 500 tweets dataset, where 310 tweets 

are negative, 155 positive tweets, and 35 are neutral tweets. 

Using another method, (Abdulla et al., 2013) created a dataset by using tweet crawler, 

and the formed dataset consists of balanced 2,000 tweets, and these tweets are written 

in MSA and Jordanian dialect. Moreover, in the work of (Al-Osaimi & Badruddin, 

2014), they collected 3,000 tweets by searching for emoticons. While NodeXL is used 

by (Albraheem & Al-Khalifa, 2012) to collect 100 tweets, 40 tweets are positive, and 

the rest are negative. 

Besides using tweets to build datasets is the use of Facebook comments, authors of 

(Hamouda & El-taher, 2013) have developed a dataset for sentiment analysis which 

consists of 2,400 comments from 220 posts. Using news domain, (Abdul-Mageed & 

Diab, 2013) have developed an Arabic corpus, they manually annotated each sentence 

by one of four labels: subjective-positive, subjective-negative, subjective-neutral, and 

objective. Same authors (Abdul-Mageed & Diab, 2012), constructed AWATIF, a 
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multi-genre dataset of MSA from Wikipedia`s discussion pages, Arabic forums, and 

Twitter. They used regular and crowdsourcing approaches to label the dataset.  

2.4 Pre-processing 

The appropriate pre-processing techniques define the accuracy of classification, which 

proves the importance of data pre-processing study (Haddi, Liu, & Shi, 2013; Batrinca 

& Treleaven, 2014). Besides standard pre-processing, pre-processing a text from 

tweets requires an additional tool, a Twitter-specific, which are applied when dealing 

with tweets (Brahimi, Touahria, & Tari, 2016). One of the reasons why pre-processing 

for Twitter messages is very vital is the unique phrases and forms created by Twitter 

users themselves. Yet, content in Twitter written by users contains spelling and 

grammatical mistakes (Nagar & Malone, 2011). With data pre-processing, these 

properties of Twitter are handled, so the quality of features is also enhanced. 

2.4.1 Tweets Cleaning  

From the literature, certain pre-processing routines are performed on Twitter data such 

as removing re-tweets and removing usernames, by transforming the username in 

Twitter from @TwitterUser to atttTwitterUser (Smailović, 2014), or by deleting them 

(Khan, Bashir, & Qamar, 2014). Moreover, URL is the replacement for any external 

web link that starts with http or www. Moreover, acronyms also need pre-processing, 

for example, Agarwal, Xie, Vovsha, Rambow, and Passonneau (2011) built an 

acronym dictionary collected from the web with English translations of over 5000 

frequently used acronyms. The hash symbol (“#”) for a hashtag is also replaced by the 

word HASH in (Smailović, 2014), or it has been removed as in (Altrabsheh, 2016). 

Punctuations like exclamation and question marks are removed by (Assiri et al., 2017; 
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Refaee & Rieser, 2016; Al-Kabi et al., 2013). In addition, emoticons on Twitter need 

special treatment; some researchers have removed them, while others replaced all the 

emoticons with their equivalent sentiment polarity, for instance, they replaced “: )” 

with “happy”, “: (” with “sad”, and other emoticon replacements (D’Andrea, Ferri, 

Grifoni, & Guzzo, 2015). 

Along with the text pre-processing specific for Twitter, there are many tools that can 

be used to clean the data as will be discussed in the next sections. 

2.4.2 Tokenization  

Most of the researchers started with tokenization for pre-processing (Shoukry & 

Rafea, 2012; Albraheem et al., 2012; Duwairi et al., 2015; Aldayel & Azmi, 2015;  

Abd-Elhamid, Elzanfaly, & Eldin, 2017; Mustafa et al., 2017). Authors of ( Abdulla 

et al., 2014) adopted the bag-of-words method, which is the simplest method for 

tokenization. In this method, every single word is extracted and treated as a separate 

token. The bag-of-words approach entails that the positions of the words in the text 

are completely ignored.  

Mohammad et al. (2016b), have used the Carnegie Mellon Twitter NLP tool (Gimpel 

et al., 2010) to deal with specific tokens such as URLs, user-names, and emoticons. 

Another method for tokenization was utilized by Assiri et al. (2017), they used a 

trained tokenizer based on the maximum entropy model (Althobaiti, Kruschwitz, & 

Poesio, 2014), which was trained on different documents collected from Arabic 

Wikipedia.  
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2.4.3 Normalization 

In normalization, Arabic text is converted from various forms to a common form. Such 

as the word “انت”, where it can have many forms like “ ,نتإ انت  , أنت  ” and other forms, 

three different words would be considered for this single word. Therefore, 

transforming these words into a single word is required. Arabic researchers, 

(Albraheem et al., 2012; Abdulla et al., 2013; Abdulla et al., 2014; Al-ayyoub et al., 

2015; & Duwairi et al., 2015) have opted in their works to remove all punctuations 

from the tweets, such as (. “ ” ; '), and removing all diacritics, such as (  ٍ    ٍ    ٍ  ◌  ٍ ), 

removing non-letters from the text, such as (+ = ~ $), and removing elongation (ــ), for 

example, using elongation the word (  انت ) may look like ( انــــــــــــــت ). Other 

researchers replaced (إ،أ،آ،ا ) with bare Alif (ا), replace final (ى) with (ي), replace final 

 .(ي) with (ئ) and replace (و) with (ؤ) replace ,(ا) with (ء) replace first ,(ه) with (ة)

2.4.4 Stemming  

In stemming, words are reduced to their base form. The obtained stem might be same 

as the root, or different from it, but it is valuable since these words map to the same 

stem in general, even if the obtained stem is not a root. One of the most significant 

stages in any Arabic text pre-processing or text mining is stemming. Larkey, 

Ballesteros, and Connell (2007) showed that Arabic text stemming is a difficult task 

because of its extremely derivational nature. In the Arabic language, there are mainly 

two types of stemmers: aggressive stemmers that will reduce the word to its root, and 

light stemmers that will remove certain suffixes and prefixes from the word. Though, 

aggressive stemmers in the Arabic language in most cases will result in losing the 

meaning of the original word. Therefore, this type of stemmers is not the best choice 

in dealing with Arabic text. 
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Since the Arabic language is considered a complex language, and because the 

stemming phase is significant in text mining systems, many types of research have 

been conducted on different levels. But the researches were directed to the modern 

standard Arabic, therefore it is difficult to deal with the dialect rules such as the PAL. 

Therefore, when using the MSA stemmer on the word “عشان/because” it will be 

stemmed incorrectly to “عش/hut” because it will assume “ان” as a suffix for duality; 

however, in most dialects it would mean “because”, so it should not be stemmed from 

the beginning. Reducing the word to its shortest form without changing its meaning is 

the main aim of the stemming phase. Therefore, the aggressive stemming is not 

considered for this research, because when a word is reduced to its root, many terms 

would be related to this root but each with different sentiment value. The light 

stemming technique is adopted with specific rules to handle the desired dialect`s 

suffixes and prefixes. 

Besides, it is considered simple to implement light stemming and it is proved in many 

information retrieval systems to be highly effective. Stemming can be implemented in 

three stages: prefix removal, suffix removal, and infix removal which is almost applied 

to deal with broken plurals. In general, the first stage attempted is the prefix removal, 

then the suffix removal stage and the infix removal is the last stage. The word obtained 

after each stage is checked in the dictionary, if it exists then the stemming process is 

stopped, otherwise, it will continue.  

2.4.5 Stop Words Removal  

Stop words removal is applied to those words that do not have any effect on the 

meaning held in the text, like prepositions, this increases the speed of the analysis and 

the accuracy of the results. In the Arabic language, there is no certain list of stop words. 
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The list varies from author to another depending on the type of the application it is 

used for. Some of them have created lists that contain only the short function words, 

like “من/of”, “على/on”, “في/in” and others. While most common words are used by other 

authors to create the list, for example, “مثل/same”, “يقول/say”, “يريد/want”. Khoja 

stemmer tool is an available stop word list for MSA but it only includes 168 words. 

El-Khair has created a list that consists of 1,377 words (El-Khair, 2006). But the issue 

here is the unavailability of stop word lists that include dialectical and informal words 

which are used widely in social media. Therefore, it is recommended to add more stop 

words to the stop words lists from other dialects of Arabic since tweeters do not mostly 

use MSA.  

In Table 2.1, a summary of the used pre-processing tools in the literature is presented. 

From the last two rows of the table, where the total number of applying tool is 

presented, and the average of the tool`s order is calculated, it has been noticed that 

tokenization is vital, and it should be the first tool used for pre-processing. Then 

normalization, and stop words removal, respectively in the same order are a must to 

use for sentiment analysis, and it is also valuable to handle the repeated letters. 

However, dealing with misspelling is not widely used, since most of the informal 

vocabularies cannot be distinguished from misspelled words, (Abdulla et al., 2013) 

handled misspelled words in his first paper, but ignored it in the second paper (Abdulla 

et al., 2014).  
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Table 2.1 

Summary of Pre-processing Tools in the Literature 

Work 

T
okenization 

Stop W
ords R

em
oval 

Stem
m

ing 

M
isspelling 

R
epeated L

etters 

N
orm

alization 

R
em

oving Punctuations 

Phonetic E
rrors 

R
em

ove D
iacritics 

N
oun R

em
oval 

Albraheem et al. (2012) 1 2 3        

Abdulla et al. (2013)  4  1 2 3     

Al-Ayyoub et al. ( 2015)  4 5 2 1   3   

Abdulla et al. (2014) 1 5 4  2 3     

Duwairi et al. (2015) 1 2 3        

Mohammad et al. (2016b) 1     2     

Assiri et al. (2017) 6 5 7  1 2 4  3  

 El-Beltagy (2017)   3  2 1     

Mataoui (2016) 1 3    2     

Mustafa et al. (2017) 1 4 3   2     

Salameh et al. (2015) 1  2   3     

Elawady et al. (2015) 1 3 4   2     

Al-Harbi (2016) 1 4 2   3     

Refaee & Rieser (2016) 1 2 6 4   3   5 

Al-Saffar et al. (2016) 1 3 4   2     

Al-Moslmi et al. (2017)  2 4  3 1     

Abd-Elhamid et al. (2017) 1 3   2      

Al-Kabi et al. (2014) 3     2 1    

Al-Kabi et al. (2013) 3     2 1    

Alotaibi & Khan (2017) 2 4 3   1     

Number of occurrences 16 15 14 3 7 15 4 1 1 1 

Average of tool`s order 1.6 3.3 3.8 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.3 3.0 3.0 5.0 

• Numbers represent the sequence of using the pre-processing tool for each work. 
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2.5 Sentiment Analysis Approaches 

In sentiment analysis classification, three main approaches are used: machine learning 

approach, lexicon-based approach, and these two types can work together to form the 

third which is a hybrid approach, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (Serrano-Guerrero et al., 

2015). These approaches would have a document, sentence, phrase, or a word as an 

input, and the output will determine whether the input text conveys a positive, 

negative, or neutral sentiment. These approaches will be explained in the next 

sections.  

2.5.1 The Machine Learning Approach 

The machine learning approach is the first approach used for sentiment classification. 

Mainly, machine learning is taken to cover computing procedures which rely on 

logical operations, in addition to binary processes learned from a series of instances, 

the training examples. Numerous algorithms are used in this training, after the 

Sentiment 
Analysis

Machine Learning 
Approach

Supervised 
Learning

Decision Tree 
Classification

Linear Classifiers

Rule-Based 
Classifiers

Probabilistic 
Classifiers

Unsupervised 
Learning

Semi-Supervised
Learning

Lexicon-Based 
Approach

Dictionary-Based 
Approach

Corpus-Based 
Approach

Statistical

SemanticHybrid Approach

Figure 2.1. Sentiment Classification Techniques 
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presentation of unseen examples to the algorithms for implementing purposes, these 

examples are referred to as a test set. The sentiment analysis is dealt with by the 

machine learning approach as a simple topic-based text classification problem. 

Despite the high accuracies achievement of this approach, this simple classification 

gives limited information on the topic of the sentiment or its basis (Mudinas, Zhang, 

& Levene, 2012).  

There are two approaches of machine learning for sentiment classification, supervised 

and unsupervised approach.  Supervised machine learning techniques are used in order 

to provide a classification of a finite set of classes for documents or sentences. The 

machine learning algorithm is needed to generalize from the trained data to previously 

unseen data in a reasonable way (Patel, & Choksi, 2015). In order to apply these 

approaches, the availability of labeled data is required. Labeled data is data with a 

classification predefined by individuals. Supervised machine learning techniques need 

a large corpus of training data, and the performance of these techniques relies on the 

existence of a good match between the training and the test data, in the domain aspects, 

topic, and also the time-period (Hailong, Wenyan, & Bo, 2014).  A number of learning 

algorithms are used in the literature of the supervised approach. Maximum Entropy 

(MaxEnt), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Trees, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

very common (Kotsiantis, 2007; Abdul-mageed, 2017; Elarnaoty, Abdelrahman, & 

Fahmy, 2012; Korayem, Aljadda, & Crandall, 2016).  

Unsupervised learning tends to classify documents into a random number of 

predefined categories without requiring labeled data for classification purposes. Some 

of the unsupervised approaches are clustering, as well as deep learning methods 

(Hailong, Wenyan, & Bo, 2014). As stated by Dasgupta, and Ng (2009), little work 
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has been done on sentiment-based clustering and the related task of unsupervised 

polarity classification, where the main focus is usually on clustering or classifying 

documents sets based on polarity (Dasgupta et al., 2009). Clustering can be observed 

as a means to overcome the weakness of the existing systems of the supervised polarity 

classification, which are usually domain and language specific. A novel approach to 

clustering by incorporating user feedback is suggested, where the selection of a 

dimension is needed by the user by examining a small number of features for each 

dimension. This aids directly the clustering algorithm on the dimension to cluster 

along. Spectral clustering is first applied to reveal the most important dimensions that 

exist in the data, and then the user gets to select the dimension they desire. The dataset 

is then clustered along this dimension. The automatic classification task is described 

by Patra, Kundu, Das, and Bandyopadhyay (2012) as a classic example of pattern 

recognition, where labels are assigned to the test data by a classifier a depending on 

the training data labels. Moreover, document classification is described as the task of 

assigning a document to one or more classes. Xianghua et al. (2013) also implemented 

an unsupervised approach in order to automatically locate the facet discussed in 

Chinese reviews and to identify the sentiment expressed in the different facets. Using 

the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, they performed a discovery of multi-

aspect global topics, and then extracted the local topic and associated its sentiment 

depending on a sliding window context over the review text. 

Generally, the approaches of machine learning are described to be domain dependent, 

which can be assumed as a strength point and a weakness point. From one point of 

view, better performance is shown in the classifiers that used a certain domain for 

training when they are used on data from this domain. This is because of the very good 

adaptation between the trained classifiers and domain, topic, and training data context.  
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In contrast, there is a need for a very big volume of annotated data for classifiers to be 

trained, which is difficult to find on Twitter. Though the efficiency of using distant 

supervision approach for training corpora is unreliable.  

In addition, not enough performance is shown in the domain-dependent classifiers 

when tried on other domains, and in this situation, more training is required. 

Consequently, two conditions are related to the supervised machine learning approach 

effectiveness: first is the existence of annotated corpora, second, when moving to other 

domain’s corpora, a retraining of the classifier is needed. Moreover, Twitter machine 

learning approaches only depend on syntactic or linguistic features for classifier 

training (e.g., POS tags, n-grams, dictionary glosses, and others.). As discussed earlier, 

relying on this kind of features will cause problems when handling tweets, since it will 

lead to producing sparse feature vectors and tweets itself are naturally sparse. The 

performance of classifiers that were trained by sparse vectors is frequently decreased 

because it can`t be generalized to new words found in the test set.  

2.5.2 The Lexicon-Based Approach 

The lexicon-based approach is the second approach used for sentiment classification. 

The basic mechanism of lexicon-based approach is to use the word`s sentiment 

orientation. This approach doesn`t require training or feature engineering which the 

machine learning depends on. The opinionated words in a tweet or a document, in 

general, are assigned using sentiment lexicons. There are two factors that have a major 

impact on the efficiency of lexicon-based systems, the sentiment lexicon type, and the 

algorithm used for sentiment detection, this algorithm locates opinionated words and 

assigns a value for each word, then calculates the whole document`s sentiment. There 

are many lexicon-based methods for Twitter sentiment analysis that have been 
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suggested (Appel, Chiclana, Carter, & Fujita, 2016; Duwairi et al. 2015; Tumasjan, 

Sprenger, Sandner, & Welpe, 2010; Bollen, Mao, & Zeng, 2011; Brody & 

Diakopoulos, 2011; Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2012; Hu et al., 2013; Astudillo 

et al., 2015). Since the lexicon-based approach is adopted in this research, next 

sections will discuss in detail this approach for both of English and Arabic languages, 

since English is the most language that has been addressed in sentiment analysis, and 

Arabic is the language under study in this thesis.  

2.5.2.1 Lexicon-Based Approach for English 

In lexicon-based sentiment analysis, Twitter-based methods are designed to meet 

tweets data specifications more than the design of the conventional lexicon-based 

methods, therefore, better accuracy and performance can be obtained for sentiment 

detection. That is due to enhancements performed to overcome the limitations of the 

conventional methods. These enhancements are in the existing lexicon by enriching 

the vocabularies, or by building lexicons based on tweets data (Thelwall, Buckley, 

Paltoglou, & Cai, 2010), and by considering the tweets` characteristics when building 

algorithms to identify and extract sentiments. Thelwall et al. (2010) start it by building 

SentiStrength, which detects sentiment strength from microblogging data. In this 

approach, this sentiment strength is representing a numerical value that reflects the 

sentiment`s intensity. Positive sentiment values vary from +1 to +5, where +1 is barely 

positive and +5 is extremely positive, and negative sentiment values vary from -1 to -

5, where -1 is barely negative and -5 is extremely negative. 

The SentiStrength lexicon was built using words and phrases that have been used in 

microblogging posts. This lexicon contains around 300 positive words, along with 465 

negative words that have been collected from posts and comments of MySpace, and 
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its sentiment strengths vary from two to five. Then, to optimize sentiment strength of 

the words they proposed a training algorithm.  

In this algorithm, words are selected one by one, and each time its sentiment strength 

is altered by deducting or increasing one point, then it will check if that has improved 

the classification accuracy by comparing it with a human annotated corpus. In order 

to handle the issue of the tweets ill-formed language, many rules have been applied by 

SentiStrength, like the presence of negation, intensifiers, emoticons and booster 

words. Three lists have been built by the author, one contains booster words, and 

another one with negation words, while the third one consists of emoticons.  

In order to measure the SentiStrength performance, it has been compared with major 

machine learning classifiers like SVM, NB and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and to 

perform the comparison, 1,000 posts on MySpace were used as a test set. Three 

humans participated in manually annotating these posts with its sentiment strength. 

The results revealed that the SentiStrength outperformed all the machine learning 

classifiers by almost 2%. This can be explained by the ability of handling ill-formed 

language which has increased the SentiStrength detection accuracy. Later on, several 

enhancements have been added to this algorithm by the same authors. This 

enhancement has been applied basically by extending the number of words to 2,310 

from the negative words of General Inquirer lexicon. Also, they changed how they 

handle negation, by making negative terms to be neutral instead of making them 

positive.  

The new version of SentiStrength has been tested using six different datasets from 

social media websites such as Twitter (Pak & Paroubek, 2010), MySpace, BBC 
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Forum, Digg.com (Paltoglou & Buckely, 2010), Runners World Forum and YouTube. 

From the results, it can be concluded that SentiStrength over the whole six datasets 

outperformed the majority classification. Only the machine learning classifiers result 

in more accuracy on the majority of the datasets than the SentiStrength. Based on 

SentiStrength, another approach by the same authors have been proposed, but they 

concentrate on polarity detection instead of detecting the sentiment strength. For a 

given document, the same rules in SentiStrength have been used for finding the 

polarity sentiment strength. Then using these strength scores they found the sentiment 

for the whole document. 

If the positive strength is larger than the negative strength, then the document is 

annotated as positive, if the opposite occurs, it is annotated as negative, but if both are 

equal when absolute values of them are considered, then it is assigned as neutral. Then 

they evaluate this algorithm through datasets from Twitter, Digg, and MySpace that 

have been manually annotated. Then they compare its performance with the popular 

machine learning classifiers SVM, NB, and maximum Entropy that have been trained 

using unigram feature. The results conclude that this algorithm outperforms all the 

methods in subjectivity along with the polarity classification. 

From the previous discussion, if the lexicon-based algorithms are adjusted to Twitter 

characteristics and if lexicons that are microblogging-based are used, it will aid to 

minimize the negative effect of the informality of language in the tweets, and then it 

enhances performance detection, as noted by Brody and Diakopoulos (2011). Even 

though, when a sentiment lexicon is built, it is clear that it is a labor-intensive task and 

consumes a lot of time (Marquez, Mendoza, & Poblete, 2013). Also, the 

microblogging-based lexicons and traditional ones have restricted coverage by their 
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words contained in them. The hard job to create microblogging sentiment lexicons 

motivated the work on studies concentrating on creating new kinds of words and 

expressions that are opinionated and originate in microblogging texts, deciding which 

kind is the most helpful while creating sentiment lexicons (Nielsen, 2011; X. Hu et al., 

2013; Brody & Diakopoulos, 2011). For instance, the effect of ill-formed expressions 

and obscene terms that reported sentiment is studied by (Nielsen, 2011) in the process 

of establishing a new sentiment lexicon. 

More specifically, a new lexicon containing 2,477 words with a score of each strength 

between -5 and + 5, was created. These words were gathered from many sources 

(Bradley & Lang, 1999), such as the Original Balanced Affective Word List, Urban 

dictionary`s slang words list, and other sources. A comparison was seized between 

this new lexicon and the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) lexicon 

(Bradley & Lang, 1999), General Inquirer, OpinionFinder and SentiStrength with the 

use of simple keyword matching method, on 1,000 tweets as data sets, these tweets 

are labeled by Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). More high engagement is shown in 

the new lexicon with labels extracted from AMT than ANEW, General Inquire, and 

Opinion Finder, yet lower than SentiStrength. This is due to the applying of many 

syntactical rules by the SentiStrength, along with dealing with ill-formed irregular and 

slang words or expressions. 

If the reliability on sentiment lexicons and prior word's sentiment is decreased, it will 

overcome words with limited coverage, and also concentrates on another indicator of 

sentiment in the tweets. For instance, a benefit from emotional signals was shown by 

Hu et al. (2013). As explained by researchers, the signals are 1) The words’ prior 

sentiment, 2) Indicators of sentiments in tweets such as emoticons, 3) The correlation 
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between word and sentiment word, and 4) The correlation between regular and 

opinionated posts. The researchers Ding, Li, Peng, and Park (2006) presented a 

framework that depended on matrix factorization, in which signals were used as prior 

knowledge for constraining the process of factorization. 

The assessment readings on these two datasets on Twitter showed how effective the 

proposed approach is when compared with another conventional keyword matching 

methods. In this subject, Brody and Diakopoulos (2011) presented the possibility to 

contain lengthening words as added opinionated words to the lexicon. Researchers 

discussed the strong relation with the sentiment in words like "niiiiiiiice", yet typical 

normal lexicons do not cover them. In studying 500k tweets in a corpus, and with the 

use of MPQA, it is discovered that 7% of lexicon's words from 68% tweets looked 

lengthened. Depending on this result, researchers suggested the expanding of MPQA 

with lengthening words from tweets of around 720 word. Reaching this end, they 

proceeded a label propagation method on lengthening chart for measuring the 

sentiment found in them. A comparison between annotation performance and human 

annotation depending on a couple of sets of 50 positive and 50 negative words. The 

final readings denied the random nature of word lengthening and it mostly did not 

signify the text's sentiment. 

Through this literature review, since lexicon-based methods don`t require training 

classifier or feature engineering, it is considered to be more suitable for Twitter, even 

if lexicons limit the lexicon-based approach. In this approach, a set of words forms 

sentiment lexicons which it relies on, and when analyzing sentiment, if a word does 

not exist in the lexicon it is neglected. Also, this approach and its lexicons provide 

constant, context-independent words with its sentiment polarity and strengths. 
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2.5.2.2 Lexicon-Based Approach for Arabic 

The efficiency of the lexicon-based approach is mainly determined by the sentiment 

lexicons. Many methods are implemented to generate such lexicons. Some researchers 

built their lexicon manually (Albraheem & Al-Khalifa, 2012), some used synonyms 

and antonyms to expand a small set (Duwairi et al., 2015; Ibrahim, Abdou, & Gheith, 

2015). While others used methods based on statistics and semantics (El-Beltagy, 

2017), such as PMI (Mohammad et al., 2016b) and the links between the terms 

(Eskander & Rambow, 2015). Albraheem and Al-Khalifa (2012) have constructed 

manually a 200 words lexicon. The results have been affected by size. They found that 

the stemmer is useful to reduce the size of the lexicon since multiple words have the 

same root in the lexicon. Also, Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2013) created their 3,982 

adjectives polarity lexicon manually, and by translating the seed list of (Turney & 

Littman, 2003) into Arabic, and using it along with some random words including also 

objective words, Mobarz et al., (2014) expanded the list to obtain 150,000 words in 

their lexicon. 

In another work, Duwairi et al. (2015) started with 300 words as seeds from 

SentiStrength. Then these words were translated into Arabic. Two individuals 

annotated every word by 1 for positive word, and -1 for negative words. Then using 

Sakhr dictionary, a synonyms list has extended the lexicon. After adding emoticons to 

the lexicon, it ended with 2,376 entries. While ArSeLex was manually created by 

collecting 400 seed words then manually expanded by adding synonyms and 

antonyms, then automatically expanded from several online sources to form a 5,244 

adjectives lexicon (Ibrahim et al., 2015). 
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Building a sentiment lexicon was proposed by (Al-ayyoub et al., 2015) in three steps: 

1) Collecting Arabic stems, 2) Translating these stems into English, 3) Finding the 

sentiment score of these stems from English sentiment lexicons located online. Around 

120,000 stems have been gathered into the lexicon.  

A lexicon-based method was adopted by El-Beltagy and Ali, (2013), they built a 

lexicon from extending a seed of 380 words. Then they annotated the lexicon`s words 

by using two algorithms to present the earliest lexicon with scores to its entries. 

Finally, they implemented two approaches to find the overall sentiment of the 

collected tweets: 1) is called the sum, which sums the words` polarities in a tweet, and 

2) is called the double polarity to find for each word in a tweet its positive and negative 

score. These two scores are given to every polarity word per the word’s frequency in 

the corpus.  

The lexicon-based approach has been under trial for improving it in (Abdulla et al., 

2014). The construction of their lexicon consisted of four stages: 1) The SentiStrength 

website was used for selecting 300 seed words, 2) They added the synonyms of these 

words to the lexicon, 3) A scheme called term frequency weighting was used for 

identifying the missed words in the preceding steps, and 4) Words from different 

Arabic dialects were added to the lexicon for enlargement. Then, a sentiment analysis 

tool was created for calculating the text’s polarity without neglecting negation and 

intensification. The simple lexicon-based method was used, which depends on 

classifying the sentence based on the higher number of negative or positive words 

counted in it.  
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Three sentiment analysis methods for Arabic were presented in (Al-Twairesh et al., 

2016), a simple lexicon-based method was one of them, but its performance is 

enhanced by adding a set of features to handle valence shifters such as negation and 

intensification.  

A comparison in the performance of supervised and lexicon-based approaches has 

been implemented in (Abdulla et al., 2013). The authors studied corpus-based and 

lexicon-based approaches for Arabic sentiment analysis. They developed an Arabic 

lexicon using a seed of 300 words and then synonyms were added to the lexicon. Then, 

aggregated all polarity weights of these words after applying negation and 

intensification to these weights. They indicated that the performance is poor when the 

lexicon is not sufficiently large in the lexicon-based approach.  

SANA was presented by Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2014), an Arabic sentiment 

lexicon, that combines manually created lexicons such as HUDA and SIFAAT, and 

involves manual annotations, automatic machine translation, and gloss matching by 

using several resources, such as SAMA and THARWA. SANA includes around 

225,000 entries, but many of them are infected, duplicates or not diacritized, which 

makes it noisy and hard to be useable. It covers two dialects, Egyptian and Levantine, 

and is not applied to sentiment analysis tasks yet. 

Badaro, Baly, and Hajj (2014) built a large-scale sentiment lexicon for MSA and called 

it ArSenL. ArSenL consists of 28,780 lemmas and 157,969 related synsets. It is a 

combination of four existing resources: English WordNet (EWN), ArabicWordNet 

(Black et al., 2006), SAMA (Graff et al., 2009) and SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 
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2010). However, it does not include dialect words, but only MSA. Therefore, the 

accuracy is affected when it is applied to social media. 

 Following the example of ArSenL, Eskander and Rambow (2015) constructed 

Standard Arabic Sentiment Lexicon (SLSA) by developing a matching algorithm 

between entries in SentiWordNet and entries of an Arabic morphological analyzer. A 

link is created then if there is a match between the entries from both, the score is 

assigned to the entries from SentiWordNet. Nevertheless, SLSA just like ArSenL has 

no dialect words. Hence, social media text cannot be accurately analyzed. 

Three lexicons for Arabic were generated from Twitter in (Mohammad et al., 2016b). 

Each from a Twitter dataset collected as follows: the first dataset contained emoticons, 

the second contained a seed list of hashtags for positive and negative Arabic words, 

and the third also contained hashtags of dialectical Arabic positive and negative words. 

Then three lexicons were generated using PMI from these datasets: 21,964 for Arabic 

Hashtag Lexicon, 20,128 for Dialectal Arabic Hashtag Lexicon and 43,304 for Arabic 

Emoticon Lexicon. 

Moreover, Assiri et al. (2017) built an Arabic lexicon in three steps: first, from El-

Beltagy and Ali (2013), they used a learning algorithm that employs seed words to 

expand the lexicon. In the second phase, they used a lexicon created by Badaro et al. 

(2014). This lexicon contains 154k words along with their punctuation. Since every 

punctuation makes different meaning for the words, there were different punctuations 

for the same words in the lexicon. But the usage of punctuations by tweeters is seldom; 

therefore, they removed them from the words. Then they removed Arabic diacritics 

from words. Because the same word could appear in the lexicon with different 
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diacritics, therefore, the lexicon might have a duplicate text. So, they removed 

duplicate entries from the lexicon. In the third phase, they manually added new words. 

In the end, they had a large-scale lexicon, which contains over 14k sentiment words. 

El-Beltagy (2017) started from the earlier work of El-Beltagy and Ali (2013) and then 

assigned scores to the Arabic words of the lexicon in three steps. First, by collecting 

100 tweets for each word using Twitter’s search API, ending with almost 500k tweets. 

Second, finding co-occurrence statistics from the dataset. Finally, find the score for 

each word using these statistics based on the hypothesis that the stronger a polar term 

is, the less likely it is to co-occur with terms of opposite polarity.  

Finally, Mataoui (2016) created a lexicon for only Algerian dialect. They relied on the 

lexicon of El-Beltagy and Ali (2013), which its words are from Egyptian dialect and 

MSA. First, they removed all words not used in the Algerian dialect. After that, they 

added all the words of the Algerian dialect which are equivalent to Egyptian and 

Arabic words in the lexicon. Finally, they added the commonly used words of the 

Algerian dialect that carry positive or negative opinion. At the end of these steps, the 

constructed lexicon ended with 3,093 polarity words. 

More details about harnessing the lexicon-based approach for Arabic sentiment 

analysis are presented in Section 2.7, showing the methodology and finding results for 

recent researches that adopted the lexicon-based approach. 

2.5.3 The Hybrid Approach  

The third approach in sentiment analysis is the hybrid approach, which maximizes the 

benefits from the machine learning approach and the lexicon-based approach, and tries 
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to avoid its drawbacks. Therefore, in this approach, one approach is used to increase 

the other approach`s performance. For example, the lexicon-based approach could 

help in annotating a training set which is used for supervised classifier models (Zhang, 

Ghosh, Dekhil, Hsu, & Liu, 2015). While the lexicon-based approaches can enrich its 

lexicons using machine learning approaches (Thelwall et al., 2010). Another type of 

hybrid approaches is by using sentiment values from the lexicon-based approach as 

further features to train the supervised classifier, as in (Kouloumpis et al., 2011; 

Sheela, 2016; Marquez et al., 2013; Mohammad, Kiritchenko, & Zhu, 2013). This has 

resulted in improving the sentiment classifiers` performance. Another type of hybrid 

approach was built by Mudinas, Zhang, and Levene (2012) who break down the 

process into three phases learning approach. The first phase, tweets are labeled by the 

lexicon-based method. Then, using the labeled tweets opinionated terms that had not 

been detected in the first phase are identified according to its occurrence in both 

positive, and negative tweets, these identified terms are then added to the lexicon, then 

this lexicon is used in finding other opinionated terms. In the last phase, the labeled 

tweets are used to train an SVM classifier.  

Penagos et al. (2013) built a hybrid approach of two supervised classifiers and a 

lexicon-based method, were the output of each of them will be used in strategies that 

will find the overall sentiment. On the other hand, an approach has been suggested by 

Gonçalves, Araújo, Benevenuto, and Cha (2013) that will gather many lexicon-based 

methods, like SentiStrength, Emoticons, SenticNet (Cambria, Speer, Havasi, & 

Hussain, 2010), Positive Affective Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS-t) (Gonçalves 

et al., 2013), Happiness Index (Dodds & Danforth, 2010), SentiWordNet, along with 

a Naive Bayes classifier that have been trained by more than 17,000 set of tweets 

annotated by linguists. The result produced by this hybrid approach is found taking 
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into consideration all the methods` precision and recall. For evaluation, six datasets 

have been used for testing each method, and results showed that combining all of them 

together is better than using the other methods individually. 

2.6 Valence Shifters 

Valence shifter words are used to change sentiment, either as negation, intensification, 

or contrast. In the following sections, each type will be discussed thoroughly from the 

literature. 

2.6.1 Negation Words 

In sentiment analysis, handling negation is very important, because one negation word 

could reverse the sentence polarity from positive to negative, and vice versa. 

Following is two similar sentences with a different sentiment, “this movie is good”, 

and “this movie is not good”. There are many types of negation that could appear in 

sentences. Direct negation where negation word followed directly with the negated 

word, for example, “not good/ليس جيد”. Long distance negation where the negation 

word and negated words are not neighbors, for example, “not very beautiful/   مش كثير

  .”ال تحتوي على محرك جيد/or “does not have good engine ”حلو

Some studies in Arabic has been done for solving the negation problem, whether 

detecting the negation issue, or the results of using negation in this analysis. Negation 

principle was put in the studies of Elhawary and Elfeky (2010), by measuring the 

sentiment score in each word or phrase depending on the Arabic lexicon. In this task, 

they applied the inversing to the negated words. However, there was a couple of issues 

in it. The first is stating the use of twenty negation words but without mentioning it. 

The second is the way of selecting the negated words or phrases in each sentence. 
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These problems can have an influence on sentiment analysis procedure because 

polarity might be changing.  

Negation was taken into consideration by Farra, Challita, Assi, and Hajj (2010) during 

their experience of finding the Arabic text's sentiment. Their research has dealt with 

the negation manner by just calculating negation words' frequency in a sentence while 

trying to create the sentence's semantic feature relying on Arabic sentiment lexicon. 

Features that have been used in their study are the frequency positive, negative, and 

neutral words. Researchers have not considered how negation words in the sentence 

effect on other words. Therefore, a decrease in accuracy occurred comparing with 

other studies. Moreover, they did not mention the negation words used in their study. 

Furthermore, depending on the simple representation, could not measure all sentence's 

semantics and syntax, which can be helpful for sentiment classification.  

Hamouda and El-taher (2013) created a sentiment analyzer for the Arabic new pages' 

comments on Facebook. They did some comparison between different features and 

machine learning algorithms. For example, they dealt with Arabic negation, and even 

though there are many negation words, they only calculated five of them and did not 

count them in dialects. Just a negation words' percentage of comment or post was 

added as a feature, and they did not take into consideration the negation influence on 

words. But the main problem of this process is that it is only appropriate for the chosen 

domain by them, which is comments and posts on news pages on Facebook.  

Many other studies adopted the switch negation technique to handle negation, which 

is reversing the next word to the negation word to an opposite value (Al-Kabi, Al-

Qudah, Alsmadi, Dabour, & Wahsheh, 2013; Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy, 2014b;  
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Refaee & Rieser, 2014; Narayanan, Arora, & Bhatia, 2013; Pak & Paroubek, 2010; 

Mataoui, 2016), which fails when polarity word is not next to the negation word, such 

as in “  ليس قرار جيد” where the middle word is non-polarity word means decision, and 

the first is a negation word, while the last is a polarity word means good, hence, the 

result should be negative in this sentence. 

In another simple handling of negation, Al-Horaibi and Khan (2016) created a list of 

negation words that are used frequently in the Arabic language; when such negation 

words are found in the classifier, a score of (negative = 1) is given to the word in the 

list. While another study multiplies the weight of the negation word by the sentiment 

orientation of the next word, and then add it to the total sentiment orientation. 

The negation was handled in Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) by checking if the positive or 

negative word is along with the negation word. If it is positive, then no increment to 

the counter of positive words. But if the word is negative, then this time do the 

increment to the counter of negative words. Besides, considering the negation word`s 

score to be -1. Using this technique, the performance increased by (1% to 4%) across 

all datasets. 

Four rules to handle negation were proposed in Assiri et al. (2017). First, to switch the 

word with polarity after the negation word. Second, only switch the first polarity word 

even if it appears two or three words after the negation word. Third, if the term “ال /no” 

is followed by a non-polarity word first then a polarity word, it makes no change. 

Finally, if a negation word is followed by non-polarity words, then it is considered as 

a negative tweet such as in “not a dialogue style”. These rules increased performance 

by 3%.  
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2.6.2 Intensification Words 

Many researchers handled negation, but less handled intensifiers, Assiri et al. (2017), 

or discussed them but without handling it (Duwairi et al., 2015). Intensifiers refer to 

words that change the sentiment of the neighboring non-neutral terms. They can be 

divided into two categories, namely amplifiers, such as “جدا/very”, and downtoners, 

such as “قليل/little” that increase and decrease the intensity of sentiment, respectively. 

The type of the lexicon, weather polarities are binary or the polarities as a score 

restricts the way of handling intensification. In the work of Abdulla, Majdalawi, 

Mohammed, Al-Ayyoub, and Al-Kabi (2014), they handled intensification by adding 

one if the type of intensifier is amplifier, for example, “جيد جدا/very good” will have a 

value of (1+1), by deducting one if the type of intensifier is downtoner, for example, 

 slightly good” will have a value of (1-1). The usage of binary lexicon forces/جيد قليال“

them to use this method.  

While El-Beltagy and Ali (2013) multiply the weight of the intensification by the 

weight of the following word. Also, Al-Aziz, Gheith, and Eldin (2016) adopted the 

multiplication method to handle intensification words. While Shoukry and Rafea 

(2012) didn`t handle the intensification, because of the absence of the intensifiers lists 

for Egyptian dialect. Mataoui (2016) built a lexicon of intensifier words from MSA 

and then added the equivalent from the Algerian dialect but without mentioning how 

he used this lexicon. 

In the work of Ibrahim et al. (2015), they only handled the amplifier words, by 

doubling the next term to such word, whether the next word is positive or negative. 

Whereas Eskander and Rambow (2015) created a list of amplifiers and downtoners by 
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examining AraMorph (Buckwalter, 2002) glosses manually, then according to the type 

of this term, they double or halve the score of the next term. 

2.6.3 Contrast Words 

Contrast is a linguistic mechanism that joins two smaller units having opposite 

characteristics into one bigger unit, such as the word “لكن/but” and “رغم/although”. 

Despite its importance in determining the overall polarity of a sentence, but nobody 

handled this kind of valence shifters for Arabic sentiment analysis.  

In English sentiment analysis, this kind of words has been used for expanding a seed 

of words, in such a manner that if two words are joined by a contrast word, then both 

have opposite polarities (Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, 1997). This has been used to 

determine the dominance sentence of two sentences linked by contrast word (Pang, 

Lee, & Vaithyanathan, 2002; Heerschop et al., 2011).  

The work presented by Yuan (2016) described handling contrast words by dividing 

the sentence before and after the contrast word to the main sentence and secondary 

sentence, and the overall polarity will be the main sentence if it is not an objective 

sentence, otherwise, the overall polarity will be opposite of the secondary sentence. 

2.7 Latest Researches on Arabic Lexicon-Based Sentiment Analysis 

Nowadays, to find public opinions toward products, services, political figures, or any 

decision by governments is mainly presented by sentiment analysis. Sentiment 

analysis can serve decision makers of organizations to make better decisions by 

understanding public opinions, and one of the resources that are rich in public opinions 
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is social media. This section reviews the latest researches that applied a lexicon-based 

approach to perform sentiment analysis on Arabic social media, especially on Twitter. 

According to Abdulla et al. (2014), they focused on the lexicon-based sentiment 

analysis for the Arabic language, where they compared and experimented three 

techniques of lexicon construction, and presented an Arabic sentiment analysis tool to 

make the constructed lexicon helpful. 

In their methodology, they presented the construction of their lexicon, next to the 

model they suggested. They implemented the automatic and the manual way to 

compare between them and for integrating them to form a single solid. This has 

resulted in a lexicon consisted of 16,800 lexical items.  

First, in the manual approach, they created a lexicon with the help of a linguist and 

native Arabic speaker. This manual approach has been processed through 4 phases, 

the first is collecting 300 seed words from SentiStrength online, and translate them 

into Arabic and giving them a polarity of +1 and -1. Second, finding the synonyms of 

each word and provide them the same polarity of the word itself. Moreover, they added 

emoticons with a polarity assigned to each one of them. Third, they adopted a 

weighting scheme which is (TF) a term frequency to extract the missing MSA words, 

this was done manually. In the final phase, they enlarged the lexicon by adding 

different dialects in Arabic, like Egyptian, Khaliji, and others. This resulted in a 

lexicon of 4,815 words, 1,942 were positive, and 2,873 negative words and any word 

not in the lexicon is considered neutral. 

In the automatic approach, they used two automatic methods. First, the direct 

translation approach, where they translated the SentiStrength lexicon into Arabic using 
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Google Translate to result in a lexicon of 17,500 words and after the normalization by 

human experts to remove duplicates and errors, the lexicon consisted of 9,100 words. 

2,670 positive and 6,430 negative words. Second, they adopted the corpus-based 

approach where they depended on using a labeled balanced corpus consisted of 

positive and negative comments, these comments went through pre-processing stages, 

then they applied TF weighting scheme, by that they created two lists of negative and 

positive words, after removing any mutual words of these lists, they resulted in having 

a total of 8,618 words, 2,075 positive and 6,543 negative words. 

In their work, they investigated the lexicon-based approach where they took into 

consideration particulars like intensification and negation, and presented the lexicon-

based model for polarity identification. First, in handling the intensifiers and facing 

the problem of the varying effect of the intensifiers on words, they chose to provide 

weight to each intensifier after consulting with a linguist expert, and some of the 

dialectical intensifiers from different Arabic dialects are added to this list. 

On the other hand, due to the reason that they depended on a binary polarity of words 

in their lexicons, they cannot adopt the shifting score to handle negation. They handled 

negation under what is called switch negation, which is achieved by reversing the 

polarity of the word attached to negation word. As a result, they calculate the sentiment 

of a comment after it goes through the pre-processing stage, depending on the weight 

of each word in the lexicon and taking into consideration the features discussed. 

In the experiments stage, they used two corpora from Maktoob and Twitter, where 

comments from Maktoob consists of 1200 for each class of positive and negative, and 

2000 comments from Twitter. In their model to find the performance of their work, 
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they used the three measures of accuracy, the precision, recall, and accuracy, then, 

divided the experiments into two parts according to the number of corpora class, and 

since they have created three sentiment lexicons through three techniques, they 

concentrate on the first experiment on how effective each lexicon is, and for all of 

them combined together. They concluded that the automatic creation of lexicons gives 

a good accuracy compared to the manual one, especially in the corpus-based approach, 

and when combining all lexicons, it gave the best values of accuracy. However, the 

manual constructed lexicon gave better result in the aspect of stemming, while the 

corpus-based showed an improvement in accuracy.  In their experiments, the neutral 

class polarity caused most of the errors, due to the same number of positive and 

negative words in the comments, when removing this class from comments, results 

improved. Since they used Maktoob starting from the construction of lexicon ending 

with their sentiment analysis models, they tested this model on the Twitter corpus. 

Compared to Maktoob corpus, Twitter showed a slight decrease in accuracy in the 

stemmed case and a significant decrease in the un-stemmed case. 

Also, Ibrahim et al., (2016) have presented an automatically expandable lexicon with 

a wide coverage polarity aimed to support the application of opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis in the Arabic language. For building their lexicon, they manually 

gathered Arabic seed words and annotate it by negative and positive polarity 

sentiment. Then, by using the POS tags, and techniques of synset aggregation from 

Arabic online lexicons, they automatically detected new sentiment words for 

expanding their lexicons. Then, they used different tagged data for the evaluation of 

their polarity lexicons and its expansion. Their data is in Arabic, Egyptian dialect, and 

from Arabic microblogs. The data they use is collected from comments on TV 

programs, hotel reservations, product reviews, and Arabic tweets. For tweets 
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collection, they used the Twitter search application API, through the query “lang=ar” 

for collecting only Arabic tweets.  

In addition, reviews and comments are gathered from different microblogs, like 

booking.com, forums.fatakat.com, ejabat.google.com, and others in a time zone from 

January 2012 to June 2013. After that and with the help of two native Arabic speakers, 

they selected 3,200 records within this collected data. This data was performed under 

specific matters and conditions, which are having one opinion, Egyptian dialect, MSA, 

no insult, no sarcasm, and with the sentiment. It went through pre-processing stages, 

and they split their data into two sets, first, the development set, which included 2,000 

records divided equally to comments and tweets, this set was used for developing the 

lexicon. The second set is the test set, which includes set-1 with 800 records, and set-

2 with 400 records for expanding the lexicon automatically, and for quality evaluation. 

In their work, they have introduced a lexicon of 5,244 Arabic words with sentiment, 

this lexicon was created manually by the help of Arabic linguists and expanded 

automatically, where they resulted in 2,203 positive and 3,041 negative words. This 

lexicon is sorted alphabetically and each word is given with its Arabic normalization, 

English meaning, Buckwalter, and its polarity. They considered this lexicon as the 

basic lexicon.  

In the automatic expansion, they used a four steps method of using the synonyms and 

antonyms after translation to increase and expand this basic lexicon. In the 

experimental stage, they presented two of the experiments performed “test set 1 and 

test set 2” for the evaluation of the coverage of the lexicon. In each experiment, the 

unique sentiment words are counted for each dataset, and the sentiment words located 
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in the basic lexicon are also counted, besides the number of sentiment words that have 

been added to the lexicon after running the expansion technique to measure the 

coverage of the proposed lexicon. 

Based on the results of these experiments, they noticed that the method used for 

automatic expansion gave a good performance and efficiency in detecting the 

sentiment words and determining the polarity. They also noticed that there is a gradual 

increase in the number of entries in their lexicon, so did the polarity coverage. This 

increase will continue for MSA words, but for the dialect words, there will be a gap 

due to the emergence of new dialectical words every day. 

Duwairi et al. (2015) presented a framework for detecting sentiments in the Arabic 

tweets, they mainly depended on constructing their sentiment lexicon, which they built 

through the translation of SentiStrength lexicon into Arabic, and then expanding it 

using a thesaurus in the Arabic language. In order to validate their work in the 

framework, in a manual way they collected 4,400 Arabic tweets and also annotated 

them, the polarity of positive or negative was given to these tweets based on this 

framework. The results showed that their lexicons were useful in detecting the 

sentiment. 

In building their lexicon which was used in their sentiment detection module, they 

followed several steps, first, they used 300 words as seeds from the English lexicon 

SentiStrength, and translated them into Arabic by the use of English-Arabic 

dictionary,  second, with the help of two individuals they gave a manual annotation to 

these tweets, the polarity was given one weight of +1, or -1 according to the negative 

or positive sentiment, next, they extended this list by using Sakhr dictionary to include 
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the synonyms of each seed word, each synonym has the same polarity of the seed 

word, and there are 2 or 3 synonyms to each word. The resultant words were stemmed 

using Khoja stemmer, and the roots that were extracted were also added to their 

lexicon. 

 Since in the rich Arabic language some words with the same root might have different 

diacritics and so different polarities, this issue can cause some difficulties in the 

algorithms they built in detecting word`s polarities, so their research aimed to 

manually remove these ambiguous words from their lexicon. Next, they decided to 

keep representing Arabic words that have the “alif letter and Hamza” in their different 

shapes. Finally, they also added emoticons and their polarity to their lexicon. After 

they applied these steps, they had a lexicon that consisted of 2,376 words, 1,776 

negative, 600 positive words, and any word not in their lexicon they consider it as 

neutral with 0 labels.  

Next, they used an unsupervised sentiment detection where the polarity of the tweet is 

found in the following steps, first, the tweet is loaded from the dataset. Then the 

tweet`s unigrams are extracted, and each tweet is kept in two versions, the “original 

words” version and the “stemmed words” version. Next, a polarity of +1 or -1 is given 

to each unigram through their existence in the Arabic sentiment lexicon, and unigrams 

that couldn`t be found in it will be annotated as neutral with 0 polarities. If a negation 

appears, they reverse the following unigram`s polarity. Then they calculate the whole 

polarity of the tweet through the summation of all polarities given to each unigram. 

So, a “positive” label or “negative” label is given to the tweet if the summation was 

greater than zero or less than zero respectively, and neutral if the summation equaled 

zero.  
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To start testing the performance of the framework they presented, they collected 4,400 

tweets, then two annotators manually annotated these tweets into positive and negative 

based on the matching answers between them, and if they didn`t have a matched 

opinion on a tweet, they get help from a third annotator to break out their tie. In the 

end, they had 3,213 positive tweets and 1,187 negative tweets. This manual annotation 

is used as an absolute truth of sentiment in order to measure the success of their 

framework. 

In their lexicon-based experiments, they presented two experiments. First, experiment 

one where they used the unsupervised sentiment detection to classify the 4,400 tweets. 

Therefore, their lexicon was used to decide and detect the polarity of the words 

remained. But this experiment used unstemmed words in the tweet. Thus, they first 

questioned the quality of this framework without using stemming. The second 

experiment was held on the same tweets where they used a stemmer called Khoja 

before the sentiment detection, there main aim here is to measure the effectiveness of 

stemming in their analysis. Based on the examples they presented, they noticed that 

the performance (which is presented as accuracy, precision, recall) was increased 

when the tweets were stemmed. They justify this in the reason that the sentiment 

lexicon mostly contains words in their original roots, so after stemming, more words 

are found in the sentiment lexicon and are given a polarity. However, these unigrams, 

if not stemmed, there will be more of them that couldn`t be found in the sentiment 

lexicon and so their polarities. So, they concluded that stemming improves the recall, 

accuracy, and precision, and also decreases the error rate. 

Assiri et al. (2017) present an algorithm that does not depend on one domain, this 

novel lexicon-based algorithm focuses on the Saudi dialect. They first built a lexicon 
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through annotating a created dataset in the Saudi dialect, then they developed their 

algorithm as a weighted lexicon-based one, which focuses on the relation between 

words with polarity and words without polarity for their dataset, then they gave weight 

for these words according to this relation. Through the process of developing the 

algorithm, they have presented some rules to handle some features like supplication 

and negation, they also conducted many experiments for the evaluation of the 

algorithm they suggest. 

The first step in their methodology is the data collection, then is the construction of 

dialect lexicon, after that the pre-processing stage, and finally, they present their 

lexicon-based algorithm. In data collection, they built their own Saudi dialect dataset, 

which they called “Saudi Twitter Corpus for Sentiment Analysis” (Assiri, Emam, & 

Al-Dossari, 2016), it includes 4,700 tweets. Assessing the reliability of this corpus and 

its annotation were done using Cohen`s kappa, and the result was 88% which is very 

good as an agreement strength. Moreover, the experiments also included building two 

smaller datasets for negation and supplication.  

They built their own lexicon due to the shortage in availability of Saudi sentiment 

lexicon. Therefore, building their lexicon was held in three phases. First, they used a 

learning algorithm from El-Beltagy and Ali (2013), which uses seed words and 

punctuations for expanding their lexicon. In the second phase, through using the 

prebuilt lexicon of Badaro et al, (2014) and translating it in the Buckwalter form. This 

lexicon included 154,369 words with the punctuation of them all.  

However, they removed these punctuations because users on Twitter rarely use them. 

Next, they removed words` diacritics, and since many words are the same but in 
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different diacritics after removing them, they look like duplicates, so duplicates are 

removed from their lexicon. In the third phase, new terms were added to their list, to 

have as a result a large-scale lexicon which includes 14,000 items. 

In the pre-processing stage, the authors depended on several common techniques other 

researchers followed. Since the sentiment analysis on dialectical tweets and sentences 

leads to very poor results, due to unstructured forms of Arabic tweets. Therefore, the 

pre-processing stage is so significant and follows the next steps. First, removing the 

repeated letters. Second, normalization which is replacing different shapes of the same 

letter to only one letter. Third, they removed diacritics marks that mostly appear in 

MSA. Fourth, they removed all punctuations on the tweets. Fifth, tokenization, using 

a trained tokenizer, they segment the tweet into many tokens, this tokenizer is trained 

on many Arabic documents from Wikipedia site. Sixth, they remove any words that 

do not add any meaning or sentiment. Finally, they stemmed the words to transform 

them to their roots. 

In their work, they initiate a novel algorithm for giving a polarity to words called 

Weighted Lexicon-Based Algorithm (WLBA). Their main concept in the algorithm is 

that it doesn`t rely on a lexicon with pre-calculated weights. This algorithm is not 

based on any domain when it learns from the dataset, also according to this learning, 

it calculates the weighted lexicon. Moreover, this algorithm takes advantage of the 

relation between words with polarity and others with no polarity in order to study how 

the context affects the polarity strength.  

Their algorithm works as follows: for a given text, they first pre-process the text, then 

they calculate the weights for each pair of words of polarity and non-polarity in the 
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text by first creating two arrays P and NP, where P is for polarity words in a text t, and 

NP is for non-polarity words. They assign a weight of 0 to each pair of polarity and 

non-polarity words in a text t0, then they search for occurrences of each pair in all 

texts, for each occurrence found they add 1 to the weight of the pair, then they add this 

value of weight of each pair (P, NP) and multiply it with the polarity of word (P) as in 

their lexicon which is either -1 or +1, and the resultant value is the sentiment for the 

text t.  

After their experiments on their developed novel lexicon-based algorithm, they 

concluded that the association of words with polarity and words with no polarity 

together is a strong one in Arabic dialects, especially the Saudi dialect, where their 

algorithm gave the best scores when applied on two datasets, but this algorithm 

requires a big corpus to be implemented, which is hard to be found for dialects such 

as PAL. Besides, in their work, they processed some linguistic features like negation, 

sentiment term length, and supplication in an efficient way, where the performance is 

enhanced when they applied several novel rules on the algorithm. 

The work of Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) aims to fill the gap of sentiment lexicons that 

focus on the informal tweets by users in the Arabic language, where they use two 

approaches to build their two large lexicons conducted from datasets of tweets and 

they assist the use of these two lexicons following the method of simple lexicon-based 

one. They evaluated the performance of their lexicon on internal and external datasets. 

These two lexicons were constructed automatically and their results were very good 

where they used Albeit simple method to classify the lexicons. 
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In order to collect their dataset, they followed the sentiment analysis of English Twitter 

approaches. They constructed their first dataset EMO-TWEET using emoticons as 

noisy labels, tweets having emoticons and only Arabic tweets retrieved by “Lang=ar” 

were gathered in the timeline between November and December of 2015, the result 

was a collection of 2,245,054 as positive tweets and 1,272,352 negative tweets.  

The second dataset they collected was KEY-TWEET, where they first tried using 

hashtags with Arabic words with the sentiment, but it did not offer enough tweets due 

to the reason that Arabs use hashtags sign in a different way than non-Arabs. Hence, 

they used ten keywords with a positive polarity and another ten keywords with a 

negative polarity without using hashtags in their search, which resulted in having 

1,823,517 positive tweets, and 1,000,212 negative tweets. Tweets having URLs or 

media were removed from their tweets, they also removed retweets and non-Arabic 

tweets. Their tweets were about 6.3 million Arabic tweets in a time zone of three 

months, and after the filtering stage, they ended with 2.2 million tweets.  

They use two approaches to build their two lexicons from their datasets. First, is called 

AraSenTi-Trans, the authors used MADAMIRA tool to process the datasets, which is 

a fast, portable solution as a combination of MADA (Pasha et al., 2014) and AMIRA 

(Diab, Hacioglu, & Jurafsky, 2007). However, MADAMIRA is a more robust solution 

than these two and is an improved one. 

They used MADAMIRA to distinguish three types of words in the tweet. ARABIC, 

NO-ANALYSIS, and NON-ARABIC. They used this feature for the elimination of 

tweets having non-Arabic words, and for distinguishing dialect words from MSA 

words, where NO-ANALYSIS is for dialects or new misspelled words. They also 
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applied POS to extract adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, and negation in order to 

remove undesired stop words. 

After that, they used two English lexicons MPQA lexicon (Wilson, Wiebe, & 

Hoffman, 2005) and Liu lexicon (Hu & Liu, 2004a), these lexicons are popular in 

previous studies on Arabic-English sentiment analysis. In their work, they tried an 

approach that is different than translating these two lexicons, they had the advantage 

of MADAMIRA that gives each Arabic word two or three glosses, they used these 

glosses for comparing with Liu and MPQA in the following conditions: first, if glosses 

of a word are found to be positive in MPQA and Liu lexicons or only in one of them, 

they will consider these glosses as positive, and if glosses of a word are found to be 

negative in MPQA and Liu lexicons or only in one of them, they will consider these 

glosses as negative. Second, if these glosses of a word found to be having different 

polarities in these lexicons or the word glosses in only one lexicon, they will consider 

them as positive and negative. Otherwise, the remaining words are neutral. 

Afterward, they manually checked for one time only their list to ensure there are no 

errors. Thus, they gave these words whether positive, negative, both, or neutral that 

are generated automatically to two native Arabic speakers to correct the errors. In this 

process, they found that 5% of their neutral words are incorrectly classified and hold 

sentiments. Moreover, 10% of positive words are incorrectly considered as negative, 

and 15% of negative words are incorrectly considered as positive, so they corrected 

these errors.  

They concluded that the use of the English lexicons translated into Arabic is not 

necessarily giving the accurate polarity classification, this could be due to the 
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mistranslated words or because of the difference in cultures in sentiment classification 

as explained by (Mohammad et al. 2016; Mobarz, Rashown, & Farag, 2014; Duwairi 

et al., 2015). 

In building AraSenTi-PMI, they offered another approach than the first one. They used 

the same datasets to build this lexicon, but following the measure of PMI for positive 

and negative words in the tweets of their datasets, PMI measures the association 

strength of two words found in any corpus, in other words, the chances of two words 

to co-occur in a corpus (Church & Hanks, 1990). 

They adopted this PMI to find the sentiment of a word through the chances of this 

word to come with positive words and the chances of it to come with negative words, 

then the difference of the two results gives the sentiment score to this word. PMI of a 

word with positive words is calculated through the equation:  

 𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑤, 𝑝𝑜𝑠)  =  log2
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑤,𝑝𝑜𝑠)∗𝑁

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑤)∗𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑝𝑜𝑠)
   (2.1) 

where freq(w,pos) is the frequency of the word w in the positive tweets, freq(w) is the 

frequency of the word w in the dataset, freq(pos) is the total number of tokens in the 

positive tweets and N is the total number of tokens in the dataset. The same is for the 

association of the word with negative words. Then the word`s sentiment is calculated 

through the equation: 

 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑤)  = 𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑤, 𝑝𝑜𝑠) −  𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑤, 𝑛𝑒𝑔)  (2.2) 
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They used this calculation process for words occurred for five times or more in their 

dataset. Since as claimed by (Kiritchenko, Zhu, & Mohammad, 2014), PMI gives a 

poor estimation for words that have a low frequency, so they excluded these words. 

They attempted to use the simple lexicon-based approach for the evaluation of the 

lexicon`s performance. So, they didn`t need to train or tune. Therefore, they applied a 

two-way classification on their datasets, where they did an evaluation of their lexicons 

on a dataset that consisted of 10,133 tweets from their two datasets KEY-TWEET and 

EMO-TWEET. Three Arabic speakers have annotated these tweets in a manual way, 

their votes were taken by the majority. This dataset is called AraSenTi-Tweet. They 

also evaluated their lexicons using two datasets, ASTD from (Nabil, 2015) and RR 

from (Refaee & Rieser, 2014). They only chose positive and negative tweets from the 

datasets.  

Since the negation can affect its scope sentiment, and also the lexicons evaluation, 

they suggested evaluating using two settings with and without handling negation. In 

the first setup, where they don`t handle negation, in the AraSenTi-Trans they count 

the number of negative and positive words in the tweet and the majority is given as a 

sentiment to the tweet. In AraSenTi-PMI, they sum up all word`s scores. After their 

experiments, they found that the best threshold for classifying negative or positive 

words is 1, so if the summation was over than 1, then the tweet is positive, and if the 

summation was less than -1, the tweet is negative. 

In the second setup, where they handled negation, if they find a negation word and 

positive words in the tweet, they don`t count the positive words. But if there is a 
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negation word with negative words, they count the negative words, this is done for 

AraSenTi-Trans. However, for AraSenTi-PMI they gave -1 score to negation particles. 

Al-ayyoub et al. (2015) use their lexicon to calculate the polarity of components in a 

sentence in order to measure the whole sentence`s sentiment. They collected their 

tweets by using the streaming API. Then they apply pre-processing and filtering steps 

due to several facts of misspelled comments and unstructured ones users write on 

social media, they noticed in the cleaning of the tweets they collected, that they can 

remove 5% of the tweets having URLs, repeated letters, usernames, and other features, 

where usernames have the most effect on the number of tweets collected.  

Their work has mainly focused on MSA and they applied some pre-processing and 

needed to correct the errors of typing, thus they use some dictionaries and replace 

some abbreviations and acronyms with other words from a predefined dictionary. 

Typing errors, they find and had to deal with are like the repeated letters on words, 

and the misspelled words by keyboard such as issues by the spacebar, or the proximity 

in keys of the keyboard, or the similar letters that could lead to some confusion. 

Another error they had dealt with is the phonetic errors that are based on language 

sound. They dealt with these errors by the process of stop word removal by exploiting 

Arabic dictionary. The second process after stop word removal is stemming, where 

they reduced the word to its root only. 

After stemming and pre-processing the tweets, in order to calculate the sentiment of a 

sentence, they map the sentences to a vector of sentiment with the word`s sentiment 

measure, then formulated sentences and words by the use of the predicate calculus for 
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computing the orientation of sentiment in the tweet. They use AND/OR as logical 

words which are applied as a conjunction/disjunction in between these predicates.  

One main aim they studied is constructing a sentiment lexicon that can be compared 

to English lexicons. The values of sentiment are in between 0%-100%, where 0%-40% 

range is for negative words, 40%-60% for neutral words, and 60%-100% for positive 

words. This Arabic lexicon is evaluated through their experiments. They exploited the 

English lexicons in the process of building their lexicon. 

They built the lexicon through three phases. First, collecting Arabic stems, translating 

them into English, and tag them a sentiment found in English sentiment lexicon. In 

order to do that and to deal with the challenging Arabic language, they took stems 

from an existing dataset of Abuaiadah (2011) for shaping their base. In order to extend 

their lexicon, they collect a large number of Arabic articles from news sites. After that, 

they built a tool for processing the article and extracting Arabic stems found in them. 

Second, they used Google translate for translating these stems, then they query for 

English sentiment lexicon, and after removing repeated words, their lexicon contained 

120,000 Arabic terms.  

The approach of the work of Elsahar et al., (2014) is shown in two phases, which are 

the main aims of their work. First, to detect the slang or dialectic terms that are usually 

used to demonstrate a subjective aspect. Second, the polarity classification of these 

terms. For achieving the first goal, they started with identifying a group of patterns 

that indicate subjective aspects. Tags in these patterns do not need using POS tagger, 

but each of these tags includes a finite value that depends on the dialect. So, since the 

patterns, they present generally depend on dialect, the values that can be obtained 
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depending on the dialect they study. Their work has its main focus on Egyptian Arabic 

dialect, especially Cairene.  

The first phase starts with applying the patterns of extraction on a big twitter text 

corpus to produce terms with subjectivity. The second phase represents giving a 

polarity to these terms depending on the score of the normalized PMI among them.  

Based on that, their main concern is the slang, they built tagged lists to be matched 

with slang instead of MSA, and examples of these lists are a list of “Demonstrative 

Pronouns”, “Slang Intensifier” list, “Affirmations”, and “Personal Pronouns”. 

Based on observing how people express their sentiment in Arabic, they created a set 

of patterns, these patterns consist of a set of tags in a certain order that includes a 

subjective expression to be extracted, then using these patterns, a limited set of slang 

subjective terms were extracted from a corpus of tweets, to do so, they used a corpus 

of 7.5 million tweets to extract subjective terms. The process of matching the patterns 

from the dataset resulted in a set of 633 words. In the second phase, in order to classify 

with polarity, they used the co-occurrence between each candidate word with known 

positive and negative words in a dataset of tweets.  

El-Beltagy and Ali, (2013) have adopted three phases in their work, in the first phase 

when they built their lexicon. To do so, they used 380 words as seeds, which were 

used for collecting more terms with the sentiment. These seeds were tagged as verbs, 

adjectives, nouns, adverbs, or compound. They depended on expanding the lexicon on 

words with the same sentiment that often come with each other. After that, they 

manually filtered them to remove any incorrect terms. Then, they put these words in a 

list called a false candidate, after that they repeated the process with the new terms 
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learned, and they excluded any word that matches with a term in the false candidate 

list in an automatic way, as a result, they collected 4,392 terms in their lexicon. 

In the second phase, where they assign a polarity to the terms in their lexicon, in order 

to tag weights to texts, they needed to annotate the lexicon terms, they built two 

algorithms, and these algorithms needed a large number of texts to obtain the weights. 

Consequently, they had collected 2,700,000 tweets. In their study, first, they built the 

“twitter dataset” through a collection of 500 tweets chosen randomly and annotated 

manually. They had a result of 310 positive tweets, 155 negative tweets, and 35 neutral 

tweets. In their experiments to detect a text`s sentiment. 

For calculating the text`s sentiment, two methods have been conducted, in the first 

method “sum method” it depends on the summation of all weights of words in this 

text, and the resultant is the text`s sentiment. While in the second method “double 

polarity”, it works as follows, each word in their lexicon has a positive and negative 

polarity, where they add +1 to the negative polarity of a word to have the positive 

polarity and add -1 to the positive word to have the negative polarity. So, they sum all 

positive polarities of the words in the text and all negative polarities of them, the larger 

absolute sum is the text`s sentiment. Their second method gave the highest result in 

terms of accuracy.  

Table 2.2 shows a summary of the latest research work that has been reviewed in this 

section, by showing the advantages of each research along with the disadvantages 

also.  
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Table 2.2 

Summary of latest lexicon-based researches on the Arabic language 

Author Advantages Disadvantages 
El-Beltagy 
et al. 
(2013) 

Discussed difficulties of Arabic 
Sentiment Analysis and one of 
the earliest researches to find the 
polarity of new words 
automatically. 

Reverse the polarity when negation word 
exists, but without showing how they 
implement that and test their algorithm 
using small dataset. 

Abdulla et 
al., (2014) 

Showed the difference between 
using stemming and not using 
stemming, and created their own 
dataset. 

Since their lexicon is not weighted; was 
forced to use switch negation and 
handled intensification by simple 
addition for the amplifier and simple 
subtraction for downtoner.  

Elsahar et 
al., (2014) 

Extracted subjective words using 
a set of patterns, and they didn`t 
require labeled dataset to extract 
them. 

The patterns are crafted for only one 
dialect. They didn't handle negation, and 
they omitted disjunctive conjunctions, 
despite presenting its importance. 

Duwairi et 
al., (2015) 

Made two experiments; with and 
without a pre-processing dataset. 
Besides, built their own dataset. 

No dialectical words in their lexicon and 
their lexicon is not weighted. Besides, 
from valence shifter words, only handled 
negation by switch negation method. 

Al-ayyoub 
et al., 
(2015) 

Handled the repeated letters, 
mistyping, and phonetic errors. 

Their lexicon consists of MSA words 
only. Despite discussing the importance 
of negation particles, they didn`t handle 
any valence sifter words.  

Ibrahim et 
al., (2016) 

Expanded their lexicon by MSA 
words automatically, and 
handled the repeated letters. 

Struggle with adding dialectical words 
automatically. 
Their lexicon is not weighted. 

Al-
Twairesh et 
al., (2016) 

Built two large scale dialectical 
lexicons, and created their own 
big datasets, using emoticons 
and keywords. 

AraSenTi-Trans required manual check 
since it included some errors. When 
handling negation, they just assign a 
score of -1 to the negation word. 

Al-Hasan, 
(2016) 

The construction of a polarity 
lexicon for Palestinian dialect for 
sentiment analysis of short text 
in Palestinian dialect.  

The whole process of building the 
proposed lexicon was conducted 
manually. 

Assiri et 
al., (2017) 

Find the polarity weight of their 
binary lexicon`s terms 
automatically, and handled 
negation and supplication. 

Their algorithm relies on a big amount of 
labeled tweets. Did not handle contrast 
words. 
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2.8 Research Gap 

The literature review has revealed a number of problems that need to be addressed in 

the sentiment analysis of Arabic tweets research field. Several main shortcomings in 

the existing literature were identified. Firstly, most of the studies concentrate on the 

English language when researching social media data, with less interest in sentiment 

analysis of the Arabic language, especially when dealing with dialectical Arabic. Since 

sentiment analysis of a formal text is hard (Beigi et al., 2016), dealing with social 

media`s noisy texts like Twitter would also be very difficult. The first reason is the 

unstructured language used which also has many misspellings, contractions, letters 

repetition, abbreviations, and slang words, besides the noisy nature of the tweets that 

include URL, RT, and hashtags.  

For Arabic sentiment analysis, there is a limitation of resources such as corpora and 

lexicons. These lexicons face a problem when dealing with Twitter messages since 

Twitter users create unique phrases and forms. Therefore, there is a need to develop 

dialectical sentiment lexicons. 

Moreover, the nature of the tweets, that some words` sentiment value change by the 

time. Besides, the emergence of new words on Twitter is considered one of the main 

issues that need to be solved. Therefore, making sentiment lexicons up-to-date, and 

automatically expandable is still a need in the sentiment analysis field. 

In addition to the latter issues, it is concluded from Section 2.6 that one of the open 

issues is to handle valence shifters, such as negation, intensifier, and contrast words. 

For negation, Arabic researchers used only the basic form of dealing with them, by 

just counting it and use the count as a feature (Ibrahim et al., 2015), or by applying the 
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switch method (Duwairi et al., 2015; Mataoui, 2016). While for intensification, some 

issues related to the scope of the intensifier words were located, since unlike English, 

in Arabic, an intensifier word could intensify a word not next to it. While contrast 

words have not been handled by Arabic researchers. Therefore, it is absolutely 

essential to further study the valence shifters in Arabic sentiment analysis, and come 

up with suitable solutions.  

Figure 2.2 shows the main issue of Arabic sentiment analysis on social media and the 

problems related to this main issue, besides, the suggested solutions to overcome these 

problems. Starting from constructing PAL lexicon, then propose an algorithm to find 

new polarity words from labeled and unlabeled tweets to construct EULA, and finally, 

to create a set of rules for handling valence shifters for Arabic, such as negations, 

contrasts, and intensifications. 

  

Absence of 
PAL lexicon 

Emergence of 
new slang 

polarity words 

Create a set of rules 
to handle negations, 

intensifiers, and 
contrasts 

Handling 
Arabic valence 

shifters 

Constructing PAL 
lexicon using prebuilt 
corpus and matching 

phonology 

Constructing an 
expandable and 
updated Arabic 

lexicon 

Low 
performance 

of Arabic 
sentiment 

analysis on 
social media 

Figure 2.2. Research Problems and Solutions 
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2.9 Summary  

This chapter presented a detailed description of the literature review of this research. 

The chapter began with defining sentiment analysis and its importance. Arabic 

language and Palestinian dialect were presented, followed by discussing Arabic tweets 

for sentiment analysis. The discussion continues with explaining data collection 

methods, and the constructed datasets were introduced in detail. This was followed by 

text pre-processing tools and a summary of applying these tools for Arabic sentiment 

analysis was presented. Many approaches are used to apply sentiment analysis, these 

approaches were also presented, focusing on the adopted lexicon-based approach.  

Next, how valence shifters have been handled were presented. The discussion 

continues with some issues in the sentiment analysis of Arabic social media field. This 

is to provide a glance at the problem and the nature of Twitter characteristics. As can 

be seen in this chapter, the topic of sentiment analysis has been discussed by various 

researchers.  
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CHAPTER THREE  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers the methodology used in constructing a Palestinian sentiment 

lexicon, besides, proposing methods to construct an expandable lexicon by harnessing 

a general independent sentiment lexicon, by learning polarity of unknown words from 

labeled and unlabeled tweets. Also adding more details regarding the strength of the 

words, instead of assigning +1 or -1 to the words. Besides, improving the techniques 

used for handling difficult cases such as valence shifters in MSA and DA, and 

improving the pre-processing methods to meet the challenges related to Twitter. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Next section explains the research phases. This 

is followed by Section 3.3 the theoretical study, next, Section 3.4 that presents the 

experimental design. The evaluation process is explained in Section 3.5. Finally, the 

summary of Chapter 3 is presented in Section 3.6. 

3.2 Research Phases 

A lexicon-based approach was adopted to solve the research problem. It deals with 

opinion words of sentiment lexicons to find the sentiment score of the collected tweets. 

Besides, a set of linguistic rules should be taken under account.  Based on these 

components, a series of steps were outlined to form the research phases as shown in 

Figure 3.1. It involves four phases as described below: 
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3.3 Theoretical Study 

The theoretical study is the initial step in this research. In this step, the state of the 

knowledge of Arabic sentiment analysis is critically analyzed in order to identify the 

area that needs further investigation. After analyzing the past and current literature, 

the problem is defined and further literature study is performed to collect and analyze 

previous works related to the outlined problem. Problem statement formulation is 

explained in Chapter One, and a comparison study along with a summary of the 

literature are discussed in Chapter Two. The theoretical study enables the formulation 

of the experimental design for this research which is discussed in the following 

section. 

Theoretical 
Study 

Activities
• Review past and 

current literature

Outcomes
• Problem statement 

formulation
• Comparison study
• Summary of 

literature

Experimental 
Design

Activities
• Design PAL 

lexicon
• Design EULA
• Design Valence 

Shifter Rules

Outcomes
• PAL lexicon
• EULA
• Valence Shifter 

Rules

Evaluation and 
Validation

Activities
• Evaluation of PAL 

lexicon
• Cross validation and 

evaluation of EULA-
L and EULA-U

• Evaluation of Valence 
Shifter Rules

Outcomes
• Evaluation and 

validation of all 
research objetives

Result 
Discussion

Activities
• Analyzing 

experiment results

Outcomes
• Comparison with 

other lexicon-based 
approaches

Figure 3.1. Research Phases 
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3.4 Experimental Design 

A lexicon-based approach was adopted to solve the research problem. It deals with 

data collection, lexicon construction, text pre-processing, features extraction, applying 

valence shifter rules, and evaluation measurement. Based on these components, a 

series of steps were outlined to form the experimental design as shown in Figure 3.2. 

3.4.1 Crawling Tweets  

In order to collect tweets for testing objectives in this research study, Algorithm 3.1 is 

used to build two datasets. The first one consists of PAL tweets and is called PAL-

Tweets, where thousands of PAL tweets are gathered from Twitter using Streaming 

API system, through harnessing Python package (Tweepy), as in Algorithm 3.1 

Figure 3.2. The Experimental Design 

Pre-processing 

Performance 
Evaluation 

Feature Extraction 

Valence Shifter 
Rules 

Sentiment 
Lexicons 

Valence Shifter 
Lexicons 

Crawling Tweets 
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(Burnap, Gibson, Sloan, Southern, & Williams, 2016), where pandas library is 

imported to perform data manipulation and analysis, and CSV module is imported to 

read and write tabular data in CSV format. 

Algorithm 3.1: Tweets collector using Tweepy library 

Set Python interpreter 

Set the coding to “utf-8” in order to read Arabic 

Import Tweepy library from (https://github.com/tweepy/tweepy) 

Import CSV module 

Import pandas 

Set Twitter API credentials 

Define access key, access secret, consumer key, and consumer secret 

Get all tweets using keywords or emoticons 

Save all as ".csv" form 

Return dataset.csv 

This data was gathered in the time period from 01/03/2018 to 31/05/2018, due to the 

availability of top hashtags by Palestinians in this period. In the search phase, one of 

the issues that have been faced lies in the fact that Palestine location is not available 

in Twitter, as a result, the search for Palestinian tweets was not easily accessible. 

Alternatively, this has led to a need for using keywords that are directly related to 

Palestine such as (فتح, #حماس#). However, some keywords are used among people 

from different countries not only the Palestinians and were not necessarily express any 

opinions. Hence, top trending hashtags on Twitter that are related to the Palestinians 

events running in the time zone of the research were observed, accordingly hashtags 

like (“ الكوشوك_جمعة# ” #Friday_of_Tires, “المصالحة#” #Reconciliation, “  ”بهمش#

#Don`t_Care, “جامعة_بيرزيت#” #Birzet_University, “مسيرة_العودة#” #Mar_Return) were 

used to crawl tweets to ensure maximum usage of PAL, and to cover different 

https://github.com/tweepy/tweepy
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domains, such as education, politics, industry and history. More than 200,000 tweets 

have been collected at this stage. However, only 3,000 subjective tweets were selected. 

The rest were either retweets, duplicated, spam, objective, or written in a different 

dialect. 

Then two individuals managed a process of selecting subjective tweets then annotate 

each subjective tweet manually. These testing individuals are qualified postgraduate 

Arabic students from Palestinian universities with a native Arabic language, these 

linguists who are mentioned in Appendix H are chosen in order to understand the MSA 

and PAL of the chosen tweets, where each subjective tweet was given a negative or 

positive annotation. In order to ensure the reliability of the annotations and to provide 

more accurate ratings, each linguist rated all the tweets, and the common rates of 

tweets are selected for the research. Assessing the reliability of this corpus and its 

annotation was done using Cohen`s kappa coefficient measures interpreter reliability 

for qualitative (categorical) items which represents the probability of agreement 

occurring by chance. Table 3.1 presents the agreement table for these two linguists.  

Table 3.1  

Agreement Table between Linguists 

 1st Annotator 

2nd Annotator 

 Positive  Negative  Total 
Positive 1,063 61 1,124 
Negative  107 1,937 2,044 
Total  1,170 1,998 3,168 

 

Where the definition of Cohen`s kappa coefficient K is as following: 

𝐾 = 1 − 
1−𝑝𝑜

1−𝑝𝑒
      (3.1) 
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where po is the relative observed agreement among raters, and pe is the hypothetical 

probability of chance agreement, using the observed data to calculate the probabilities 

of each observer randomly seeing each category. In this case, the result of their 

observed agreement was 88% which is indicated as a very good agreement strength. 

In the end, 1,063 tweets have been annotated as positive, and 1,937 tweets have been 

annotated as negative. 

The second dataset built in this research is called EMAR-Tweets, the method used in 

the process of collecting these tweets is through using emoticons, where ten of the top 

emoticons in Twitter with clear negative sentiment, which are (😡, 😐, 😣, 😢, 😥, 😪, 

😓, 💔, 😭, 😩), and top ten emoticons with clear positive sentiment, which are (👍, ❤, 

😍, 😂, 😋, 😘, 👌, 💋, 😎, 😊), were used to search for tweets that contain these 

emoticons, with setting language to be “Arabic”. These emoticons were used to label 

the collected tweets automatically, which divided it into positive and negative based 

on the type of the used emoticons, since each emoji has a negative or positive 

sentiment indication. However, it is found that people tend sometimes to use different 

emoji’s of opposite sentiment in the same tweet, therefore, these tweets were excluded 

from the dataset automatically. Moreover, duplicate tweets were removed. At the end, 

474,297 tweets were labeled as positive, and 377,066 tweets were labeled as negative, 

resulting in a big dataset of 851,363 tweets. 

For the evaluation of the automatic approach of data annotation, 1,000 random tweets 

were extracted from each class, and emoticons were excluded from the tweets, then, a 

manual labeling by the two Arabic speaker linguists was performed on this portion of 

data, and the error rate of the classification was very acceptable as shown in Table 3.2. 
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Classification error rate was calculated by finding the ratio between the incorrectly 

classified tweets to the total number of tweets. 

Table 3.2 

Manual Validation of the Automatic Annotation 

Class Number of Tweets Classification Error 
Rate 

Positive  1,000 3.2% 

Negative  1,000 5.2% 

For evaluation purposes, besides the above-created datasets, other datasets were used 

in this thesis. These have been collected from an online repository, or by directly 

asking authors by email. Next section highlights these datasets. 

3.4.2 Arabic Tweets Datasets 

In this thesis, several datasets have been used, all of them consist of Arabic tweets. 

These datasets are used for testing purposes besides using it for training EULA. Most 

of these datasets are imbalanced in favor of negative tweets.   

1)  ArSenTD-LEV: Baly et al. (2018) built the Arabic Sentiment Twitter 

Dataset for the Levantine dialect (ArSenTD-LEV). It consists of 4,000 

Tweets divided equally among the four Levantine countries (Jordan, 

Lebanon, Palestine, and Syria). The distribution of the tweets are 1,232 

positive tweets, 1,883 negative tweets, and 885 neutral tweets, and it covers 

the common topics (politics, religion, sports, personal and entertainment), 

in this research only the 3,115 positive and negative tweets are considered. 
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2) ASTD: Nabil (2015) Arabic Sentiment Tweets Dataset (ASTD) with 

approximately 10,000 tweets that belong to Twitter accounts of Egyptians, 

and classified as 1,684 negative tweets, 799 positive tweets, 832 neutral and 

6,691 objective tweets. Only the 2,483 positive and negative tweets are 

considered in this research. 

3) RR: The dataset, created by  Refaee and Rieser (2014), consists of manually 

annotated 6,514 Arabic Tweets. However, most of these are objective 

tweets, only 878 positive tweets and 1,943 negative tweets, which are 

considered in this research. 

4) TDS: A Twitter dataset was built by El-Beltagy and Ali (2013) by collecting 

500 random tweets and manually annotating them with their semantic 

orientation. The 310 tweets classified as negative and the 155 tweets 

classified as positive were considered for this research. While the 35 neutral 

tweets were neglected.  

5) JOR-Tweets:  A balanced dataset that consists of 2,000 tweets were created 

by Abdulla et al. (2013). It covers various topics, such as politics and arts, 

where it is written in both MSA and Jordanian dialect.    

6) Syrian-Tweets: Among the 2,000 tweets, 448 positive tweets and 1350 

negative tweets are used in this research. Mohammad et al. (2016a) 

collected these tweets originating from Syria, which is another country from 

the Levantine countries. 

7)  AraSenti-Tweet: Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) created a dataset that consists 

of 10,133 tweets. Among these tweets, 4,329 are positive, and the rest 5,804 

tweets are negative.   
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8) Health Services Tweets: Alayba, Palade, England, and Iqbal (2017) built 

their dataset by crawling tweets about opinions on health services using 

trending hashtags related to health, resulting in 2,026 subjective tweets. 

9) PAL-Tweets: In this research, since Palestinian dataset is not available, a 

dataset was built by collecting Palestinian tweets, as explained in the 

previous section. This dataset consists of 3,000 Arabic Palestinian tweets. 

1,062 are positive tweets, and 1,938 are negative tweets. 

10) EMAR-Tweets: In this research, a dataset was built by collecting tweets that 

include top used emoticons, with the language set to be Arabic. Those 

include both positive and negative emoticons in the same tweet were 

dropped from the dataset. This dataset consists of 474,297 tweets with 

positive emoticons and 377,066 tweets with negative emoticons.  

Table 3.3 shows the basic statistics of the used datasets, such as the number of positive 

tweets, the number of negative tweets, and the total number of tweets. Besides, the 

dialect type of tweets is presented for each work.  

Table 3.3 

Datasets Used for Evaluation Purposes 

Author Dataset Positive Negative Total Dialect 

Baly et al., 

(2018) 

ArSenTD-

LEV 

1,232 1,883 3,115 Levantine 

Nabil (2015) ASTD 799 1,684 2,483 Egyptian 

Refaee et al., 

(2014) 

RR 878 1,943 2,821 MSA/ 

Dialectical 

El-Beltagy et al., 

(2013) 

TDS 155 310 465 Egyptian 
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Table 3.3 (Continued) 

Abdulla et al., 

(2013) 

JOR-Tweets 1,000 1,000 2,000 MSA/ 

Jordanian 

Mohammad et 

al., (2016a) 

Syrian-

Tweets 

448 1,350 1,798 Syrian 

Al-Twairesh et 

el., (2016) 

AraSenti-

Tweet 

4,329 5,804 10,133 Saudi 

Alayba et al., 

(2017) 

Health 

Services 

628 1,398 2,026 Dialectical 

Researcher`s 

Dataset 

PAL-Tweets 1,062 1,938 3,000 MSA/ 

Palestinian 

Researcher`s 

Dataset 

EMAR-

Tweets 

474,297 377,066 851,363 MSA/ 

Dialectical 

 

3.4.5 Pre-processing and Cleaning 

After tweets have been crawled for sentiment analysis, and before performing the 

sentiment analysis process, tweets should be cleaned and pre-processed first. 

Represented in this section, five stages for cleaning and pre-processing the tweets 

before applying features extraction and rules implementation that will be elaborated 

later on. Figure 3.3 shows these stages in details. 
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Figure 3.3. Tweets Pre-processing Stages 

3.4.5.1 Data Cleaning 

First, the most common pre-processing techniques that are used for Twitter data are 

applied, such as removing retweets and URLs, as in Algorithm 3.2. 

Algorithm 3.2: Arabic Tweets Cleaning 

Import Dataset 

Start 

Remove retweets 

Remove URLs 

Remove user mentions in tweets 

Remove non-Arabic letters 

Remove Twitter special characters 

Remove diacritics and punctuations 

Remove special characters and numbers 

End 

Return cleaned dataset 

Data Cleaning
•Remove retweets, user mentions, URLs, and foreign letters
•Remove diacritics, punctuations, and numbers

Tokenization
•Divide the tweet into terms
•Maintain sequence order

Stop Words Removal
•Remove words that don`t add value to sentence

Normalization
•Handling repeated letters and hashtags
•Replace many forms of a letter to one form

Stemming
•Remove prefixes and affixes from terms
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3.4.5.2 Tokenization 

This technique reflects the idea of dividing the sentence to its terms. But in this 

research, it is taking into account to keep the same sequence in the same order, because 

of the importance of finding the scope of valence shifters words like negation rules 

that require words to be ordered to find its scope correctly. For example, if the sentence 

هذه السيارة جميلة وليست بشعة كما يقولون" /this car is beautiful not ugly as they say", if the 

sequence of words is not maintained, the negation word might change the polarity of 

the positive word or both of them instead of only changing the word “بشعة/ugly”, 

therefore, if the order is neglected; the final polarity would be the total opposite.  

3.4.5.3 Stop Words Removal  

There are some words that don`t add value to sentences that shall be removed to get 

more accurate results in the created system, such as “من /of”, “على /on”, “في /in”. For 

the Arabic language, there is no one standard list for MSA, and for the PAL there is 

no such list too. Therefore, in this research, collecting MSA and Arabic dialectical 

stop words have been carried out, but without including words that may change the 

polarity of the sentence such as negation words, or words indicating sentences polarity 

such as contrast words. Some of these stop words, when combined with certain words, 

can also form a contrast phrase. Therefore, such cases were excluded.   

To collect this list, words which appear in more than one corpora frequently are 

collected first, then manual filtering by the two linguists is applied to the formed list 

to make the stop words list. In the end, a list of MSA and dialectical stop words is 

obtained. 
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3.4.5.4 Normalization 

The process of basic normalization deals with replacing many forms of a letter to one 

form. For example, ( ،اآ،أ،إ ) are replaced with (ا), and (ة،ه( are replaced with (ه). 

Moreover, in this research, the normalization phase includes the matter of repeated 

letters in the words of the tweets. If the word containing more than two repeated letters, 

(since there are words that normally would have two repeated letters in the Arabic 

language) the system will normalize it by removing the repeated letters and replace 

them by adding an intensifier word. For example, (رووووووعه / coooool) becomes (   روعه 

 .very cool), which results in increasing the polarity of the sentiment word / كثير

Moreover, another task is to deal with hashtags that are used in tweets, so hashtags are 

also replaced by an intensifier word. Therefore, the sentiment score of words in 

hashtags are multiplied by the intensifier word`s value. Algorithm 3.3 presents the 

overall process of normalization. 

Algorithm 3.3: Arabic Tweets Normalization 

Import Dataset 

Define normalization as a function 

Start 

Replace (آ،أ،إ) by (ا) 

Replace (ة) by (ه) 

Replace (ى) and (ئ) by (ي) 

Replace (ؤ) by (و) 

If word includes repeated letters: 

Remove the repeated letters 

Add the intensifier word “very/ جدا” 

If hashtag is attached to a word 

Replace the hashtag by the intensifier word “very/ جدا” 

End 

Return normalized dataset 
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3.4.5.5 Stemming 

Stemming is about removing the added suffixes in the word that are used for different 

objectives, whether before the word, in the middle or at its end. There are two kinds 

of stemming; aggressive and light stemming. Aggressive stemming is to obtain the 

root from the word, in which it affects the polarity of the word since sometimes two 

opposite words would have the same root. For example, the words “ممتاز /Excellent” 

and “تمييز/Discrimination” have the same root “ميز”, but both differ in polarity. 

However, light stemming is considering removing prefixes and affixes only. 

Therefore, in this research, the light stemming method is used to maintain the word`s 

polarity. There are three types of suffixes that are added to words: prefix which is 

some letters in front of the word, affix which is at the end of a word, and infix which 

is in the middle of the word. For example; in the word “  Creative” the suffix/لمبدعونا

 at the end referring to plural, are both not necessary for ”ون“ in the beginning, and ”ال“

the word's meaning and does not change its sentiment polarity. Therefore, after the 

stemming is applied to this word it will become “مبدع”. Table 3.4 represents an example 

of a tweet through all of the pre-processing steps.  

Table 3.4  

Example of Pre-processing a Tweet 

Review Pre-processing 
هية  شكلي  100%  رح اترك تويتر!!  ألنه عصبيتي الزااايدة من المتخلفين رح توديني بداا
@ABDA0AH >> https://t.co/FsXFaofdx 

Original Tweet 

هية  Data Cleaning شكلي رح اترك تويتر ألنه عصبيتي الزااايدة من المتخلفين رح توديني بداا
شكلي، رح، اترك، تويتر، ألنه، عصبيتي، الزااايدة، من ،المتخلفين، رح، توديني، 

هية  بداا
Tokenization 

هية  Stop Words شكلي، اترك، تويتر، عصبيتي، الزااايدة، المتخلفين، توديني، بداا

Removal 
هيهدهتويتر، عصبيتي، الزاي  ،شكلي، اترك ، المتخلفين، توديني، بدا  Normalization 

هي شكل، ترك، تويتر،  عصبي، زايد، تخلف، ودي، دا  Stemming 
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3.4.3 Lexicons Construction 

Several lexicons are required to perform the proposed lexicon-based approach in this 

thesis, these lexicons are explained as follows: 

3.4.3.1 Basic Lexicon 

 A general lexicon that only consists of words from MSA is required for constructing 

the PAL lexicon and EULA. The available MSA lexicons are huge, they consist of 

more than 34,000 words, such as ArSenL (Badaro et al., 2014) and SLSA (Eskander 

et al., 2015), and to reduce the complexity and processing time of expanding EULA, 

it is suggested to build a new MSA lexicon of only polarity words. In order to construct 

such lexicon several English lexicons, such as SentiStrength, AFINN, VADER, and 

MPQA, are translated to Arabic using google translate. Then, words with its weights 

are modified to be under one rating range between [-5, +5], then duplicates are 

removed, followed by augmenting the lexicon with polarized emoticons to form the 

basic lexicon.   

3.4.3.2 PAL Lexicon 

The first objective of this thesis is to construct a lexicon for the Palestinian dialect and 

to construct such lexicon, several steps are required. First, using the Palestinian 

corpora Curras which consists of Palestinian words along with its English translation, 

the polarity of the Palestinian words can be found through its English equivalent. 

Second, annotating manually a number of words taken from PAL dictionaries, and a 

rating between [-5, +5] is assigned for each word. Finally, changing the words of the 

basic lexicon to match the PAL variant phonology across its sub-dialects. For each 

sub-dialect, some letters are replaced to match its phonology, for example, the letter 

   .to match the rural dialect (k/ك) is replaced by the letter (q/ق)
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3.4.3.3 Valence Shifter Lexicons 

This type of lexicons is essential to perform linguistic rules, and it is also used for the 

construction of EULA. In order to build such lexicon, a manual process of collecting 

the Arabic valance shifter words is held, and also these are manually classified into 

three types: 

1) Negation words, for example; “ليس/not”, “مش/no”. 

2) Intensifier words, which include two types, amplifier words, for 

example; “كثير/ a lot”, and downtoner words, for example, “قليل/a little”. 

3) Contrast words, which include two types, C1, where the main sentence is 

before the contrast word. For example, “بالرغم/although”, and C2, where 

the main sentence is after the contrast word. For example, “لكن/but”. 

Each one of the valance shifters affects the sentiment value of its scope`s words. 

Therefore, each word has a value as a percentage scale that will change the value of 

its scope to get the final result. There are rules adjusted to be applied for defining the 

scope that each shifter can affect the word in a sentence and if it affects more than one 

word.  

3.4.3.4 Expandable and Updated Lexicon for Arabic (EULA) 

The second objective of this thesis is to construct an Arabic lexicon that can be 

expanded and updated automatically. There are many challenges that face the studies 

of sentiment analysis on social media, some of these challenges are slang words, 

misspelled sentences and grammar. Usually, lexicon-based approach depends on using 

general lexicons that have words with their sentiment values, where they use these 

lexicons for calculating the sentiment of a given text without considering the domain 
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of these words or text. Yet, words might have different sentiments in different 

contexts. Therefore, using only these general lexicons with the same sentiments of 

words it contains can result in low performance in these different contexts. 

When researchers generated their general lexicons, they depended on word`s semantic 

information. However, they did not use this information for detecting the context or 

domain in the expanded lexicons. This research presented a method to create an 

expandable and up-to-date lexicon depending on a general lexicon to be able to deal 

with different domains, which is called EULA that functions in a dynamic way to 

different contexts and domains. Two ways to expand and update this lexicon, the first 

way is by using labeled tweets to construct EULA-L, and the second way is by using 

unlabeled tweets to construct EULA-U. Section 4.3.3 explains in details the 

construction steps for each of them. 

3.4.4 Arabic Sentiment Lexicons 

First of all, EULA relies on a prebuilt lexicon in order to find polarity words in a tweet, 

then using the presence of the polarity words, negation words, and contrast words in 

tweets, it will be expanded and updated. From the literature, several lexicons have 

been built for Arabic. In this thesis, besides the proposed basic lexicon and PAL 

lexicon, ten public lexicons have been collected for the evaluation process.  

First, the UnWeighted Opinion Mining (UWOM) Lexicon, which is the work of (El-

Beltagy & Ali, 2013), where they had built their first lexicon that consists of 4,392 

terms. It includes MSA terms and Egyptian terms with binary polarity +1 or -1. 

Second, ArSenl, A large-scale MSA sentiment lexicon, which was built by (Badaro et 

al., 2014). It consists of 28,780 lemmas and 157,969 related synsets, but after 
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removing the diacritics, since Arab writers rarely use them on social media, it ends up 

with 34,821 words, with weights ranging from -1 to +1. 

Third, the authors of (Eskander & Rambow, 2015) constructed SLSA. It is composed 

of around 35,000 entries annotated with scores ranging from -1 to +1. In addition, 

NileULex lexicon, which has been built in (El-Beltagy, 2016). It contains 5,953 unique 

terms. Almost half of these terms are MSA, and the others are Egyptian. All terms are 

assigned by a binary polarity.  

Mohammad et al. (2016a) created three different lexicons. First, DAHL that has been 

generated from a dataset contained a seed list of hashtags for positive and negative 

dialectical Arabic words, with weights that vary from -5.8 to +5.3, and it ends with 

20,128 sentiment words. Second, AHL, using a dataset formed by a seed list of 

positive and negative Arabic words, and it consists of 21,964 sentiment words, and the 

weights vary from -8.4 to +4.7. Finally, AEL, where a dataset contained emoticons is 

used to generate this lexicon, and it ends up with 43,304 sentiment words, and the 

scores of these words are in the range -4.5 to +4.0.  

Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) created two lexicons. First, AraSenti-PMI lexicon which has 

been constructed through finding the PMI measure of all the words in positive and 

negative tweets, the lexicon consists of 56,938 positive terms, and 37,023 negative 

terms, with weights ranging from -7 to +5.5. Second, AraSenti-Trans lexicon, it is a 

binary polarity lexicon that consists of 59,525 positive words, and 71,817 negative 

words, by utilizing two popular sentiment lexicons in English, the MPQA lexicon 

(Wilson et al., 2005), and the Liu lexicon (Hu & Liu, 2004b).  
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Moreover, in the work of (Al-Moslmi et al., 2017), Arabic Senti-Lexicon was built by 

two methods, manually by three annotators, and automatically based on the 

appearance of the sentiment terms in positive and negative reviews. It ends with 3,948 

multi dialects polarity words, with scores ranging from -5 to +5. Table 3.5 includes a 

brief description of the lexicons used in this research. These lexicons have been 

selected based on its availability either on online repositories or by asking them 

directly by email. 

Table 3.5 

Lexicons Used for Benchmarking Purposes 

Author Lexicon Size Polarity 

El-Beltagy and Ali (2013) UWOM Lexicon 4,392 Binary 

Badaro et al., (2014) ArSenL 34,821 Scores 

Eskander et al., (2015) SLSA 35,000 Scores 

El-Beltagy (2016) NileULex 5,953 Binary 

Mohammad et al., (2016a) DAHL 20,128 Scores 

Mohammad et al., (2016a) AHL 21,964 Scores 

Mohammad et al., (2016a) AEL 43,304 Scores 

Al-Twairesh et al., (2016) AraSenti-PMI 93,961 Scores 

Al-Twairesh et al., (2016) AraSenti-Trans 131,342 Binary 

Al-Moslmi et al., (2017) Arabic Senti-Lexicon 3,948 Scores 

Proposed Lexicon Basic Lexicon 4,300 Scores 

Proposed Lexicon PAL-Lexicon 10,578 Scores 
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3.4.6 Features Extraction 

Features such as POS are excluded in this research, because the increase in accuracy 

is insignificant when using this feature (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Kiritchenko et al., 

2014), and POS tagger for DA is not available. Since lexicon-based approach is 

adopted, one main feature is extracted in the proposed work, where each single token 

is matched with its polarity score if it exists in the sentiment lexicon, or its shifting 

value if it belongs to valence shifter lexicons, and those words not found in either 

lexicon are considered unknown words, which will be used to expand EULA at later 

stage. 

3.4.7 Rules Implementation 

At this phase, complex language structure such as negations, intensifiers, and contrasts 

in the Arabic language are handled by a set of rules, following are the rules applied in 

this research. 

3.4.7.1 Negation 

From the literature, it has been noticed that researchers when dealing with Arabic 

sentiment analysis they either ignore handling negation issue (Abdulla et al., 2014), or 

they depended on considering negation behavior on words' polarity to be inversed, in 

other words; the negative word for example if influenced by negation, will change into 

positive and vice versa. However, this in most cases not necessary to be accurate. Since 

there are words that are positive, if negated will not be negative. The other reason is 

that the negation of the positive and negative words should not be considered the same. 

Sometimes negation of negative words keeps it negative, while negation of the positive 

mostly makes it negative (Reitan, Faret, & Bungum, 2015).  
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Though, the following will elaborate on the method of this research. Negation words 

are extracted from negation lexicons for the MSA and manually collected for PAL. In 

this manner, two main subjects are studied; the negation scope and the shift value. The 

scope is about determining which words in the sentence are affected by the negation 

word. In this research, the scope is according to the sign of the words that come directly 

after the negation word until first punctuation and up to a certain number of words, 

which will be called negation window, within the negation window, once the polarity 

change to be other than the polarity of the first word, the scope does not include it and 

stops as shown in Algorithm 3.4.  

Algorithm 3.4: Finding Scope of Negation Word 

Start 

If next-word is positive then 

Add to the scope of negation 

     For j in (window_size)-1 

If j is “negation” OR “punctuation” OR “negative” then  

Stop 

If j is “positive” OR “non_polarized” then  

Add to the scope of negation 

Else 

If next-word is negative 

Add to the scope of negation 

    For j in (window_size)-1 

If j is “negation” OR “punctuation” OR “positive” then  

Stop 

If j is “negative” OR “non_polarized” then  

Add to the scope of negation 

End 
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For example, let the words (W0 W1 W2 W3 W4) form a sentence as shown in Table 3.6, 

with the words' polarity as W1 = (+3), W2 = (-4), W3 = (0), W4 = (0), and W0 is a 

negation word, W1 is in the scope of the negation word W0, but W2 is not in the scope 

due to the difference in the sign between W1 and W2. So, the difference in sign stops 

the negation effect until here. 

Table 3.6 

Example of Negation`s Scope When Polarity Changes 

 W0 W1 W2 W3 W4 

Arabic Sentence مبارح شفتها بشعة حلوة مش 

Translation  Not beautiful it is ugly I saw it yesterday 

Sentiment Score Negation word +3 -4 0 0 

Is the Scope of 
Negation 

 yes No No No 

 

In Table 3.7, another point to be considered where W1 and W2 are non-polarity words, 

while W3 and W4 have the same polarity, the negation will affect all words in the 

window, since no changing in the sign exists. In more details, if the window size is 

four, in the sentence “ال أعتقد بأنها تستحق اإلشادة/I do not think it worth praise”, the word “ال 

/not” is the negation word.   "أعتقد/think”: is considered to have no sentimental value. 

ها“  تستحق “ it” is also considered to have no sentimental value. The sentiment value of/بان

/worth” is +2, and for “اإلشادة/praise” is +3. The negation word here affects all the words 

in the sentence. Therefore, the scope of the negation word is set to be the following 

four words.  
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Table 3.7 

Example of Negation`s Scope When Polarity Doesn`t Change 

 W0 W1 W 2 W 3 W 4 

Arabic Sentence اإلشادة تستحق بأنها أعتقد ال 

Translation to 

English 

I do not think it worth praise 

Sentiment Score Negation 

Word 

0 0 +2 +3 

Is Scope of Negation  yes yes yes yes 

 

Second, the shift value, which is how the scope`s sentiment value is affected due to 

the negation. To find the shifting value that should be applied to the negated words, 

more than 500 words of each score in the range [-5, +5] are chosen from the basic 

lexicon, and its negated sentiment value is manually found by the two linguists, and 

for each score, the average effect of negation on words are found.  

Besides, while building the basic lexicon, some English words when translated to 

multi Arabic words, especially those negated terms, such as “unhealthy”, it is 

translated to “غير صحي”, and since the polarity of the word “unhealthy” and “healthy” 

is provided by the English lexicons, that also assists in finding the shifting value. The 

average of all negation shifting effects on the scores of these words is calculated to 

form rules of the shift value. 

3.4.7.2 Intensification 

The intensifier tools are mainly two types; amplifiers and downtoners. The amplifier 

increases the sentiment value of the word it refers to if it is positive, and decrease it if 

it is negative, such as the word “كثير/ very”. While downtoners, perform the opposite, 

like “شوي/little”. It has a percentage scale that affects the polarity of the word in its 
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positivity or negativity. In other words, if one word is positive, and is affected by an 

intensifier (amplifier for instance), the word's positivity is increased in a predefined 

percentage.  

In the data collection section, a lexicon of these intensifiers is created, containing each 

intensifier with its weight as a percentage scale. This scale is decided by the two 

linguists manually. These intensifiers in the Arabic language are collected manually 

with the addition of translating some English intensifiers to Arabic in order to create 

a wide range of them. For example, the sentence “ حلو شوي/somehow beautiful” the 

word " شوي /somehow” is a downtoner, let the word “شوي /somehow” have a weight 

equals 50%, and the word “حلو/beautiful” have a polarity value equals +2, then the 

sentiment value is: (+2* 50% = +1). This is the effect of the downtoner on this word. 

Another example of intensifier but an amplifier used this time is in the sentence “ كثير

 too much” is an amplifier affecting the word/كثير“ too much corrupted”, the word/خربان

 /خربان“ corrupted”, if this amplifier has a weight equals 200%, and the word/خربان“

corrupted” has -2 as a sentiment value, then, the sentiment value of the term is: (-

2*200% = -4). The discussion on intensifier includes their scope and modifier values.  

The scope is defined as the words affected by the intensifier in the sentence. In order 

to decide the scope of the intensifier, several conditions must be taken into 

consideration. Firstly, if the word next to the intensifier is a polarity word, then it is 

the affected word,  but if the word next to the intensifier has no polarity, then, the word 

before the intensifier is checked, if it is a polarity word, then it is considered the scope 

of the intensifier and multiplied by the intensification, however, if the previous word 

of the intensifier is not polarized, then the word next to the next word of the intensifier 

is checked, if it is found to be a polarity word, then it is the scope of the intensifier as 
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shown in Algorithm 3.5. Lastly, if there is more than one intensifier next to each other, 

their values are multiplied with each other, then the resultant value is multiplied with 

the word's polarity value. For example, “عنجد كثير روعة /really very nice”, the weights 

of the first two words “ عنجد/really” and “كثير/very” are multiplied first, then it is 

multiplied with the sentiment value of the word “ روعة/nice”.  

Algorithm 3.5: Finding Scope of Intensification Word 
Start 

If next word is polarized Then 

             the scope is the next word 

Else 

      If previous word is polarized Then  

              the scope is the previous word 

      Else 

            If next to next word is polarized Then 

              the scope is next to next word 

            Else 

                  no scope  

End  

 

3.4.7.3 Contrast 

Contrast is used for connecting two sentences to complete the desired meaning in the 

discussed subject. Contrast tools are found to define two kinds of power of the two 

sentences they connect, the main sentence and the secondary sentence. The main 

sentence that the meaning is being focused on and sentiment are shown might be the 

sentence that follows the contrast tool, or the one precedes it. Each kind of these 

contrasts words is defined in the lexicon in order to find the scope of the contrast 
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effects on words and their polarity, and the main sentence is given a weight higher 

than the secondary one.  

Also, the main sentence and secondary one have an opposite sentiment polarity. For 

example, "this car is good but it is expensive", in this example, the first sentence is 

showing a positive sentiment of which the car is good, however, the second one is 

showing a negative sentiment because it is expensive, so the writer has a big chance 

not to buy it. Therefore, the whole sentiment of the two sentences is negative because 

of the power of the last sentence due to the use of the contrast word "but". This ability 

in the contrast tool of reversing the polarity also creates a chance to assist in expanding 

EULA.  

3.5 Evaluation Measurement  

Finally, the results obtained are compared with other related researches from different 

approaches. The following performance measurements are the most famous ones for 

the evaluation process in sentiment analysis, which are accuracy, precision, recall, and 

F-score (Schouten & Frasincar, 2016). But first the True Positives (TP), False 

Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN), and False Negatives FN will be explained. 

1) TP shows the division of correct classification for instances of the positive 

class by a total number of instances. These positive instances are those 

found positive by the system and also positive in real. 

2) FP shows the division of the incorrect classification of positive instances by 

a total number of instances. These instances are found positive, but in real 

are negative. 
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3) TN shows the division of correct classification for instances of the negative 

class by a total number of instances. These instances are found negative by 

the system and also negative in the real. 

4) FN shows the division of the incorrect classification of negative instances 

by a total number of instances. These instances are found negative, but in 

real are positive. 

The accuracy performance measurement represents the number of instances that have 

a correct classification among all classes, it is the most conjectural performance 

measure, and can be defined as the correct observation that were predicted to the total 

ones. Accuracy is considered ideal measure when the false negative values and false 

positive values are almost the same. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
     (3.2) 

Precision shows the portion of the recovered relevant instances; the number of 

positive-classified instances that are positive in reality, in other words, it is the ratio 

of observations that are correctly predicted to be positive to the total predicted positive 

observations. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
      (3.3) 

The recall represents the portion of the relevant instances which are recovered; the 

number of instances that are in reality positive to have a positive classification, the 

sensitivity or recall ratio is the ratio observations correctly predicted to be positive to 

all observation in the actual class. 
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𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
        (3.4) 

The F-score is a metric of accuracy that combines precision and recall as it is the 

harmonic average between precision and recall. Thus, it takes the false negative values 

and the false positive values in consideration, F-score usually found to give better 

results when the positive and negative values have similar cost, but if they vary, then 

precision and recall are considered as better measures. 

𝐹 =  2 ∗  
Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall
      (3.5) 

Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-scores are found as an average value in all classes, 

then they are compared to the measures of the previous studies. 

The work of El-Beltagy and Ali (2013), Badaro et al. (2014), Eskander et al. (2015), 

Al-Twairesh et al. (2016), Mohammad et al. (2016a), and Al-Moslmi et al. (2017) are 

used as benchmark to compare with the work presented in this thesis. Moreover, the 

datasets from Baly et al. (2018), Nabil (2015), Refaee & Rieser (2014), El-Beltagy & 

Ali (2013), Abdulla et al. (2013), Mohammad et al. (2016a), and Al-Twairesh et al. 

(2016) are used to assist the evaluation process. These works have been selected due 

to its resource’s availability. 

The evaluation process of the first objective is conducted by implementing a simple 

lexicon-based approach using the proposed PAL lexicon, and compare it with the 

results of the baseline lexicons explained in Section 3.4.4. Two types of datasets are 

used in this experiment, first, Levantine datasets, where the datasets consist of tweets 

written using the dialect of Levantine countries in general, such as the presented PAL-

Tweets, ArSenTD-LEV by Baly et al. (2018), JOR-Tweets by Abdulla et al. (2013), 
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and Syrian-Tweets by Mohammad et al. (2016a), second, only the tweets of the 

Palestinian dialect in the presented PAL-Tweets dataset is used. 

In order to obtain a smooth and fair evaluation performance of the second objective, 

all of the experiments are reported by finding the average of 5-fold cross-validation. 

In most linguistic computational researches, N-fold cross-validation is adopted 

because it is a reliable measurement method. In this research, datasets are divided into 

five separate parts with the same number of tweets in each part. Four of them are used 

for expanding EULA-L and EULA-U, while the rest are used to test the system with 

the expanded EULA-L and EULA-U. This means that the proposed system will be 

expanded using 80% of the data and tested by the remaining 20%. Since there are five 

sections of data, this process is repeated five times. Each time a new section is used 

for the testing phase. During each cycle, the performance measurements are 

calculated. In the end, five performance measurements are calculated per fold, so the 

average of each performance measurement is calculated in order to obtain a unified 

value to evaluate the performance of the proposed system in this research. 

Since the valence shifter rules are designed for the Arabic dialects in general, the third 

objective is evaluated using the datasets of dialectical Arabic tweets, and in order to 

reduce the effect of the lexicon type on the proposed rules, all of the available lexicons 

that have been discussed in Section 3.4.4 are used in this experiment. Three different 

experiments are used to evaluate the proposed valence shifter rules, first, to evaluate 

the proposed negation rule, it is compared with the existing negation rule which is 

called switch negation rule, second, evaluating the presented intensification rule, and 

finally, evaluating the contrast rule by implementing the rule and finding its effect on 

the performance of the lexicon-based approach. 
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3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the research methodology of this research is provided in detail. The 

scientific experimental approach was the basis for the methodology as a new 

mechanism to build sentiment lexicons, and new rules to handle valence shifters were 

developed and tested. The chapter began by presenting the research phases of this 

research. Next, a description of the steps in the experimental design is discussed in 

detail. Starting from crawling the tweets phase, and describing the datasets used for 

benchmarking purposes. Furthermore, the pre-processing phase is discussed, which 

consists of five different stages, which are data cleaning, tokenization, stop words 

removal, normalization, and stemming. Then the proposed lexicons construction is 

highlighted. Besides, describing the existed Arabic lexicons that have been used in 

this research for benchmarking.  

Moreover, feature extraction and rules implementation are also discussed, and it 

continues with the discussion on evaluation measurements. Besides accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F-score were also proposed to strengthen the results for 

evaluation purposes. In the next chapter, the details on the proposed approach are 

discussed, the results are presented in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

AN ENHANCED LEXICON CONSTRUCTION AND VALENCE 

SHIFTER RULES 

4.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter Two, various drawbacks of machine learning have been 

noted, such as their strict reliance on a corpus of human-coded texts for training, their 

domain dependency, and their mass drop on performance when dealing with data 

collected at later stage (Taboada, Brooke, & Tofiloski, 2011; Basiri et al., 2014). 

Therefore, the lexicon-based approach is adopted in this research. The proposed work 

requires automatically annotated tweets, or a pool of unlabeled tweets, hence, it can 

adapt for the changing nature of tweets over time.  
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Figure 4.1. Proposed Lexicon-Based Sentiment Analysis System 
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As shown in Figure 4.1, the proposed lexicon-based system starts with crawling tweets 

followed by pre-processing these tweets. After that, feature extraction using pre-built 

lexicons is applied for the pre-processed text, and according to the presence of valence 

shifter words, some rules are applied. Meanwhile, some unknown words are sent to 

EULA along with its predicted polarity. Then the classifier decides whether the tweet 

is positive or negative.   

The system of sentiment analysis starts first by collecting the tweets. In this research, 

Tweepy was used to collect tweets by using certain keywords to guarantee the use of 

MSA and PAL, in different domains. More than 200,000 tweets have been collected 

at this stage. Then the subjective tweets are selected among all these collected tweets 

manually by the two Arabic linguists and native Palestinian Arabic speakers in order 

to understand the MSA and PAL of the chosen tweets, then each subjective tweet is 

manually annotated to positive or negative. They resulted in selecting only 3,000 

tweets. The rest were either retweets, duplicated, spam, objective, or written in a 

different dialect. Besides, for evaluation purposes, several datasets have also been 

used, as explained in Section 3.4.2. Then, as described in Section 4.2, these datasets 

are pre-processed through five different phases. 

Then, the construction of all lexicons required for this research is presented in Section 

4.3. Starting from the basic lexicon that consists of general MSA polarity words. 

Followed by building the PAL lexicon. Moreover, a lexicon named EULA is proposed 

which keeps the lexicon updated with Arabic vocabularies produced by Twitter. Also, 

lexicons of various valence shifters have been constructed too. Besides, presenting a 

set of rules that have been created to handle valence shifters, such as, negations, 

intensifiers, and contrasts. Details of the proposed lexicons and rules are presented in 
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the following subsections. Table 4.1 shows the overall processes of lexicons 

construction.   

Table 4.1 

Overall Process of Lexicons Construction 

Phase Input Process Output 

Construct 

Basic 

Lexicon 

SentiStrength, 

AFINN, 

MPQA 

VADER,  

Translate, convert weights, and 

find the best lexicons combination, 

then add polarized emoticons. 

Basic 

Lexicon 

Construct 

PAL 

Lexicon 

 

PAL 

Dictionaries 

Manual annotation Annotated 

words 

Basic Lexicon Modify words of the basic lexicon 

to match the PAL phonology 

Modified 

MSA  

Curras Match translated word`s polarity 

with polarity values from VADER, 

SentiStrength, MPQA, Bing Liu  

Annotated 

Curras`s 

words 

PAL Tweets Annotate frequent PAL words Annotated  

 Combine all the above outputs  PAL Lexicon 

Construct 

EULA 

 

Labeled 

Tweets,  

basic lexicon 

Locate unknown words, find its 

polarity using labeled tweets 

algorithm, add it to EULA-L 

EULA-L 

Unlabeled 

Tweets, 

basic lexicon 

Locate unknown words, find its 

polarity using unlabeled tweets 

algorithm, add it to EULA-U 

EULA-U 

Collect 

Valence 

Shifter 

Lists 

Labeled 

Tweets, 

Unlabeled 

Tweets 

Manually collect negation words, 

contrast words, intensifier words, 

and predictor words. Put each one 

in a separate list. 

Valence 

Shifter Lists 
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4.2 Tweets Pre-processing 

Pre-processing tweets is an important and crucial phase in sentiment analysis. It 

reduces the large size and high dimensionality of textual data. This phase starts after 

crawling the tweets from a previous phase, and it results in pre-processed tweets that 

are ready for applying features and rules on. Five stages are in this phase as illustrated 

in Figure 4.2.  

It starts with data cleaning, which is the process of removing the unnecessary elements 

of the tweets, such as the URLs, retweets, non-Arabic letters, punctuations, numbers 

and other special characters. Then the tokenization phase that divides sentences into 

terms. Next, the stop words removal phase which removes the invaluable words, like 

prepositions. After that, the normalization phase which includes replacing the different 

forms of the same letter into a single form. Finally, in stemming, where the affixes and 

prefixes are removed to reduce the number of forms for each word.  

4.3 Lexicons Construction 

The proposed lexicon-based approach depends essentially on lexicons. In this section, 

a mechanism to build a general lexicon of MSA called basic lexicon and another 

lexicon for PAL is developed. Then a comprehensive way to build EULA is 

developed. Moreover, creating valence shifter lists, such as a list of contrasts words, 

Data 
Cleaning Tokenization Stop Words 

Removal Normalization Stemming

Figure 4.2. Pre-processing Steps Sequence 
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intensifiers, negations, and predictor words. As shown in Figure 4.3, the next sections 

explain in details the generation process.  

 

Figure 4.3. Hierarchy of All Proposed Lexicons 

4.3.1 Construction of Basic Lexicon   

Instead of building the basic lexicon from scratch, and since the desired basic lexicon 

does not include dialectical words, then it can be built by translating pre-built English 

lexicons. Four existing resources that have been built for English are selected for 

deciding the best combination between them to obtain the basic lexicon, namely 

SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2012) consists of around 2,550 polarity words, AFINN 

(Nielsen, 2011) consists of 2,460 polarity words, VADER (Hutto & Gilbert, 2014) 

consists of more than 7,500 polarity words, and finally, MPQA (Wiebe et al., 2005) 

which consists of around 8,200 polarity words. Those lexicons were chosen due to its 

public availability, and these lexicons are mostly used in other researches that translate 

English lexicons to other languages (Araújo et al., 2016; Mohammad et al., 2016a; 
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Refaee et al., 2014; Duwairi et al., 2015). These different resources are for increasing 

the coverage of the obtained lexicon since more coverage increases the accuracy of 

the lexicon-based sentiment analysis systems. In the first step, all lexicons are 

translated from English to Arabic. When translating some of these English words with 

negation prefixes or affixes, more than one Arabic word is used, such as the word 

“fearless”, it is translated to “بال خوف”. Therefore, it is moved to another list, since the 

desired lexicon consists of single words. The list of multi-words taken in this step is 

used to find the effect of negation on the polarity words at a later stage.  

In addition, several English words sometimes provide the same meaning of a single 

Arabic word, such as the words “cut, disconnect, interrupt” which all means “قطع”, 

therefore, duplicates are removed. The removal of duplicates results in smaller Arabic 

lexicon size. Therefore, the AFINN lexicon that contains 2,460 English words, and 

SentiStrength of the size of 2,550 words, VADER of the size of 7,500 words, and 

MPQA of the size of 8,200 words, when translated and duplicates are removed, the 

produced Arabic lexicon sizes are 1955, 1617, 2439, and 3465 respectively. 

In the second step, since the desired scope of the polarities range is from -5 to +5, 

some of these lexicons needs modification to get a lexicon of weighted polarity words 

to fit this range. This range is used since it is easier for annotators to estimate the 

word`s polarity strength, and using this range assists to easily distinguish between 

strong polarities from weak ones, and it is also followed by several highs cited types 

of research such as (Taboada, et al, 2011; Thelwall et al., 2010). All of these lexicons 

hold weights, some of these are ranging from -5 to +5 such as SentiStrength and 

AFINN, therefore, no need to change its polarities. While the annotation of the third 

source VADER is ranging from -4 to +4, so it is multiplied by 1.25 to make it match 
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the range -5 to +5. While MPQA is annotated in a different way, there a two fields to 

represent its polarity, the first field represents the polarity as positive, neutral or 

negative, and its values are considered as 1, 0 and -1 respectively, the other field 

represents the strength of the subjectivity, a weak subjective or strong subjective, and 

its values are considered to be 2 and 4 respectively, since it has been found from 

SentiStrength and AFINN that the average weight of mutual words that have been 

considered weak subjective in MPQA is 2, and the average of those considered strong 

subjective in MPQA is 4. Therefore, these two fields are adjusted to produce polarities 

that fit in the basic lexicon.  

In the third step, since the use of only one lexicon produces less coverage and accuracy 

an experiment was conducted where 15 combinations of these four lexicons were used 

to decide which combination of these lexicons gives the highest performance. In order 

to do this, a simple lexicon-based approach is adopted to perform this experiment 

Figure 4.4. Steps of Constructing the Basic Lexicon 

Emoticons 
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using PAL-Tweets dataset. Table 4.2 shows the results of the experiment, while Figure 

4.4 highlights the steps of constructing the basic lexicon. 

Table 4.2 

Experimental Results of Combining Lexicons to Form the Basic Lexicon  

Lexicons Combination Total Words  Accuracy 

AFINN 1,955 30.0% 

SentiStrength 1,617 26.0% 

VADER 2,439 32.0% 

MPQA 3,465 35.8% 

AFINN+ SentiStrength 2,605 36.0% 

AFINN+ VADER 2,454 35.9% 

AFINN+ MPQA 3,910 40.2% 

SentiStrength+ VADER 2,859 37.9% 

SentiStrength+ MPQA 3,782 37.3% 

VADER+ MPQA 4,090 42.3% 

AFINN+ SentiStrength+ VADER 2,869 37.4% 

AFINN+ SentiStrength+ MPQA 4,147 40.9% 

AFINN+ VADER+ MPQA 4,091 41.1% 

SentiStrength+ VADER+ MPQA 4,266 42.5% 

AFINN+ SentiStrength+ VADER+ 

MPQA 

4,267 41.5% 
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As shown in Table 4.2, the best combination of the lexicons to be adopted for the 

translation and for producing the basic lexicon is the combination of SentiStrengath, 

VADER, and MPQA, which gives an accuracy of 42.5% which was found using 

Equation 3.1, it is noticed that the accuracy here is low due to the fact that words used 

in the lexicon are MSA, while the used dataset in this experiment is written in a 

dialectical form. Finally, a list of positive and negative emoticons was added to the 

basic lexicon. As a result, the obtained basic lexicon consists of 4,300 polarity terms, 

with scores ranging from -5 to +5. 

4.3.2 Construction of PAL Lexicon 

Construction of PAL lexicon goes through two main phases. Firstly, from the corpora 

Curras, where Jarrar, Habash, Alrimawi, Akra, and Zalmout (2017) have obtained 

more than 15,000 Palestinian words and then translated them into English. Using these 

translated words, an annotation using matched words from SentiStrength, AFINN, 

VADER, and MPQA has been conducted to the translated Palestinian words. If the 

word matches with SentiStrength or AFINN then no need for polarity modification, 

since both of SentiStrength and AFINN are annotated by the desired range of [-5, +5]. 

While if it matches with VADER then polarity is multiplied by 1.25, since VADER is 

annotated by the range [-4, +4]. On the other hand, if it matches with a word from 

MPQA, then replace strong positive/negative by +4/-4, and replace weak 

positive/negative by +2/-2. This process has resulted in almost 6,350 polarity words 

from PAL. 

In the second phase, an alteration by replacing letters of some words of the basic 

lexicon has been conducted, to match the PAL variant phonology. Therefore, changing 

those words having the letter (ق/q) to (ك/k), and the letter (ك/k) to (تش/tš) to match the 
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rural dialect. While the letter (ث/Ѳ) becomes (ت/t), and also changing (ء/`) to the letter 

 the letter ,(z/ز) or (d/د) becomes (δ/ذ) the letter ,(D/ض) becomes (Ď/ظ) the letter ,(y/ي)

 to match the urban (s/س) by (S/ص) and finally replacing the letter (t/ت) becomes (T/ط)

and Bedouin dialect. According to (Habash, et. al., 2016), Table 4.3 represents all 

variations of letters in PAL. 

Table 4.3  

Variations of Letters in PAL 

MSA Letters PAL Variations MSA examples PAL examples 

ق  q  ء ك ‘ k  طريق Tryq  طريء Try’ 

 brtŷAnبرتئان  brtqAnبرتقان   
 kAlكال  qAlقال   

ك  k  تشtš  كيف حالكkyf HAlk  تشيف حالتشTšyf 
HAltš 

ث  θ  س ت ط s t T  كثيرkθyr  كتيرKtyr 
ام كلثوم    Am klθwm  ام كلسوم Am klswm 
طور  θwrثور    Twr 

ذ  ð  ظ ز د Ď z d  كذبkðb  كزبkzb 
ذل    ðl  زل zl 

ض د  D d  ظ ز د Ď z d  ضابطDAbT  ظابط ĎAbT 
ظ ز  Ď z  ض ز ذ D z ð  ظل Ďl  ضلDl 

ص س  S s  س ص s S  صقرSAqr  سقرsAqr 
ط ت  T t   ت ط t T  اللطفAllTf  اللتفAlltf 

 fsTanفسطان  fstAnفستان   

 

The altered words were around 3,500, but only 3,100 words have been chosen 

manually, because, in a manual check by the two linguists, it is found that there are 

some words when written with these replacements of letters, it produces a whole 

different word than before, this replacement causes a change in polarity and meaning, 

therefore, in this manual check these words with these conditions are excluded. For 
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example, the word “قلب/heart”, when the letter (ق/q) is replaced by (ك/k) it produces 

the word “كلب/dog”, such words are removed from the list. Then, it has been added to 

the outcome of the first phase. In the end, the lexicon size is 10,578 and all words are 

annotated by weights in the range -5 to +5, with no duplication between PAL lexicon 

and the basic lexicon. Algorithm 4.1 highlights the construction process of the PAL 

lexicon.   

Algorithm 4.1: Construction process of the PAL Lexicon 

Start 

From Curras “where PAL_words are translated to English as En_words” 

Foreach En_word in Curras 

If En_word has polarity in SentiStrength Then 

                Tag the polarity word to its PAL_ word equivalent 

If En_word has Polarity in AFINN Then 

                Tag the polarity word to its PAL_ word equivalent 

If En_word has Polarity in VADER Then 

                Modify the polarity weight Then 

                Tag the polarity word to its PAL_ word equivalent 

If En_word has Polarity in MPQA Then 

                Modify the polarity weight Then 

                Tag the polarity word to its PAL_ word equivalent 

Then add tagged PAL_ words to PAL lexicon 

 

From the basic lexicon 

Match with Rural phonology 

For each word in basic lexicon 

Replace the letter “ق” to “ك”  

Replace the letter “ذ” to “ظ”  

Replace the letter “ك” to “تش”  

Replace the letter “ض” to “ظ”  

Replace the letter “ت” to “ط”  
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Algorithm 4.1 (Continue) 

Then add altered words to PAL lexicon 

Match with Urban phonology 

For each word in basic lexicon 

Replace the letter “ق” to “ء”  

Replace the letter “ص” to “س”  

Replace the letter “ط” to “ت”  

Replace the letter “ث” to “ت”  

Replace the letter “ث” to “س”  

Replace the letter “ظ” to “ز”  

Replace the letter “ظ” to “ض”  

Replace the letter “ذ” to “ز”  

Replace the letter “ذ” to “د”  

Then add altered words to PAL lexicon 

Match with Bedouin phonology 

For each word in basic lexicon 

Replace the letter “ق” to “ج”  

Replace the letter “ت” to “ط”  

Replace the letter “س” to “ص”  

Replace the letter “ك” to “تش”  

Match with Druze phonology 

Then add altered words to PAL lexicon 

For each word in basic lexicon 

Replace the letter “ث” to “ت”  

Replace the letter “ظ” to “ز”  

Replace the letter “ض” to “ظ”  

Then add altered words to PAL lexicon 

End 

Table 4.4 shows an example of the pre-built PAL lexicon entries where each word is 

with its sentiment weight. Polarity scores of the PAL lexicon entries are in the range 

[-5, 5], with the English meaning is presented for clarifying purposes only. 
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Table 4.4 

Terms from Proposed PAL Lexicon with Translation to English 

Word English Meaning Sentiment Weight 

 shoot me -3 اتطخني

 leave us -1 دشرنا

 warm +1 دفا 

 generous  +2 سخي

 hit -3 ظرب

4.3.3 EULA Construction 

Two types of resources to expand EULA and make it up-to-date, unlabeled and labeled 

tweets are suggested. The labeled tweets are used to predict the polarity of the 

unknown words, taking into consideration the presence of valence shifter words, since 

negation words change the polarity of next words, and contrast words link words with 

opposite polarities. Next section explains in detail the expanding process of EULA-L. 

Furthermore, unlabeled tweets are used in several ways to predict the polarity of 

unknown words and add them to EULA-U. First, using the assumption that positive 

words tend to appear with other positive words, and negative words tend to appear 

with other negative words. Besides, the presence of valence shifter words as contrast 

words and some predictor words are also useful to predict polarity of unknown words. 

Section 4.3.3.2 explains in detail the polarity detection and finding the polarity score 

process.  

4.3.3.1 Expanding EULA using Labeled Tweets (EULA-L) 

In this section, expanding EULA via labeled tweets is presented to form EULA-L. The 

proposed module detects unknown words in a labeled corpus of a certain domain and 

then assign a polarity for each based on their occurrences in positive and negative 

tweets. For example, the word “العناية/care” is considered positive in most domains, 
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while it occurs more in negative tweets in the health domain. Therefore, such words 

of domain-specific shall be updated accordingly. This process consists of two main 

phases, first, to detect the polarity class and remove stop words, second, to find the 

polarity score. 

In order to detect the polarity class of terms from a given labeled dataset, the count-

based probability is computed for each term as in the following formula. 

 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑢) =  

{
 

 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒,   𝑖𝑓 (
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)

|𝑇+|
> 

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇−)

|𝑇−|
+ 𝛼) 

𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, 𝑖𝑓 (
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇−)

|𝑇−|
> 

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)

|𝑇+|
+ 𝛼)

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒                                                                             

       (4.1) 

where 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)
|𝑇+|

  and 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇−)
|𝑇−|

 are the probabilities of term u to occur in 

positive and negative tweets of a training dataset respectively, T+ and T- are the 

training labeled dataset of positive and negative tweets respectively, and α is a 

threshold value that identify stop words, since such words have low mutual 

information, and it have low discrimination power, therefore, it should be removed. 

In order to find the polarity score of terms extracted in the previous stage, a method 

that combines term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), and the count-

based probability are introduced as in following formula. 

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑢) =  {
𝑡𝑓(𝑢, 𝑇 +) ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑢) ∗

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)

|𝑇+|
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒.

𝑡𝑓(𝑢, 𝑇 −) ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑢) ∗
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇−)

|𝑇−|
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒.

       (4.2) 

where tf(u,T) is the frequency of term u in training dataset T, and idf(u) is the 

proportion of tweets with term u. and both are calculated as follows: 
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𝑡𝑓(𝑢, 𝑇 +) =  
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∈𝑇+)+𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑢∉𝑇+)
           (4.3) 

𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑢) =  log (
|𝑇|

|𝑇+|
)                    (4.4) 

Besides, to enhance the proposed module, valence shifter words such as negations and 

contrasts are considered too, where the presence of negation word mostly change the 

polarity of its scope, and contrast word link two opposite polarities together. For 

example, if word “X” exists in a negative labeled tweet after a negation word, as in the 

sentence “This hospital is not X”, “X” is predicted to be positive, not negative as the 

label of the whole tweet.  

Moreover, if contrast word appears in the tweet, two different actions are applied 

depending on the type of the contrast word; if the contrast word`s type is C1, where 

the main sentence appears before the contrast word, then terms before the contrast 

word have the same polarity of the tweet`s annotation, and terms after the contrast 

word have the opposite polarity of the tweet`s annotation. While if the contrast word`s 

type is C2, where the main sentence appears after the contrast word, then the polarity 

of terms before contrast word are opposite to the polarity of the tweet` s annotation, 

and polarity of terms after contrast word are same to the polarity of the tweet` s 

annotation. Algorithm 4.2 explain the overall process of expanding EULA-L through 

labeled tweets. 

Example 4.1: “Y   ”the movie was X but the acting was Y/ الفيلم كان Xلكن التمثيل كان  

In Example 4.1, a contrast word of type C2 is found in the tweet, and if the manual 

annotation of the tweet is positive, then the polarity of word “X” is predicted to be 

negative, and word “Y” is predicted to be positive. But if the manual annotation of the 
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tweet is negative, then the polarity of the word “X” is predicted to be positive, and the 

word “Y” is predicted to be negative. 

Algorithm 4.2: Expanding EULA-L 

Input: Tweet T, and labeled as L 

Output: Predicted score of new terms U sent to EULA-L 

Foreach unknown word U in T 

  If Contrast of type C1 ϵ T 

    If U is before C1, Then U is L 

    If U is after C1, Then U is ¬L 

  If Contrast of type C2 ϵ T 

    If U is before C2, Then U is ¬L 

    If U is after C2, Then U is L 

  If Negation word ϵ T 

    If U in the scope of Negation, then U is ¬L    

  Else  

   U is L 

Send U with its annotation to EULA-L 

End For 

 

Example 4.2: “Y على الرغم من التمثيلX الفيلم كان /the movie was X despite the Y acting”  

But if the contrast word `s type is C1, as in Example 4.2, and the manual annotation of 

the tweet is positive, then, the polarity of the word “X” is predicted to be positive, and 

word “Y” is predicted to be negative. But if the manual annotation of the tweet is 
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positive, then, the polarity of the word “X” is predicted to be negative, and the word 

“Y” is predicted to be positive.  

There are two types of labeled datasets to be used in this research, first, manually 

labeled datasets, where datasets are annotated by experts, and second, automatically 

labeled datasets, where datasets are annotated by the presence of either positive or 

negative Emoticons. In this research, it is hypothesized that high accuracy and F-score 

can be obtained on classifying sentiment in Arabic tweets using the automatic labeling 

technique which consumes less effort than the manually labeling techniques. 

4.3.3.2 Expanding EULA using Unlabeled Tweets (EULA-U) 

In this section, expanding EULA through unlabeled tweets is presented to form 

EULA-U. The proposed module detects unknown words in a corpus and predict it`s 

polarity by computing Mutual Information (MI) which represent the expected value 

of the PMI, following the assumption that positive words tend to appear along with 

other positive words, and negative words along with other negative words. For 

example, in the sentence “X هذا الفيلم   أكره  /I hate this X movie.”, after removing stop 

words, the polarity of the known words is predicted to be negative due to the presence 

of the word “أكره/hate” as in the previous assumption. Therefore, the polarity of the 

unknown word “X” is predicted to be negative.  

MI is computed to measure the relationship between the unknown word u and class 

label c represented by a known word that exists in a prebuilt general basic lexicon. MI 

between unknown word u and known word c can be defined as in the equation: 

𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐) = log
𝑝(𝑢,𝑐)

𝑝(𝑢)𝑃(𝑐)
      (4.5)  
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where p(u,c)  is the joint probability function of term u and label c, p(u) and p(c) are 

the marginal probabilities of co-occurrence of term u and class label c respectively, 

and to relax the previous formula, labeled samples are given to co-occurrence values 

between terms and class labels, where A is the co-occurrence of term u and class label 

c. B is the frequency of term u outside class label c. While C is the number of tweets 

in class label c without the term u. D is the tweets not in class c without the term u, 

and N is the total number of tweets in both class labels with and without term u. Hence, 

the approximated MI between term t and class c is computed as in the equation: 

𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐) = log
𝐴∗𝑁

(𝐴+𝐵)∗(𝐴+𝐶)
     (4.6) 

The closer value of MI to zero represent more independence between term u and class 

label c. While the higher value of MI represents a higher strength relation between 

term u and class label c. Then, using the measurement of MI between a term u and 

both class labels, positive class c+, and negative class c-. The polarity of term u can 

be predicted by finding the highest MI among MI(u,c+) and MI(u,c-), where both 

could be computed as in the following equations. 

 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐+)  =  𝜆 ∗ 𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐+)  + (1 –  𝜆) (−𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐−))  (4.7) 

 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐−)  =  𝜆 ∗ 𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐−)  + (1 –  𝜆) (−𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐+))  (4.8) 

where λ is a threshold value between 0 and 1, that represent the contributions of both 

MI(u,c+) and MI(u,c-). Then, a comparison between polMI(u,c+) and polMI(u,c-) is 

conducted to find whether the polarity of term u is positive, negative, or neutral as in 

Equation 4.9. 
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𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐) = {

𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐 +), if 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐 +) >  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐−)

𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐 −), if 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐 −) >  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐+)

             0,            if 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐 +) =  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢, 𝑐−)

    (4.9) 

For example, if polMI(u,c+) = 4, and polMI(u,c-)=1, since polMI(u,c+) is greater than 

polMI(u,c-), then the term u lean to be positive, and polMI(u) = 4. Next, to find the 

polarity weight of term u, polMI(u) is multiplied by TF, and IDF, as in Equation 4.10. 

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑢) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑢, 𝑐) ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑢) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐼(𝑢)    (4.10) 

where tf(u,c) is the frequency of term u in class c, and idf(u) is the proportion of tweets 

with term u, and both are calculated as follows: 

𝑡𝑓(𝑢, 𝑐) =  
𝐴

𝐴+𝐵
       (4.11) 

𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑢) =  log (
𝑁

𝐴+𝐶
)       (4.12) 

Furthermore, these results could be enhanced by handling the presence of positive and 

negative terms in a tweet, those tweets contain mix polarities of positive and negative 

terms from the basic lexicon are omitted. But, if these tweets of mix polarities include 

a contrast word, then this tweet will be divided into two separate sentences. Since 

contrast words link between two opposite sentences, hence, if the first sentence 

includes polarity words from the basic lexicon, then the second sentence is annotated 

by the opposite polarity and is treated as a labeled tweet as in Section 4.3.3.1, and the 

same if the polarity words exist in the second sentence, where the first sentence is 

annotated by the opposite polarity and is treated as a labeled tweet.  
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For example, in the sentence “X ها  رغمسيارة جيدة   لون /Good car despite its X color.” the 

contrast word “رغم/despite” splits the tweet into two sentences. The first is “  سيارة

 Good car”, assuming its polarity is known as positive from the basic lexicon, and/جيدة

the second is “X ها  its X color” and it is unknown. But it is considered as a negative/ لون

sentence due to the use of the contrast word “رغم/despite”. Therefore, it is treated as a 

negative labeled sentence, and from labeled tweet algorithm, the polarity of X is found 

as negative. Then, it`s counter of negative occurrences in EULA-U is incremented. So, 

if contrast word were not handled, the word “X” will be considered as a positive term 

since it appears along with positive term. But handling contrast words and take 

advantage of its presence would enhance the performance of the proposed module. 

Moreover, in this research, predictor words were introduced. Some words in Arabic 

are always followed by positive words (P1), such as "عديم/lacking”, “كن/be”, therefore, 

when such word in a tweet is located, the following word is predicted to be as a positive 

word, so it is sent to EULA-U along with its positive annotation. Moreover, there are 

other predictor words that are always followed by negative words (P2), like “  خذلك/look 

for this!”, “سببلي /caused me”, therefore, the next word is sent to EULA-U with 

negatively predicted annotation. For example, in the sentence “X  هاتف المحمول ينقصه هذا ال

/this mobile is lacking X.”, the presence of the predictor word “lacking” indicates that 

the next word is positive. Therefore, the word “X” is sent to EULA-U as a positive 

word. Hence, predictor words enhance the prediction word`s polarity process. In this 

research, it is hypothesized that high-performance measurements can be obtained on 

classifying sentiment in Arabic tweets using unlabeled tweets, which consumes less 

effort even than manually and automatically labeled tweets.  Algorithm 4.3 explain 

the overall process of expanding EULA-U through unlabeled tweets.  
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Algorithm 4.3: Expanding EULA-U 

Input: Unlabeled tweet as T 

Output: Predicted strength of new terms sent to EULA 

If Contrast ϵ T 

     Text before Contrast is T1 

     Text after Contrast is T2 

     If T1 is P 

          Use T2 as a labeled negative tweet  

     If T1 is N 

          Use T2 as a labeled positive tweet 

     If T2 is P 

          Use T1 as a labeled negative tweet 

     Else T2 is N 

         Use T1 as a labeled positive tweet 

If predictor word type P1 ϵ T 

     Next word is sent to EULA-U as positive  

If predictor word type P2 ϵ T 

     Next word is sent to EULA-U as negative  

If positive words ϵ T AND negative words ∉ T 

     Unknown words are predicted as positive and sent 

to EULA-U 

If negative words ϵ T AND positive words ∉ T 

     Unknown words are predicted as negative and sent 

to EULA-U 

End  

 

For example, in a scenario where sentiment analysis is performed on five unlabeled 

tweets as in Table 4.5, let X, Y, and Z be unknown polarity slang words, the process of 

prediction new words by applying EULA-U rules is as highlighted in Table 4.6, and 

the results obtained before expanding EULA-U would be different than the results 

after expanding EULA-U as in Table 4.7.  
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Table 4.5  
Example of Unlabeled Tweets 

Tweet  Text (Arabic) Text (Translated to English) 

T1 X هذا الفيلم رائع و  This movie is great and X 

T2 X  Actors performance was X أداء الممثلين كان  

T3 Y  The soundtrack is lacking Y  يفتقد المقطع الصوتي كان

T4 Z  نهايتهأحببت الفيلم رغم  I like the movie despite the Z ending 

T5 هذا الفيلم هو Z  برأيي This movie is Z in my opinion 
 

Table 4.6  
The process of Expanding EULA-U through Unlabeled Tweets 

Tweet  The action of Applying Rules of EULA-U  

T1 X is predicted to be positive 

T2 No prediction 

T3 Y is predicted to be positive 

T4 Z is predicted to be negative 

T5 No prediction 

 
 
Table 4.7  
Predicted Polarity Before and After Expanding EULA-U 

Tweet Predicted Polarity Before 

Expanding EULA-U 

Predicted Polarity After 

Expanding EULA-U 

T1 Positive Positive 

T2 Neutral Positive 

T3 Neutral Negative 

T4 Positive Positive 

T5 Neutral Negative 

From the above scenario, the predicted polarity of the tweets is different after applying 

the rules of EULA-U due to the learning of new polarity words, that results in gaining 

higher precision and recall due to the higher coverage of the obtained lexicon. 
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4.3.4 Valence Shifter Lexicons Construction 

There are four types of lexicons to handle valence shifter, contrasts, intensifiers, 

negation and another lexicon for predictor words. Contrast words have been divided 

into two types, the first type C1, that consists of contrasts that emphasize on the 

previous sentence, such as “رغم /despite”. The second type C2, which emphasizes on 

the next sentence, such as “لكن /but”. While for intensifiers, an annotation as a 

percentage scale is allocated manually for each intensifier word. Some intensifiers 

enhance the polarity strength of the next sentiment word, such as “كثير /a lot”, therefore 

these percentages are above 100%. While others reduce the polarity strength of the 

next sentiment word, such as “شوي /few”, therefore these percentages are less than 

100%. 

On the other hand, the negation list is a list of negation terms that change the polarity 

of next words to the opposite, such as “مش /not”. Next section will explain in detail the 

rules to handle such cues. In addition to the last list, is a list of predictor words, these 

words either always followed by positive words, such as “عديم /lacking”, or always 

followed by a negative word, such as “سببلي /caused me”. 

4.4 Valence Shifter Rules 

First of all, the tweet is split into several segments based on the presence of 

punctuations or new lines. Then the polarity is found for each segment individually 

based on the presence of polarity words. If a valence shifter word is found in the text, 

the following rules are implemented in the following order as shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5. Order of Valence Shifter Rules. 

4.4.1 Contrast Rules 

Dealing with contrasts and annotating the sentence depends on the type of contrast 

word. There are two types of contrast words, C1 and C2, where C1 indicates that the 

sentence is divided into two parts, before C1 is the main sentence, while after C1 is the 

secondary sentence. An examples of contrast word of type C1 is {“رغم ان / Although”, 

 Even/ على الرغم“ ,”Despite / عالرغم“ ,”Instead of/ بدل“ ,”Even if/ حتى وان“ ,”Even / حتى“

though”, “مع اني /Although I”, “مع ان / In spite”, “مع انو / In spite of the fact that”}. While 

when using contrast word of type C2, the main sentence is after the contrast word, and 

the secondary sentence is before the contrast word. An example of contrast word of 

type C2 is {“بل /Yet”, “مع ذلك /Still”, “بالعكس / On the contrary”, “لكن /But”, “بس /But”, 

  .{”Nonetheless/ ,رغم ذلك“ ,”Even that/ ورغم“ ,”Unless/ اال اذا“ ,”Though/ اال انه“

Let C1 be a list of contrast words of type C1 and C2 be a list of contrast words of type 

C2 defined as: 

C1 = {Set of contrast words of type C1} 

C2 = {Set of contrast words of type C2} 

Apply contrast 
rules if contrast 
word is found

Apply negation 
rules if negation 
word is found

Apply intensifier 
rules if intensifier 

word is found

Apply predictor 
word rules if 

predictor word is 
found
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If a word is found in the C1 list, then the polarity score of the opinion word after it is 

divided by 𝛼, and if a word is found in the C2 list, then the polarity score of the opinion 

word before it is divided by 3 as follows: 

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) =

{
 
 

 
 
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤), 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑤𝑏 ∩ 𝑐 ∈ C1)
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤)

𝛼
, 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑤𝑎 ∩ 𝑐 ∈ C1)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤), 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑤𝑏 ∩ 𝑐 ∈ C2)
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤)

𝛼
, 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑤𝑎 ∩ 𝑐 ∈ C2)

   (4.13) 

where w is opinion words in a tweet, wb is words before contrast word c, wa is words 

after contrast word c, α is a positive number greater than 1, and pol(w) is the polarity 

of word w in the presence of a contrast word.  

Example 4.3:  المقطع الصوتي السيء  رغم فيلم رائع /Great movie despite the bad soundtrack. 

Example 4.4:  الفيلم سيء ولكن مقطع صوتي رائع /Great soundtrack but the movie is bad. 

In Example 4.3, the author`s opinion is considered positive, since the used contrast 

“despite” is from C1. While the author`s opinion in Example 4.4 is considered negative 

since the used contrast “but” is from C2. Therefore, a lower weight is given to the 

secondary sentence by dividing its polarity by α to make sure the final result is mainly 

from the main sentence when summing both of the secondary and main sentences. 

Besides, in the collected dataset PAL-tweets, more than 90% of contrasts occur 

between two opposite polarities. Therefore, it is used to predict the polarity of new 

words to be added to EULA. If the main sentence is known to be positive or negative, 

then the secondary sentence is predicted to be the opposite of the main sentence. 
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Hence, the secondary sentence is treated as a labeled tweet to extract new polarity 

words.  

Example 4.5: “X   المقطع الصوتي كان لكنفيلم رائع /Great movie but the soundtrack was X.”  

In Example 4.5, the contrast word “but” splits the tweet into two sentences. Main 

sentence: “X المقطع الصوتي كان/the soundtrack was X” and secondary sentence “ فيلم رائع

/Great movie”. Since the polarity of the secondary sentence is positive, then the main 

sentence should be negative. Hence, the main sentence is treated as a labeled tweet 

with negative annotation, as in Section 4.3.3.1. 

4.4.2 Negation Rules  

First of all, negation words are collected from both MSA, such as “ليس” and from DA 

such as “مش”. Then, if a negation word appears in the text to be classified, two main 

subjects are considered to form the rule of negation. Finding the scope of the negation 

word is the first subject, and the other is to find the shifting value for each word in the 

scope. When a negation word appears in a tweet, the scope of this negation word is 

found first. To find the scope there is a set of rules to follow. First, the scope will not 

exceed a fixed number of words which is called window size. Second, the first word 

is always included in the scope. Finally, the next word is included if its polarity is not 

opposite to the polarity of the previous word.  

In order to find the optimal window size of the negation’s scope, several experiments 

were conducted. Each Lexicon-based experiment is conducted using the basic lexicon 

on a dataset formed by collecting negated tweets and using different window sizes of 

negation each time, by using a window size of 2 words, until the window size of 8 
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words. Table 4.8 shows the accuracies for each window size, where the accuracy is 

found using Equation 3.2. 

Table 4.8 

Finding Window Size of the Negation`s Scope 

Window Size Accuracy Rate 

Window size of 2 words 69.06% 

Window size of 3 words 70.59% 

Window size of 4 words 67.56% 

Window size of 5 words 66.94% 

Window size of 6 words 65.63% 

Window size of 7 words 65.22% 

Window size of 8 words 64.85% 

From Table 4.8, it is noticed that using the window size of 3 words produces the 

highest accuracy. Therefore, this window size is adopted for the proposed negation 

technique. Equation 4.14 shows how to find the negation`s scope using a window size 

of 3 words. 

Let Neg be a list of negation words defined as: 

 Neg = {Set of negation words} 

𝑆𝑛 =  

{
 
 

 
 
1,       𝑖𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 1) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 2) < 0 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝑒𝑔)

2, 𝑖𝑓 (
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 1) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 2) ≥ 0 

∩ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 2) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 3) < 0 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝑒𝑔
)

3,    𝑖𝑓 (
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 1) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 2) ≥ 0

∩ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 2) ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤 + 3) ≥ 0 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝑒𝑔
)

 (4.14) 
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where pol(w+1) is the polarity of the first word after negation word, pol(w+2) is the 

polarity of the second word after negation word, pol(w+3) is the polarity of the third 

word after negation word, and Sn is the scope of the negation word. 

To find the effect of negation words on their scope, it is noticed that the effect of 

negation on positive polarities is different from negating negative polarities. Besides, 

shifting values are higher when dealing with stronger polarities. In order to find these 

shifting values, two sources are used, first is from hundreds of multi-words that have 

been formed when translating the English lexicons to Arabic while constructing the 

basic lexicon, as in Table 4.9. Such as the word “fearless”, when translated to Arabic 

it forms an expression of two words, one is the negation prefix “بدون/less”, and the 

other word is “خوف/fear”, and from the English lexicon, the polarity score of the word 

“fearless” is “+2”, and the polarity score of the word “fear” is “-3”. Therefore, the 

effect of the negation word “بدون/without” is “+5”, and this is done for all words with 

+2, and the average of them is considered their shifting value. The same is applied for 

the rest of the polarities between [-5, 5]. 

Table 4.9 

Examples on Polarity Shifting of Negative Prefixes Words 

Word Polarity Word with Negative 
Prefixes 

Polarity 

Ethical 4+ أخالقي Unethical أخالقي غير  -2 

Like 2+ يعجب Dislike 1- ال يعجب 

Legal 1+ قانوني Illegal 2- غير قانوني 

Interrupted 1- متقطع Uninterrupted 1+ غير متقطع 

Selfish 3- أناني Unselfish  2+    أنانيغير 
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Through this process, it is found that the shifting value of the words with polarities 

between [-5, -2] are almost the same, and so for the words with polarities between [-

2, 0], [0, 2], and [2, 5].  Table 4.9 shows some examples of words with and without 

these negative prefixes along with the polarity for each as in the basic lexicon. 

The second source is the manually collected words which are more than 100 words 

gathered from the basic lexicon for each zone of these four zones, and the negation 

effect on these words was manually annotated by the two Arabic linguists. Some 

examples of these polarity words with its polarity scores from the basic lexicon and 

the manually annotated polarities of these words when negated by a negation word are 

presented in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 

Examples of Polarity Shifting by Negation Word. 

Polarity 
Word 

Polarity from 
the Basic 
Lexicon 

Negated Word Manual 
Annotation 

Great رائع    +4 Not great 2- غير رائع 

Agree 2+ يوافق Not agree  يوافقال  -1 

Peace 1+ سالم No peace 2- ال سالم 

Torture 4- عذاب Without torture  1+  بدون عذاب

Sad 3- حزين Not sad  2+ غير حزين  

Hard 1- صعب Not hard 1+ ليس صعب 

By finding the average of the effect of these negation words on the manually annotated 

words for each zone, with the average shifted values by negative prefixes, it is found 

that the negation shifting value rules are as shown in Equation 4.15.  
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𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) =

{
 
 

 
 
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) − 6,            𝑖𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) > 2 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑛)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) + 5,          𝑖𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) ≤ −2 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑛)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) − 3,     𝑖𝑓(2 ≥ 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) > 0 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑛)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) + 2, 𝑖𝑓(0 > 𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) > −2 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑛)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) − 1,             𝑖𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) = 0 ∩ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑛)

  (4.15) 

where w is opinion words in a tweet, Sn is the scope of the negation word, and pol(w) 

is the polarity of word w. 

4.4.3 Intensifier Rules  

To form intensifier rules, a list of intensifier words is generated for both MSA, such 

as “بدقة/ precisely”, “  قليال/little”, “  حقا/ really”, “  تماما/ exactly”, and for PAL, such as 

 barely”, and for each word in the list there is a /يادوب“ ,”little/قليال  “ ,”a lot /حبطرش“

modifier value as a percentage, some words are called amplifiers that have a modifier 

values more than 100%, such as “بالتاكيد /certainly”, and the other words in the list are 

called downtoners that have modifier values less than 100%, such as “بالكاد /barely”.  

Let Iamp be a list of intensifier words of type amplifiers and Idown be a list of intensifier 

words of type downtoners represented as: 

Iamp  = {list of amplifier words} 

Idown = {list of downtoner words} 

If an intensifier word is found in a tweet, then the polarity of the words in the scope of 

the intensifier word is computed as in Equation 4.16 (Taboada et al., 2011): 

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) = {
𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) ∗ 𝑀𝑜𝑑(𝑤𝑎), 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 ∩ 𝑤𝑎 ∈ Iamp)

𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑤) ∗ 𝑀𝑜𝑑(𝑤𝑑), 𝑖𝑓(𝑤 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 ∩ 𝑤𝑑 ∈ Idown)
 (4.16) 
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where Si is scope of intensifier word, w is a polarity word in the intensifier word`s 

scope, wa is an amplifier word, wd is a downtoner word, pol(w) is the polarity of word 

w, Mod(wa) is the modifier value of amplifier word wa, and Mod(wd) is the modifier 

value of amplifier word wd. 

 In order to find the words in the scope of the intensifier, several rules to be followed: 

1) Next polarity word is in the scope of the intensifier word. 

2) If the next word is a non-polarity word, then the polarity word of up to two 

next words is checked, the closest polarity word is considered the scope of 

the intensifier word. 

3) If the intensifier word is the last word, then the word before it is the scope 

of the intensifier word if it is a polarity word, otherwise it is ignored. 

4) If two intensifiers appear next to each other, then both of them are multiplied 

to each other, then it is dealt with as a one intensifier word. 

Example 4.6: “ يبدو رائعا  عليك فعلا إنه  /It really looks beautiful on you”. 

In Example 4.6, the word “beautiful” is considered as the scope of the intensifier word 

“really” based on rule number 2, since the next word “look” has no polarity. 

Example 4.7: “ فيلم سيء  جداا  فعلا  /really very bad movie”. 

In Example 4.7 following rule number 4, the weight of the first two intensifier words 

“really” and “very” are multiplied first, then it is multiplied with the sentiment value 

of the word "bad", as following: (150%) * (150%) * (-2) = -4.5.  
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4.4.4 Predictor Words Rules 

In this section, there are two different types of predictor words in Arabic. The first 

type is a word that’s always followed by a positive word P1, such as “يفتقد /missing”. 

The second type is a word that’s always followed by a negative word P2, such as “سببلي 

/caused me!”  

These words have been collected and stored manually, along with the polarity of the 

formed expression, and it is used mainly to find the polarity of unknown words and 

add them to EULA. Besides finding the polarity of the whole expression. When a 

predictor word appears in the text to be classified, next word is extracted and sent to 

EULA along with an annotation based on the type of the predictor word, and the 

formed expression is also annotated based on the type of the predictor word.  

Example 4.8: “X  ”.This car is lacking X/ ينقصهاهذه السيارة  

The appearance of the predictor word “lacking” in Example 4.8 indicates that the next 

word “X” is positive. Therefore, it is sent to EULA with a positive annotation, and the 

formed expression “lacking X” is annotated as negative due to the type of the predictor 

word. 

4.5 Benchmarking with Latest Related Researches  

In this section, a summary of the latest related researches is presented in Table 4.11 

for benchmarking, highlighting the features taken under consideration, such as 

emoticons, hashtags, and repeated letters. In addition to the valence shifters that have 

been handled, such as negation, contrast, and intensification. Besides, the type of input 

data, whether they consider the dialectical text or social media data, showing if the 
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proposed method is automated or not. Moreover, the pre-processing stages that have 

been adopted for each research.  

In Table 4.11 it can be observed that no researches have considered the contrast words, 

besides, negation has been addressed by implementing only switch negation rule, 

while intensifier words have been addressed in some researches. On the other hand, 

social media features as hashtags, emoticons, and repeated letters have been avoided 

in most Arabic researches. While preprocessing phases, such as stemming, 

normalization, and stop words removal, are widely used in the field of sentiment 

analysis by Arab researchers.  

Some authors considered only MSA, while others studied the Arabic dialectics, most 

of the researchers that have studied the Arabic dialects have also considered social 

media in their researches. Besides, polarity words are presented as binary scores in 

some researches, while in others it is used as weighted scores. Finally, it is observed 

that recently researchers give more attention to the automatic expansion of their 

lexicons. 
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Table 4.11 

Summary of benchmark Methods on the Arabic Language 

Author 

E
m

oticons 

R
epeated Letters 

H
ashtags 

N
egation 

C
ontrast 

Intensification 

D
ialectical 

Social M
edia 

W
eighted Polarities 

A
utom

atic E
xpansion 

Stem
m

ing 

N
orm

alization 

Stop W
ords R

em
oval 

El-Beltagy et 
al.  (2013) 

   ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    

Abdul-
Mageed et al. 
(2014) 

      ✓  ✓     

Elsahar et al. 
(2014) 

  ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓  

Al-kabi et al. 
(2014) 

 ✓     ✓ ✓    ✓  

Badaro et al. 
(2014) 

        ✓     

Abdulla et al. 
(2014) 

   ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Eskander et al. 
(2015) 

        ✓     

Duwairi et al. 
(2015) 

✓   ✓       ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Al-ayyoub et 
al. (2015) 

 ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 

Mataoui 
(2016) 

✓   ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Ibrahim et al. 
(2016) 

 ✓     ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓  

Al-Twairesh 
et al. (2016) 

  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ 

Assiri et al. 
(2017) 

 ✓  ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Siddiqui et al. 
(2017) 

      ✓ ✓  ✓    

Proposed 
work 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

•  Note: ✓ refers to implementing the method, and  refers to not implementing the method.   
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4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, new lexicons have been proposed, called PAL lexicon and EULA. 

Besides, a new set of rules to handle valence shifter words in Arabic text are created. 

PAL lexicon is built by altering words from the basic lexicon that consist of MSA 

words, and harnessing PAL dictionaries, besides incorporating terms from Curras 

corpora and collected tweets. While EULA is constructed by adding words from 

labeled and unlabeled tweets, by predicting the polarity of the unknown words in such 

tweets, and through keeping the polarity values in EULA up-to-date by modifying its 

values according to the new usage of these words from the next processed tweets. 

Moreover, this chapter introduced four different rules to handle Arabic valence shifter 

words. A rule to handle contrast words when it appears in the text, taking into account 

that there are two types of contrast words, and a rule to handle negation words, 

considering finding the scope of these words, along with the shifting value for these 

words in the scope. Another rule for handling intensifiers, for both amplifiers and 

downtoners, taking into account finding its scope and how it effects on the scope. 

Besides, creating a rule for predictor words, taking into account the two types of such 

words. Finally, this chapter presents a summary of the benchmarking researches of 

lexicon-based sentiment analysis on Arabic. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Overview  

This chapter presents the evaluation results of the proposed model, and how it has led 

to improving the performance measurements. For evaluating the proposed lexicons 

and the proposed valence shifter rules, four of the most widely used performance 

measurements in the literature are calculated for each, namely, accuracy, precision, 

recall, and F-score (Al-Kabi et al., 2013;  Thelwall & Prabowo, 2009; Shoukry & 

Rafea, 2012). All the equations of these performance measurements are as explained 

in Section 3.5.  

This chapter is divided into four main sections. Section 5.2 presents the evaluation of 

the PAL lexicon built to achieve the first objective, and to do so, a 3,000 PAL tweets 

that have been collected in this research have been used to test PAL lexicon. Since 

Palestinian dialect is one of the Levantine dialects, some datasets that belong to 

Levantine dialect are also used to evaluate the PAL lexicon, such as ArSenTD-LEV 

dataset by Baly et al. (2018), JOR-Tweets dataset by Abdulla et al. (2013) and Syrian-

Tweets by Mohammad et al. (2016a). 

Section 5.3 demonstrates the evaluation of both of EULA-L in Section 5.3.1, and 

EULA-U in Section 5.3.2 to enhance the performance of the basic lexicon on lexicon-

based approach. To test EULA-L, two different experiments are conducted. In the first 

experiment, using manually labeled datasets, such as ASTD dataset, JOR-Tweets 

dataset, Health Services tweets dataset, and AraSenti-Tweet dataset, the datasets are 

divided into two parts, one for training EULA-L, and the other to test EULA-L. In the 
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second experiment, EULA-L is expanded using automatically labeled tweets, such as 

the proposed dataset EMAR-Tweets, then the obtained EULA-L is tested using the 

same datasets used in the first experiment. Those datasets are selected due to the 

presence of their results when tested on machine learning in the literature.  

In order to evaluate EULA-U, the large dataset EMAR-Tweets is used as an unlabeled 

dataset to expand EULA-U, then, the obtained EULA-U is tested using several 

datasets, such as ASTD dataset, RR dataset, AraSenti-Tweet dataset, JOR-Tweets 

dataset, and TDS dataset. Those datasets are selected due to the presence of their 

results when tested using the lexicon-based approach in the literature. 

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the created rules to handle the valence shifters, 

several experiments were conducted in Section 5.4. First, handling negation is 

evaluated by applying three different experiments. The formulated rule in this research 

is held in the first experiment, then the common rule switch negation is evaluated in 

the second experiment, and the third experiment is without applying any rule of 

handling negation. After that, a comparison between these techniques is seized. 

Second, to evaluate the contrast rule, an experiment is conducted by applying this rule 

to enhance the lexicon-based approach, on various datasets and lexicons, then compare 

it with the previous results. Third, to evaluate the intensification rule, an experiment 

is performed by applying this rule on the previous experiment, and compare it with 

the previous results. Finally, to evaluate combining all valence shifter rules together 

and compare it with a simple lexicon-based approach.  

In order to achieve these experiments, a set of datasets and lexicons are required. 

Those datasets used for evaluating the proposed lexicons and rules are explained in 
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detail in Section 3.4.2, and lexicons used for benchmarking are discussed in Section 

3.4.4. Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter. 

5.2 Experimental Results of PAL Lexicon 

Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed PAL lexicon. In the first 

experiment, whereas Palestine is one of the Levantine countries, and since only one 

Palestinian dataset is available, the chosen datasets are those related to the Levantine 

dialects. Therefore, datasets that consist of Levantine tweets as discussed in Section 

3.4.2 are used to evaluate PAL lexicon, namely, ArSenTD-LEV by Baly et al. (2018), 

JOR-Tweets by Abdulla et al. (2013), Syrian-Tweets by Mohammad et al. (2016a), 

and the presented PAL-Tweets dataset.  

Simple lexicon-based approach is implemented, as shown in Figure 5.1,  to compare 

PAL-Lexicon with several lexicons that exist in the literature, namely, AEL, AHL, 

and DAHL by Mohammad et al., (2016a), UWOM, and NileULex by El-Beltagy 

(2016), ArSenL by Badaro et al., (2014), SLSA by Eskander et al., (2015), AraSenti-

Trans, and AraSenti-PMI by Al-Twairesh et al., (2016), and Arabic Senti-Lexicon by 

Al-Moslmi et al., (2017).   

Four Levantine 
Datasets Simple Lexicon- 

Based Approach 

Results 
(1,2,..,N) 

Lexicon 
(1,2,…,N) 

Figure 5.1. Testing all lexicons by Simple Lexicon-Based Approach using Levantine 
Datasets 
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The results from Table 5.1 reveal that MSA lexicons without any dialectical words 

such as ArSenL and SLSA have performed poorly with an F-score of 28.0% and 

39.4% respectively when tested using Arabic dialectical tweets. Besides, binary 

lexicons such as NileULex and UWOM have also performed poorly with an average 

F-score of 33.3% and 30.5% respectively. Furthermore, the size of the lexicons has an 

impact on the performance, therefore, large size lexicons such as AraSenti-PMI, 

AraSenti-TRANS, and DAHL with the sizes of 93k, 131k, and 20k respectively have 

a high F-score of 59.3%, 55.2%, and 55.2% in that order. However, small lexicons 

such as Arabic Senti-Lexicon and UWOM with the size of 4k and 4.4k respectively 

have a low F-score of 27.9% and 30.5% respectively. Even though the proposed PAL-

lexicon is not large, it performed very well with an F-score of 63.1%, on average, it 

achieved an 18% relative improvement in F-score for lexicon-based approach.  

In this experiment, the dataset used for testing is built from Levantine Arabic dialect, 

and the PAL-lexicon built in this research consist of four sub-dialects of Palestine, 

therefore, when all of the sub-dialects are taken into consideration, the formed lexicon 

somehow match the Levantine dialect, since each Levantine country also consists of 

these sub-dialects, and somehow each sub-dialect is similar to its equivalent in other 

Levantine Arabic countries, where for example, the Urban sub-dialect spoken in 

Palestine matches the Urban sub-dialect spoken in other Levantine countries, and the 

same is for the other three sub-dialects (Rural, Bedouin, and Druze). As a result, this 

gives an advantage to the PAL-lexicon to obtain high performance when tested on 

Levantine datasets. 
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Table 5.1 

Evaluation Results when Simple Lexicon-Based Approach is applied on Levantine 

Datasets 

Lexicon 

Positive 
Sentiment 

Negative 
Sentiment 

Average 

P R F P R F P R F 

AEL 44.3 51.4 47.6 42.0 35.8 38.7 43.2 43.6 43.4 

AHL 56.7 44.2 49.7 54.4 66.3 59.8 55.5 55.2 55.3 

ArSenL 28.0 28.6 28.3 27.9 27.6 27.7 28.0 28.1 28.0 

Basic-Lexicon 51.6 51.4 51.5 51.6 51.8 51.7 51.6 51.6 51.6 

NileULex 32.3 30.6 31.4 34.2 36.1 35.1 33.3 33.4 33.3 

UWOM Lexicon 30.3 30.1 30.2 30.6 31.0 30.8 30.5 30.5 30.5 

DAHL 55.7 51.4 53.5 54.8 58.9 56.8 55.2 55.2 55.2 

Arabic Senti-
Lexicon 28.3 29.4 28.8 27.6 26.6 27.1 27.9 28.0 27.9 

PAL lexicon 63.9 59.8 61.8 62.4 66.3 64.3 63.2 63.1 63.1 

AraSenti-PMI 59.9 57.4 58.6 58.9 61.2 60.0 59.4 59.3 59.3 

SLSA 39.1 37.5 38.3 39.7 41.3 40.5 39.4 39.4 39.4 

AraSenti-Trans 56.0 48.3 51.9 54.5 62.0 58.0 55.3 55.1 55.2 

Average 45.5 43.3 44.3 44.9 47.1 45.9 45.2 45.2 45.2 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 
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Figure 5.2. Accuracy Rates of all Lexicons using Simple Lexicon-Based Approach 
when applied on Levantine Datasets   

Figure 5.2 shows the average accuracies of all lexicons when tested on Levantine 

datasets using simple lexicon-based approach. Despite the small size of the PAL 

lexicon compared to other lexicons in this experiment, it can be clearly observed that 

the proposed PAL lexicon has produced the highest accuracy when testing it on the 

Levantine datasets, on average, PAL lexicon is 18% higher in accuracy, and around 

4% higher than the highest among other lexicons, which consists of around 94,000 

polarity words. 

In the same manner, the second experiment was conducted, but in order to fulfill the 

first objective, the dataset used in this experiment is the proposed PAL-Tweets dataset. 

All the lexicons including the proposed PAL lexicon were tested using this Palestinian 

dataset. The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the available lexicons to perform 

sentiment analysis on Palestinian dialect using the simple lexicon-based approach as 

shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4 presents the evaluation results, where the results demonstrate 

outperformance of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score from the proposed PAL 

lexicon, where the difference between the performance of the PAL lexicon and the 

average of all lexicons was around 22% in favor of the PAL lexicon. Moreover, the F-

score of the PAL lexicon is almost 9% higher than the second-best lexicon. Therefore, 

these results consolidate the first objective of this thesis to enhance the performance 

of lexicon-based sentiment analysis of Palestinian tweets using the proposed 

constructed PAL lexicon.  

This outperformance of PAL lexicon can be described by the way this lexicon is 

constructed, where the matching phonology algorithm makes the PAL lexicon cover 

all the Palestinian sub-dialects. Hence, it performs better than the benchmarking 

lexicons, where lexicons are built using MSA words only as in SLSA and ArSenL, or 

built using specific Arabic dialectical words as in the Egyptian lexicons NileULex and 

UWOM lexicon, or built using Arabic dialectical words in general as in DAHL, 

AraSenti-PMI and AraSenti-TRANS.  

 

PAL-Tweets 
Dataset Simple Lexicon- 

Based Approach 

Results 
(1,2,..,N) 

Lexicon 
(1,2,..,N) 

 

Figure 5.3. Testing all Lexicons by Simple Lexicon-Based Approach using PAL-
Tweets Dataset 
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Table 5.2 

Evaluation Results when Simple Lexicon-Based Approach is applied on Palestinian 

Dataset 

Lexicon 
Positive Sentiment Negative Sentiment Average 

P R F P R F P R F 

AEL 45.0 49.3 47.1 43.5 39.5 41.4 44.3 44.4 44.2 

AHL 55.0 47.6 51.0 53.2 60.1 56.4 54.1 53.9 53.7 

ArSenL 31.0 31.6 31.3 30.0 29.4 29.7 30.5 30.5 30.5 

Basic-Lexicon 58.0 58.0 58.0 58.1 58.0 58.0 58.1 58.0 58.0 

NileULex 33.7 32.0 32.8 35.9 37.7 36.8 34.8 34.9 34.8 

UWOM Lexicon 31.0 30.5 30.7 32.0 32.5 32.2 31.5 31.5 31.5 

DAHL 58.3 57.2 57.7 57.1 58.1 57.6 57.7 57.7 57.7 

Arabic  
Senti-Lexicon 

30.2 31.7 30.9 31.0 29.8 30.4 30.6 30.8 30.7 

PAL lexicon 70.1 68.2 69.1 68.9 70.8 69.8 69.5 69.5 69.5 

AraSenti-PMI 61.4 57.8 59.5 60.0 63.5 61.7 60.7 60.7 60.6 

SLSA 42.5 39.9 41.2 43.5 46.2 44.8 43.0 43.1 43.0 

AraSenti-Trans 54.8 46.3 50.2 53.4 61.7 57.3 54.1 54.0 53.7 

Average 42.5 39.9 41.2 43.5 46.2 44.8 43.0 43.1 43.0 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 
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Figure 5.4 Accuracy Rate of all Lexicons using Simple Lexicon-Based Approach 
when applied on Palestinian Dataset 

5.3 EULA Experimental Results 

In this section, two different experiments are conducted to test EULA, first, to test 

EULA-L, which is expanded by words from labeled tweets, second, to test EULA-U, 

which gets expanded by words from unlabeled tweets to fulfill the desired definite 

solution to the tweets nature of changing over time. For each model, two types of 

datasets are used, the first group consists of datasets labeled manually, and the second 

group consists of datasets labeled automatically. Next sections illustrate in detail the 

performance and evaluation of both proposed models. 
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5.3.1 Performance and Evaluation of EULA-L 

This section presents the performance and evaluation results of EULA-L through 

conducting experiments by using the proposed basic lexicon as a static lexicon, along 

with EULA-L as a dynamic lexicon using the simple lexicon-based approach on 

labeled datasets as presented in Figure 5.5, where two experiments are used to evaluate 

EULA-L. These experiments are conducted using two types of datasets, the first 

experiment is by using manually labeled dataset, such as ASTD by Nabil (2015),  JOR-

Tweets by Abdulla et al. (2013), AraSenti-Tweet by Al-Twairesh et al. (2016), and 

Health Services dataset by Alayba et al. (2017). The second experiment is by using 

automatically labeled dataset, such as the proposed EMAR-Tweets dataset, which was 

explained in Chapter Three. 

In the first experiment, the manually labeled datasets are divided into 5-folds for cross-

validation, 4 folds are used for training and the remaining one is used for testing, as 

shown in Figure 5.6. The advantage of this validation technique is that entire data is 

used for training and testing. The performance measurements are average of the 

obtained measurements of each iteration. The folds of training tweets are used to 

Training 
Tweets 

Testing  
Tweets 

Simple Lexicon-
Based Approach 

Expanding 
EULA-L 

Results 

 

EULA-L 

Basic 
Lexicon 

 

Dataset 

Figure 5.5. Testing EULA-L by Simple Lexicon-Based Approach 
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expand EULA-L, then the fold of testing tweets is used to test EULA-L of each of the 

5 iterations. Table 5.3 shows the number of training tweets and number of testing 

tweets for each used dataset.  

 

Table 5.3  

Datasets Split: Training and Testing 

Dataset Labeled Ratio Training 
Tweets 

Testing 
Tweets 

Total 

ASTD Manually 80-20 1,986 497 2,483 

AraSenti-
Tweet 

Manually 80-20 8,890 2,222 11,112 

Health 
Services 

Manually 80-20 1,621 405 2,026 

JOR-Tweets Manually 80-20 1,600 400 2,000 

Table 5.4 presents the best F-score by researchers’ datasets when they conduct their 

experiments using machine learning classifiers. Several classifiers were used in their 

researches, a classifier with the highest F-score obtained is presented in Table 5.4. 

Testing tweets 

Total number of tweets 

Training tweets 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 4 

Experiment 5 

Experiment 1 

Figure 5.6. 5-Fold Cross-Validation 
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From these results, it is clear that SVM classifier has produced the best results for 

sentiment analysis of Arabic tweets. 

Table 5.4  
Best F-score as Reported in Benchmark Researches 

Work Dataset Classifier F-score Dataset 

Size 

Al-Twairesh et 

al., (2017) 

ASTD SVM 65.8 2,483 

Al-Twairesh et 

al., (2017) 

AraSenti-Tweet SVM 69.8 11,112 

Alayba et al., 

(2017) 

Health Services 

Tweets 

Linear Support 

Vector 

90.5 2,026 

Abdulla et al., 

(2013) 

JOR-Tweets SVM 87.2 2,000 

 

Based on Table 5.5, implementation of EULA-L results in high performance in term 

of precision, recall, and F-score on all datasets. According to the type of datasets, 

results varied between 75% and 91% in term of F-score. Health Services dataset 

produced the highest F-score since all tweets in this dataset belong to a single domain. 

Moreover, using JOR-Tweets dataset also produced a high score, due to the fact that 

the author collected the tweets of certain topics, politics, and arts. While using ASTD 

dataset produced less F-score, one reason to this low accuracy is that it has been 

collected on two separate periods, and it has been collected from several active 

Egyptian Twitter accounts, therefore, various topics are included in this dataset, and 

using AraSenti-Tweet produced the lowest F-score among the selected datasets, it has 

been collected using two methods, by using emoticons and by using several keywords, 

hence, it doesn`t cover a certain domain. 
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Furthermore, when compared to the best results obtained using machine learning on 

these datasets as in Table 5.4, the proposed EULA-L model performed better in most 

datasets. Al-Twairesh et al., (2017) conducted two experiments, one using ASTD 

dataset, and they obtained an F-score of 65.8% using SVM classifier, and another 

experiment using their AraSenti-Tweet dataset, and they obtained an F-score of 69.8% 

using SVM classifier too. In this research, the obtained result using EULA-L is almost 

7.5% and 5.5% higher on ASTD and AraSenti-Tweet datasets respectively. While 

results obtained by Abdulla et al., (2013) and Alayba et al., (2017) are almost the same 

result obtained in this research. Given that usually the machine learning approach 

outperforms the lexicon-based approach, hence, the obtained results are considered 

promising and significant. 

Table 5.5  
Performance Measurements of using EULA-L when Expanded by the Same Dataset 

Dataset 
Positive 

Sentiment 
Negative 

Sentiment 
Average 

P R F P R F P R F 

ASTD 71.0 76.5 73.6 75.9 70.3 73.0 73.4 73.4 73.4 

AraSenti-Tweet 88.7 78.3 83.2 60.3 75.9 67.2 74.5 77.1 75.2 

Health Services 
Tweets 97.8 90.0 93.7 82.9 92.6 87.5 90.3 91.3 90.6 

JOR-Tweets 86.9 86.3 86.6 87.0 87.5 87.2 86.9 86.9 86.9 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 

In the second experiment, the automatically labeled dataset proposed in this research 

(EMAR-Tweets) is used to train EULA-L, but since it is automatically labeled by the 

presence of sentimental emoticons, emoticons are excluded from EMAR-Tweets in 
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this experiment. Then the expanded EULA-L is tested using the manually labeled 

datasets used in the previous experiment, namely, ASTD dataset, AraSenti-Tweet 

dataset, Health Services tweets dataset and JOR-Tweets dataset. Table 5.6 presents the 

performance and evaluation results of EULA-L that have been expanded by the 

automatically labeled dataset EMAR-Tweets when tested using the manually labeled 

datasets, ASTD, AraSenti-Tweet, Health Services Tweets, and JOR-Tweets datasets. 

Table 5.6  

Performance Measurements of using EULA-L Expanded by EMAR-Tweets Dataset 

Dataset 
Positive 

Sentiment 
Negative 

Sentiment 
Average 

P R F P R F P R F 

ASTD 72.4 71.9 72.1 72.4 72.9 72.7 72.4 72.4 72.4 

AraSenti-Tweet 77.8 70.8 74.1 68.5 76.1 72.1 73.1 73.4 73.3 

Health Services 
Tweets 86.8 84.7 85.7 64.2 67.6 65.9 75.5 76.2 75.8 

JOR-Tweets 83.8 93.7 88.4 88.4 89 88.7 86.1 91.3 88.6 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 

Based on results presented in Table 5.6, despite having slightly lower performance 

measurements, but results of EULA-L trained by automatically labeled dataset are 

considered significant when compared to results of EULA-L that have been expanded 

by the manually labeled datasets. Taking into account the greater effort it takes to build 

the manually labeled dataset, results when using the automatically labeled dataset for 

expanding EULA-L are still competitive with this little sacrifice in performance, 

where a value of 1% and 2% drop of F-score were noticed on ASTD and AraSenti-

Tweet datasets respectively.  
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Besides, when tested on a dataset that consists of the single domain as the Health 

Services Tweets dataset, the performance drops dramatically by 15% in term of F-

score, due to the difference between the training data and testing data.  While the only 

dataset to produce a higher result of almost 2% in favor of EULA-L that has been 

expanded automatically is JOR-Tweets dataset, this dataset is small and built by 

collecting opinions about several topics. Hence, these results are confirming the 

formulated hypothesis that high accuracy and F-score can be obtained on classifying 

sentiment in Arabic tweets using the automatic labeling technique. 

Table 5.7 shows an example of some entries that found their path to EULA-L, each 

word with its positive frequency, negative frequency, and assuming the total number 

of positive tweets as 1,000 and negative tweets as 2,000, sentiment weight is calculated 

and presented. While English meaning is provided for clarification purposes only. 

 Table 5.7 

Terms from EULA-L with Translation to English 

Word English Meaning 

Positive 

Frequency  

Negative 

Frequency 

Calculated 

Weight 

 laugh out loud 16 3 +0.64286 لول

 cheers 11 4 +0.38488 حيو

 forced 2 11 -0.08195 بتطر

 damn 1 13 -0.10628 ينعن

5.3.2 Performance and Evaluation of EULA-U 

In this section, the aim is to examine the ability to use unlabeled tweets to expand 

EULA-U, in order to improve the lexicon-based approach performance across 

datasets, through carrying out experiments by using the proposed basic lexicon as a 

static lexicon, along with EULA-U as a dynamic lexicon on simple lexicon-based 
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approach. In this model, EULA-U is expanded by unlabeled tweets, which result in 

less amount of predicted words than those predicted by EULA-L, due to different rules 

to fetch subjective words are applied in this model. Therefore, large datasets are 

required to obtain competitive results, hence, the proposed largest dataset (EMAR-

Tweets) is used to expand EULA-U. Then, it is tested using manually labeled datasets, 

such as ASTD dataset, RR dataset, AraSenti-Tweet dataset, JOR-Tweets dataset, and 

TDS dataset. These datasets were chosen due to the availability of the performance 

measurements of using these datasets on the lexicon-based approach in the literature. 

These datasets were explained in Chapter Three.  

Unlike EULA-L model, which has been compared to machine learning classifiers, 

EULA-U model is compared to lexicon-based approaches, since no labeled data is 

required in this process. Table 5.8 presents the best available results of using the 

lexicon-based approach on the chosen datasets, along with the size of the dataset, and 

the lexicons used to perform these lexicon-based experiments.  

The aim of this experiment is to overcome the changing nature of tweets over time, by 

trying to update the proposed lexicon EULA-U on a periodical basis by fetching tweets 

using polarized emoticons or keywords, then extract subjective words from these 

tweets and add them to EULA-U. Since human effort is needless to fetch these tweets, 

this periodical process can be automated. Therefore, EULA-U could be updated 

automatically without any intervention of a human, hence, it will be expanded and be 

up-to-date automatically, therefore, it will offer a definite solution to the tweets nature 

of changing over time. 
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Table 5.8  
Reported F-scores from the Literature of Lexicon-Based Approach on Arabic Tweets 
Datasets  

Work Dataset Size Lexicon Positive Negative 
F-
score P R P R 

Al-Twairesh 
et al., (2016) 

ASTD 2,483 AraSenti-
Trans 

46.2 86.3 89.0 52.4 63.1 

Al-Twairesh 
et al., (2016) 

RR 2,821 AraSenti-
PMI 

52.0 49.8 77.8 79.3 64.7 

Al-Twairesh 
et al., (2016) 

AraSenti
-Tweet 

11,112 AraSenti-
PMI 

91.1 84.6 89.0 93.9 89.6 

Abdulla et 
al., (2014) 

JOR-
Tweets 

2,000 Integrate
d Lexicon 

NA NA NA NA 74.6 

El-Beltagy et 
al., (2013) 

TDS 500 UWOM 
Lexicon 

85.6 76.8 89.5 90.3 83.8 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and NA stands for Not Available. 

Table 5.9 shows the results of applying EULA-U on the chosen datasets after 

expanding EULA-U using EMAR-Tweets dataset. The obtained results using EULA-

U model achieved better performance for four out of five datasets, with a good margin 

in term of F-score by 7.4%, 5.3%, 2.7%, and 1.7% on RR dataset, ASTD dataset, JOR-

Tweets dataset, and TDS dataset respectively. While results obtained by conducting 

the test on AraSenti-Tweets perform poorly when compared to results achieved by Al-

Twairesh et al. (2016) on the same dataset, one explanation for this outperformance 

results is due to the reason that their corpus-based AraSenti-PMI lexicon was built 

using the AraSenti-Tweets dataset. 
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Table 5.9  
Performance Measurements of using EULA-U Expanded by EMAR-Tweets Dataset 

Dataset Positive 
Sentiment 

Negative 
Sentiment Average 

P R F P R F P R F 

ASTD 64.4 64.2 64.3 73.1 72.0 72.6 68.8 68.1 68.4 

RR 56.0 55.7 55.9 88.4 88.2 88.3 72.2 72.0 72.1 

AraSenti-Tweet 81.1 80.8 80.9 91.9 90.6 91.3 86.5 85.7 86.1 

JOR-Tweets 73.2 70.8 72.0 83.3 81.9 82.6 78.3 76.3 77.3 

TDS 80.6 77.7 79.1 94.5 89.4 91.9 87.6 83.6 85.5 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 

Taking into consideration the fact that EMAR-Tweets dataset is used as an unlabeled 

dataset, and since these tweets are easy to crawl, and don`t require any annotation, the 

obtained results by EULA-U are considered substantial and statistically significant. 

Besides, the obtained results are confirming the formulated hypothesis that high-

performance measurements can be obtained on classifying sentiment in Arabic tweets 

using unlabeled tweets. 

5.4 Experimental Results of Valence Shifter Rules 

Several experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed valence shifter rules. In 

order to overcome the effect of the lexicon type on the obtained results, all of the 

available lexicons are used in this experiment, namely, AEL, AHL, and DAHL by 

Mohammad et al., (2016a), UWOM, and NileULex by El-Beltagy (2016), ArSenL by 

Badaro et al., (2014), SLSA by Eskander et al., (2015), AraSenti-Trans, and AraSenti-

PMI by Al-Twairesh et al., (2016), and Arabic Senti-Lexicon by Al-Moslmi et al., 
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(2017). Besides, the rule is proposed for Arabic dialects in general, therefore, all of 

the available datasets that represent several Arabic dialects are used in these 

experiments, namely, ArSenTD-LEV, ASTD, AraSenti-Tweet, Health Services 

Tweets dataset, JOR-Tweets dataset, RR, PAL-Tweets, Syrian-Tweets, and TDS 

datasets. 

With the purpose of evaluating the proposed valence shifter rules, first, the proposed 

negation rule is evaluated in comparison with the existing rule which is switch 

negation, and also in comparison with not handling negation. Table 5.10, shows the 

average F-score, precision, and recall when applying the proposed negation rule, 

switch negation, and without handling negation on all datasets mentioned in Section 

3.4.2. Second, applying contrast rules are evaluated using all lexicons on all datasets 

as shown in Table 5.11. Then, applying intensification rules are evaluated as shown in 

Table 5.12. Finally, combining all valence shifter rules together are evaluated as 

shown in Table 5.13. 
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Figure 5.7. Accuracy Rates without using Negation Rules, using Switch Negation, and 
using Researcher`s Negation 

In the first experiment, the results obtained are presented in Figure 5.6, and Table 5.10. 

From Figure 5.7, where accuracies of the presented negation rules in compare with 

switch negation, and also in comparison with not handling negation, it is concluded 

that there is also an improvement in the accuracies when using the proposed negation 

rule by almost 2% from the existing switch negation rule, and 3% from not handling 

negation. Taking into consideration the fact that the percentage of tweets with negation 

words is almost 12% of the whole tweets, hence, to obtain 3% enhancement to total 

tweets means a 25% enhancement to the tweets with negation, hence, the results of the 

proposed negation rules are considered promising over standard baselines. 

In Table 5.10, it is clear that the performance of the proposed negation rules 

outperforms the switch negation rule by almost an average of 2% in terms of precision, 

recall and F-score. Moreover, the results of applying the proposed negation rules also 

outperform the results of not handling negation by almost 3% in terms of precision, 

recall, and F-score. These increments in performance by the proposed negation rules 
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are considered valuable results, especially when combined with other valence shifter 

rules.  

Table 5.10 

Results obtained without using Negation Rules, with using Switch Negation, and with 

using Researcher`s Negation 

Lexicon 
Average without 

Handling Negation 
Average of Switch 

Negation 
Average of the 
Proposed  Rule 

P R F P R F P R F 

AEL 42.5 42.8 42.6 44.4 44.7 44.5 46.2 46.3 46.2 

AHL 55.2 54.9 55.0 56.4 56.2 56.3 58.3 57.8 58.0 

ArSenL 27.6 27.8 27.7 28.7 28.8 28.7 30.5 30.4 30.4 

Basic-
Lexicon 52.0 51.9 51.9 53.0 53.0 53.0 54.8 54.6 54.7 

NileULex 38.6 38.6 38.6 40.1 40.2 40.1 41.9 41.8 41.8 

UWOM 
Lexicon 35.3 35.2 35.2 36.8 36.9 36.8 38.6 38.5 38.5 

DAHL 55.1 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 56.8 56.6 56.7 

Arabic Senti-
Lexicon 

31.9 32.0 31.9 32.6 32.6 32.6 34.4 34.2 34.3 

PAL lexicon 61.3 61.2 61.2 62.3 62.3 62.3 64.1 63.9 64.0 

AraSenti-
PMI 66.6 66.2 66.4 67.0 66.8 66.9 68.8 68.4 68.6 

SLSA 40.0 39.9 39.9 41.6 41.5 41.5 43.4 43.1 43.2 

AraSenti-
Trans 59.1 58.8 58.9 60.6 60.4 60.5 62.4 62.0 62.2 

Average 47.1 47.0 47.0 48.2 48.2 48.2 50.0 49.8 49.9 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 
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While Table 5.11 shows the effect of applying the contrast rules on simple lexicon-

based approach by presenting precision, recall, and F-score with and without applying 

the contrast rules. Results reveal that applying the contrast rules enhances performance 

by almost 2% on average. Moreover, Figure 5.8 shows that using the contrast rules 

always enhances the performance for all lexicons in the lexicon-based approach. 

Table 5.11 

Results of not Applying Rules, and Results of Applying Contrast Rules 

Lexicon 

Average without 

Applying Contrast Rules 

Average with Applying 

Contrast Rules 

P R F P R F 

AEL 42.5 42.8 42.6 44.2 44.6 44.4 

AHL 55.2 54.9 55.0 57.3 57.0 57.1 

ArSenL 27.6 27.8 27.7 28.9 29.1 29.0 

Basic-Lexicon 52.0 51.9 51.9 54.1 54.0 54.0 

NileULex 38.6 38.6 38.6 40.2 40.2 40.2 

UWOM Lexicon 35.3 35.2 35.2 36.9 36.8 36.8 

DAHL 55.1 55.0 55.0 57.3 57.1 57.2 

Arabic Senti-Lexicon 31.9 32.0 31.9 33.4 33.4 33.4 

PAL lexicon 61.3 61.2 61.2 63.6 63.5 63.5 

AraSenti-PMI 66.6 66.2 66.4 69.2 68.8 69.0 

SLSA 40.0 39.9 39.9 41.7 41.6 41.6 

AraSenti-Trans 59.1 58.8 58.9 61.4 61.0 61.2 

Average 47.1 47.0 47.0 49.0 48.9 49.0 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 
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Figure 5.8. Accuracy Rates of no Rules against Applying Contrast Rules 

While Figure 5.9 shows the effect of using intensification rules when applied on 

lexicon-based approach, it is noticed that it slightly improves the results by 0.7% only, 

due to the fact that intensification words do not change the polarity of the words, unlike 

negation or contrast. 

 

Figure 5.9. Accuracy Rates of no Rules against Applying Intensification Rules 
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Table 5.12 shows a comparison between lexicon-based performances with and without 

using the intensification rule. It is concluded that the precision, recall, and F-score are 

always better when using the intensification rule.   

Table 5.12 

Results without Applying Rules, and Results with Intensification Rules 

Lexicon 

Average without Applying  

Intensification Rule  

Average with Applying 

Intensification Rule 

P R F P R F 

AEL 42.5 42.8 42.6 43.3 43.5 43.4 

AHL 55.2 54.9 55.0 56.1 55.8 55.9 

ArSenL 27.6 27.8 27.7 28.2 28.4 28.3 

Basic-Lexicon 52.0 51.9 51.9 52.8 52.7 52.7 

NileULex 38.6 38.6 38.6 39.0 39.0 39.0 

UWOM 
Lexicon 

35.3 35.2 35.2 35.7 35.6 35.6 

DAHL 55.1 55.0 55.0 55.5 55.5 55.5 

Arabic Senti-
Lexicon 

31.9 32.0 31.9 32.5 32.6 32.5 

PAL lexicon 61.3 61.2 61.2 62.3 62.2 62.2 

AraSenti-PMI 66.6 66.2 66.4 67.6 67.2 67.4 

SLSA 40.0 39.9 39.9 40.5 40.4 40.4 

AraSenti-
Trans 

59.1 58.8 58.9 59.6 59.3 59.4 

Average 47.1 47.0 47.0 47.8 47.7 47.7 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 

Finally, the last experiment was conducted to evaluate combining all valence shifter 

rules together. In this experiment, all lexicons are tested on all datasets with applying 

negation rules, contrast rules, and intensification rules altogether. Table 5.13 shows 
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the evaluation results of simple lexicon-based approach, besides, a lexicon-based 

approach with applying all valence shifter rules. Results demonstrate that 

implementing valence shifter rules has improved the lexicon-based approach by 

almost 5% on average in terms of precision, recall, and F-score. Figure 5.10 shows the 

accuracy enhancement when applying all valence shifter rules, which is also 5% on 

average when compared with applying simple lexicon-based approach. 

Table 5.13 
Results without Applying Rules, and Results with Applying all Valence Shifter Rules 

Lexicon 

Average without Applying  

Any  Valence Shifter Rule 

Average of Applying All 

Valence Shifter Rules 

P R F P R F 

AEL 42.5 42.8 42.6 48.0 48.2 48.1 

AHL 55.2 54.9 55.0 61.0 60.5 60.7 

ArSenL 27.6 27.8 27.7 32.0 31.9 31.9 

Basic-Lexicon 52.0 51.9 51.9 57.3 57.1 57.2 

NileULex 38.6 38.6 38.6 43.6 43.5 43.5 

UWOM 
Lexicon 

35.3 35.2 35.2 40.6 40.5 40.5 

DAHL 55.1 55.0 55.0 59.9 59.6 59.8 

Arabic Senti-
Lexicon 

31.9 32.0 31.9 36.3 36.0 36.2 

PAL lexicon 61.3 61.2 61.2 66.5 66.3 66.4 

AraSenti-PMI 66.6 66.2 66.4 71.9 71.5 71.7 

SLSA 40.0 39.9 39.9 45.6 45.3 45.4 

AraSenti-
Trans 

59.1 58.8 58.9 65.3 64.8 65.0 

Average 47.1 47.0 47.0 52.3 52.1 52.2 

• Note: P is Precision, R is Recall, and F is F-score. 
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Figure 5.10. Accuracy Rates of no Rules against Applying All Valence Shifter Rules 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, several experiments were carried out. It starts by comparing several 

lexicons using simple lexicon-based approach on Levantine and Palestinian datasets, 

where the proposed PAL lexicon produced the highest performance among the 

lexicons, on both Levantine and Palestinian datasets, with a difference of 18% from 

the average of all lexicons when tested using Levantine datasets, and a difference of 

26% from the average of all lexicons when tested using Palestinian dataset.  

The chapter continues to evaluate EULA-L and EULA-U, where two experiments are 

used to evaluate EULA-L. These experiments are conducted using two types of 

datasets, one is labeled manually, and the other is labeled automatically. In the first 

experiment, using manually labeled tweets, results obtained were competitive to those 

reported by using machine learning. In the second experiment, the results obtained 

when using automatically labeled tweets were significance taking into account the less 
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effort to collect such tweets. While evaluating EULA-U is conducted by using 

unlabeled tweets, and the performance measurements reveal outperformance results 

when compared to results obtained by the lexicon-based approach in the literature. 

This chapter continues to evaluate the proposed valence shifter rules, by testing 

negation rules first, then testing contrast rules, finally, testing the intensification rules, 

where the results demonstrate an improvement in the performance of the lexicon-based 

approach by 3% when applying the proposed negation rules, and by 2% when applying 

contrast rules, besides, intensification rules improved the performance measurements 

by almost 0.7% on average, finally, applying all rules together produced a significant 

result, it has improved the performance measurements of the lexicon-based approach 

by almost 5% on average. Next chapter concludes the thesis and suggests future work 

to be implemented.  
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CHAPTER SIX  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Summary of Research 

This research has investigated the sentiment analysis of Arabic tweets, where it first 

started by comparing recent studies on the field of sentiment analysis, then discussing 

the preprocessing tools used for this subject. And discussing the sentiment analysis 

approaches, then justifying the adopted lexicon-based approach, in addition to the 

different methods of the previous studies in handling valence shifters. 

The detailed methodology of the study contained a new mechanism of a scientific 

experimental approach presented as the basis of the methodology in order to build the 

sentiment lexicons. The experimental approach started with first crawling tweets, and 

creating datasets used in the study, following that the pre-processing phase, which 

includes data cleaning, tokenization, stop words removal, normalization, and 

stemming. Then feature extraction stage. Consequently, the construction of lexicons 

needed in the study has been highlighted, after that the rules implementation followed 

by the performance evaluation. 

The study proposed a new algorithm to solve some problems in this field. A new 

Lexicon EULA was created in order for sentiment analysis on Arabic tweets to be 

performed more effectively. It was created by adding words from labeled and 

unlabeled tweets, starting from predicting the unknown polarity of words in these 

tweets, and through keeping the polarity values in EULA up-to-date by modifying 

their values according to the new usage of these words from the next processed tweets. 
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Creating the PAL lexicon that was needed for sentiment analysis for the Arabic and 

Palestinian dialect was conducted in order to fulfill the second objective of the 

research. The creation of PAL lexicon depended on altering words from the basic 

lexicon that consists of MSA words, in addition to harnessing PAL dictionaries, 

besides incorporating terms from Curras corpora and the tweets crawled in the study. 

Additionally, enhancing three different rules for handling valence shifters as the third 

objective of the study was also discussed. First, a rule for handling contrast words 

when it appears in the text, with considering the two types of contrast words C1 and 

C2. Second, a rule to handle negation words, taking into account finding the scope of 

the negation words, along with their shifting value in the scope. Third, a rule for 

handling intensifiers, for both amplifiers and downtoners, with finding its scope and 

how much impact would these intensifiers have on the scope.  

Furthermore, in the last phase, an evaluation of the performance has been conducted, 

where numerous experiments were carried out, starting with observing the PAL 

lexicon performance, by comparing a number of lexicons using simple lexicon-based 

approach on Levantine and Palestinian datasets. The study continues to evaluate 

EULA-L and EULA-U, where two experiments are used for EULA-L evaluation. 

These experiments are conducted using two types of datasets, one is labeled manually, 

and the other is labeled automatically. This research continues to evaluate the proposed 

valence shifter rules, by testing negation rules first, then testing contrast rules, finally, 

testing the intensification rules. 
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Achievements of each objective of this thesis are explained in the next section. Then, 

the contributions of this research are summarized in this chapter. Furthermore, many 

directions and recommendations for future work are discussed in this chapter. 

6.2 Achievements   

Several objectives have been achieved in this thesis, following sub-sections explain 

each objective in this research. Starting from developing PAL lexicon, then designing 

and evaluating both of EULA-L and EULA-U, and finally designing and enhanced 

valence shifter rules. 

6.2.1 New PAL Lexicon 

The first objective is to develop a PAL lexicon in order to enhance the performance of 

lexicon-based sentiment analysis of Palestinian Tweets. Two different sources were 

used to develop this dialectal lexicon. The first source is Curras, a work of Jarrar et al. 

(2017), it is the only morphologically annotated corpus of the PAL where more than 

56 K dialectical words are translated into English. These words are annotated by the 

polarity strength of the English words from popular English lexicons, such as 

SentiStrength (Thelwall et al., 2012), AFINN (Nielsen, 2011), VADER (Hutto & 

Gilbert, 2014), and MPQA (Wiebe et al., 2005). As for the second source, the pre-built 

basic lexicon is used by changing some letters to match its equivalent from Palestinian 

phonology using the proposed phonology matching algorithm. 

When comparing the existing Arabic lexicons with the constructed PAL lexicon, 

results showed an improvement of almost 17% of accuracy and 18% of F-score from 

the average of Arabic lexicons, and 4% better than the second-best lexicon in terms of 

accuracy and F-score. 
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6.2.2 Expandable and Updated EULA 

The second objective is to design EULA, an expandable and updated lexicon for 

Arabic, in order to improve the performance of the lexicon-based approach for Arabic 

Tweets. EULA uses a pre-built general lexicon and several rules to find new terms and 

its polarity from labeled tweets to construct EULA-L, and unlabeled tweets to 

construct EULA-U. In this research, basic lexicon was created for this purpose. In any 

given tweet if some words or emoticons have polarity from the basic lexicon and some 

words are unknown, the polarity of these unknown words can be predicted by some 

rules designed to expand and keep EULA up-to-date. 

The third objective is to evaluate the performance of both of EULA-L and EULA-U, 

where the obtained results illustrate that using EULA-L when expanded by manually 

annotated tweets were competitive to those reported by using machine learning, and 

when expanded by automatically annotated tweets, the obtained results were vital 

taking into account the nearly effortless used dataset. Moreover, when conducting 

experiments on EULA-U, the achieved results afford evidence that the proposed 

expanded model can capture and decide the sentiment of unknown words in a fully 

automatic form, with outperformance results compared to the traditional lexicon-based 

approach. 

6.2.3 Enhanced Valence Shifter Rules 

The last objective is to design an enhanced valence shifter rules that increase accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F-score of the lexicon-based approach. These rules are created 

to handle negation, intensifiers, and contrasts. Applying these rules has enhanced the 

performance of the lexicon-based approach by an average of 5%.  This enhancement 

of 5% is considered worthy of considering due to the main reason that tweets having 
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valence shifters is almost 17% of the whole tweets, therefore, 5% of this 17 % of the 

tweets is considered more than 30% of performance enhancement on these tweets. 

6.3 Research Limitations 

Throughout the process of this study, some limitations were faced through different 

stages of the research. For instance, in the process of building the dataset required for 

evaluating the proposed PAL lexicon, the first limitation was the fact that Palestine is 

not recognized in Twitter as a country. Therefore, this was an issue in collecting 

Palestinian tweets based on its geolocation. Consequently, in order to collect tweets, 

the most used hashtags by the Palestinian tweeters published in a specific period of 

time were exploited in order to insure the tweets to be Palestinian, where these 

hashtags are the ones related to events and milestones in the Palestinian history and 

daily events, or cases and causes that are related to Palestine.  

Moreover, one other limitation faced throughout sentiment classification process is 

sarcasm. People usually tend to use sarcastic sentences in order to be funny or 

sometimes to make a certain point, where these tweets present an opposite sentiment 

than the true intended one. Therefore, it is noticed that performance measurements 

were significantly affected by tweets containing sarcasm, hence, handling these 

sarcastic tweets is quite difficult, and terms will be handled in the opposite way of the 

true meaning.       
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6.4 Future Work  

This research presents a study of sentiment analysis using lexicon-based approach to 

classify sentiments expressed in the Arabic language over social media, and as such, 

there are many potential paths for future research, some of these potentials are derived 

from the limitations faced through the study, and others obtained from the research 

extended results. Next sub-sections present some of the future potentials. 

6.4.1 Lexicons for other Arabic Dialects  

For future work, it is intended to extend the number of dialectical lexicons to cover all 

major Arabic dialects, and to propose a mechanism to match the tweet to be analyzed 

with its proper dialect to choose the lexicon to be used for sentiment analysis. Since 

sometimes a single word can be used in different dialects with different meanings and 

polarities. Such as the word “مرتب”, it means “clean” in MSA and some dialects, while 

it means “salary” in the Egyptian dialect. Therefore, it is important to specify the 

dialect used to write a tweet before finding its sentiment.  

6.4.2 Stop Words List from EULA 

To reduce computation time and to increase the performance matrices of sentiment 

analysis, it is urged to have a wider stop words list that covers the words with no effect 

on the polarity of the given text. As a future work, an algorithm to locate such words 

from EULA is suggested, by capturing words with very low frequencies, and also very 

high frequencies, and to ensure that such non-polarity words don`t exist in EULA, but 

in a stop word list. 

Furthermore, increasing the number of predictor words of both types, the type that is 

always followed by a word with positive sentiment, and the other type that is always 
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followed by a word with negative sentiment. In this research, these predictor words 

have been collected manually. However, for future work, it is recommended to find 

an automatic way to find such predictor words. 

6.4.3 Multi-Classification Approach  

Given the focus of sentiment classification that involves positive and negative classes, 

an extension to this work can be achieved in detecting subjectivity, where it aims to 

classify a text as “objective” or “subjective”. Investigating whether a zero aggregate 

score is indicative of the objective class will be motivating, this is because, with high-

coverage lexicon as EULA, many terms are accompanying with non-zero sentiment 

scores including the objective scores. 

6.4.4 Handling Sarcasm 

One of the main reasons that drop the performance of the proposed lexicon-based is 

sarcastic tweets. Studies on sarcasm detection mainly focus on whether it exists or 

absent in sentences but not actually discussed how to handle sarcasm effectively in 

sentiment analysis (Maynard and Greenwood, 2014). In addition, and mostly in the 

perspective of machine learning, sarcasm was treated in way where algorithms are 

trained by sarcastic texts in order to detect the sarcasm. For future work, it is suggested 

to handle sarcastic tweets, by collecting tweets with sarcastic hashtags and then create 

a set of rules for sarcasm detection to be integrated into lexicon-based classification.  

 6.4.5 Building Larger Dataset 

The size of the datasets used for training and testing the classifiers is a vital element. 

The more the size of the dataset the more accurate EULA lexicon is. Therefore, a 
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future direction of this study is to increase the dataset size, by collecting more tweets 

and annotate them using both approaches, manually and automatically.  

Furthermore, since words tend to have different sentiments in different domains, 

therefore, enlarging the size of the dataset by focusing on collecting the tweets based 

on its domain will be the next path of this study, when EULA is expanded using a 

dataset of a specific domain, a better performance of classification is shown due to the 

great adaptation between domain and classifier, some examples of different domains 

are politics, trend detection, consumer decision making, sports, business, and others, 

which leads to a more accurate sentiment classification of EULA in such different 

applications. 

 For example, EULA can be applied in politics for detecting changes in the voters’ 

opinion of a candidate, and in predicting election results. Moreover, EULA can be 

applied for organizations and companies to provide the customer’s opinion of products 

or services, whether the tweeter is naming the product or service in a negative or 

positive sentiment in the tweet. Additionally, news sites can benefit from detecting the 

spikes and events occurring in the country, and other examples. 

6.5 Summary  

This chapter has presented the great view of the thesis, where three main contributions 

toward lexicon-based approach for Arabic sentiment analysis have been proposed.  A 

new lexicon of PAL entries was built to enhance the performance when handling 

Palestinian tweets. EULA-L was proposed to enhance the lexicon-based approach by 

expanding the sentiment lexicon with Arabic evolved slang words from Twitter. While 

EULA-U was proposed to keep the proposed lexicon updated using unlabeled tweets. 
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Besides, a set of rules to handle negation, contrasts, and intensification were created 

to enhance the performance of the lexicon-based approach.  

Moreover, this chapter has discussed the contributions on the theoretical and practical 

aspect of the study. Additionally, the limitations faced throughout the study stages that 

had an impact on the performance of the sentiment analysis process have been 

highlighted. In addition, the different paths, future possibilities and directions lead by 

the whole process of this study starting with data collection and ending to the results 

of the analysis were proposed, where lexicons for other Arabic dialects have been 

suggested, a list of stop words from EULA also presented for future work, in addition 

to the multi-classification approach discussed as a future direction. Moreover, sarcasm 

was also discussed to be handled through future steps of the study, and a larger dataset 

of tweets was proposed to be built.    
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List of Appendices 

Appendix A 

Tweepy Code for Collecting Tweets 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

from __future__ import unicode_literals 

from tweepy import Stream 

from tweepy import OAuthHandler 

from tweepy.streaming import StreamListener 

import tweepy 

import csv 

import pandas as pd 

#consumer key, consumer secret, access token, access secret. 

ckey = "consumer key" 

csecret = "consumer secret" 

atoken = "access token" 

asecret = "access secret" 

auth = OAuthHandler(ckey, csecret) 

auth.set_access_token(atoken, asecret) 

api = tweepy.API(auth,wait_on_rate_limit=True) 

# Open/Create a file to append data 

csvFile = open('Dataset1.csv', 'a') 
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#Use csv Writer 

csvWriter = csv.writer(csvFile) 

 

for tweet in tweepy.Cursor(api.search,q="key-word or 

emoticon",count=10000,lang="ar",since="DATE").items(): 

    print (tweet.created_at, tweet.text) 

    csvWriter.writerow([tweet.text.encode('utf-8')]) 

 

Appendix B 

Code of Expanding EULA 

 

    def insertToEula(self,data,pol): 

        logger.debug("insert  To  Eula(%s,%s)" ,data,pol,totalP,totalN) 

        word = data[0] 

        counterP = data[1] 

        counterN = data[2] 

        counterSum = data[3] 

        polarity = 0 

        stepper = 1 

        if pol == "negative": 

            counterN += stepper 

        if pol == "positive": 

            counterP += stepper 
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   counterSum = counterP + counterN 

    tfP = counterP / (counterP + counterN) 

    tfN = counterN / (counterP + counterN) 

        idfP = (totalP + totalN)/totalP 

    idfN = (totalP + totalN)/totalN 

    if ( counterP / totalP) > ((counterN / totalN)+alpha): 

        polarity = tfP * idfP * counterP / totalP 

    elif (( counterP / totalP)+ alpha) < ((counterN / totalN): 

polarity = tfN * idfN * counterN / totalN    else : 

        polarity = 0 

        query = ''' UPDATE eula_words SET counterP=?,counterN=?, 

polarity=? WHERE word=? 

        ''' 

        data = (counterP,counterN,polarity,word) 

        run = self.writeSingle(query,data) 

    def sendToEula(self,word,pol): 

        data = self.isEula(word) 

        if data == False: 

            self.insertNewEula(word,pol) 

        else: 

            self.insertExistsEula(data,pol) 
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Appendix C 

Implementation of Contrast Rules 

import sys 

import logging 

logger = logging.getLogger("mylog") 

class ContrastRule: 

    def __init__(self,tweetparser,db): 

        logger.info("Applaying contrast rule") 

        self.db = db 

        self.tp = tweetparser 

        self.contrast_index_1 = [] 

        self.contrast_index_2 = [] 

 

        self.searchContrastIndex() 

        self.reConstructSentence() 

        self.applyRule(self.contrast_index_1) 

        self.applyRule(self.contrast_index_2) 

    def searchContrastIndex(self): 

        logger.debug("search for Contrast()") 

        for i in xrange(self.tp.getTweetSentenceLength()): 

            tuple_index = () 

            for j in xrange(self.tp.getWordLength(i)): 

                data = self.db.isContrast(self.tp.getWordOf(i,j)) 
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                if data != "null": 

                    if type(data) == tuple: 

                        if str(data[2]) == "null": 

                            tuple_index = (i,j,str(data[3])) 

                            

self.contrast_index_1.append(tuple_index) 

                        if str(data[2]) != "null": 

                            second_word = self.tp.getNextWord(i,j) 

                            logger.debug("Comparing %s with 

%s",second_word,data[2]) 

                            if second_word == str(data[2]): 

                                tuple_index = (i,j,str(data[3])) 

                                logger.debug("Found 2 indexes of 

contrast word.") 

                                

self.contrast_index_2.append(tuple_index) 

                    if type(data) == list: 

                        for k in data: 

                            logger.debug("Comparing %s with 

%s",self.tp.getNextWord(i,j),k[2]) 

                            if str(k[2]) == "null": 

                                tuple_index = (i,j,str(k[3])) 

                                

self.contrast_index_1.append(tuple_index) 

                            if k[2] == self.tp.getNextWord(i,j): 

                                logger.debug("Found 2 indexes of 

contrast word.") 
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                                tuple_index = (i,j,str(k[3])) 

                                

self.contrast_index_2.append(tuple_index) 

 

 

    def reConstructSentence(self): 

        logger.debug("Checking for reconstruction of sentence") 

        if self.contrast_index_2: 

            logger.debug("Reconstructing the sentence") 

            for contrast in reversed(self.contrast_index_2): 

                i = contrast[0] 

                j = contrast[1] 

                contType = contrast[2] 

                temp_word_1 = self.tp.getWordOf(i,j) 

                temp_word_2 = self.tp.getNextWord(i,j) 

                new_word = temp_word_1 + ' ' + temp_word_2 

                self.tp.removeWordfromIndex(i,j+1) 

                self.tp.setWord(i,j,new_word) 

                self.setContrast(i,j,contType) 

        if self.contrast_index_1: 

            for i in self.contrast_index_1: 

                self.setContrast(i[0],i[1],i[2]) 
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    def applyRule(self,contrast): 

        if contrast: 

            for i in contrast: 

                if i[2] == "C1": 

                    index_i = i[0] 

                    index_j = i[1] 

                    self.contrastRule1(index_i,index_j) 

                else: 

                    index_i = i[0] 

                    index_j = i[1] 

                    self.contrasRule2(index_i,index_j) 

 

    def contrastRule1(self,index_i,index_j): 

        logger.debug("Applying rule 1 for sentence %s",index_i) 

        for i in xrange(0,index_j): 

            score = self.tp.getScore(index_i,i) 

            logger.debug("Index: %s with score : %s",i,score) 

            if score: 

                score = score*3.0 

                logger.debug("New score : %s",score) 

                self.tp.resetScore(index_i,i,score) 

 

    def contrasRule2(self,index_i,index_j): 
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        logger.debug("Applying rule 2") 

        for i in xrange(index_j+1,self.tp.getWordLength(index_i)): 

            score = self.tp.getScore(index_i,i) 

            logger.debug("Index: %s with score : %s",i,score) 

            if score: 

                score = score*3.0 

                self.tp.resetScore(index_i,i,score) 

 

    def setContrast(self,index_i,index_j,contType): 

        self.tp.setType(index_i,index_j,"Contrast-"+str(contType)) 

    def getContrastIndex(self): 

        return 'Index 1:' + str(self.contrast_index_1) + ' Index 2' + 

str(self.contrast_index_2) 

 

Appendix D 
Implementation of Intensifier Rules 

import sys 

import logging 

logger = logging.getLogger("mylog") 

class Intensify: 

    def __init__(self,tweetparser,db): 

        self.tp = tweetparser 

        self.db = db 

        self.intens_index = [] 
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        logger.info("Applying intensifier rule") 

 

        self.searchIntens() 

        for i in self.intens_index: 

            self.setIntense(i[0],i[1]) 

        self.applyIntenseRule() 

    def searchIntens(self): 

        for i in xrange(self.tp.getTweetSentencesLength()): 

            tuple_index = () 

            for j in xrange(self.tp.getWordLength(i)): 

                data = self.db.isIntense(self.tp.getWordOf(i,j)) 

                if data: 

                    tuple_index = (i,j,data[0]) 

                    self.intens_index.append(tuple_index) 

    def applyIntenseRule(self): 

        logger.debug("Applying intensifier rule") 

        if self.intens_index: 

            for i in self.intens_index: 

                next_score = self.tp.getScore(i[0],i[1]+1) 

                if next_score: 

                    new_score = next_score * (i[2]/100) 

                    self.tp.resetScore(i[0],i[1]+1,new_score) 

    def setIntense(self,index_i,index_j): 
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        self.tp.setType(index_i,index_j,"Intensifier") 

    def getIntenseIndex(self): 

        return self.intens_index 

Appendix E 

Implementation of Negation Rules 

import sys 

import logging 

logger = logging.getLogger("mylog") 

class NegationRule: 

    def __init__(self,tweetparser,db,flag): 

        logger.info("Applying Negation Rule 1") 

        self.flag = flag 

        self.db = db 

        self.tp = tweetparser 

        self.negation_index = [] 

        self.searchNegation() 

        for i in self.negation_index: 

            self.setNegation(i[0],i[1]) 

        if self.flag == 1: 

            self.applyRule2() 

        if self.flag == 0: 

            self.applyRule1() 

    def searchNegation(self): 
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        for i in xrange(self.tp.getTweetSentencesLength()): 

            tuple_index = () 

            for j in xrange(self.tp.getWordLength(i)): 

                if self.db.isNegation(self.tp.getWordOf(i,j)): 

                    tuple_index = (i,j) 

                    self.negation_index.append(tuple_index) 

    def applyRule1(self): 

        logger.debug("Applying rule 1") 

        if self.negation_index: 

            for i in self.negation_index: 

                for j in xrange(1,5): 

                    logger.debug("Checking: (%s,%s)",i[0],i[1]+j) 

                    next_type = self.tp.getTypeByIndex(i[0],i[1]+j) 

                    if next_type == "Negation" 

                        break 

                    if next_type: 

                        next_score = self.tp.getScore(i[0],i[1]+j) 

                        if next_score: 

                            if next_score > 2.0: 

                                next_score= next_score -6 

                            elif next_score <= -2.0: 

                                next_score= next_score +5 

                            elif next_score > 0 and next_score <= 2: 
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                                next_score= next_score -4 

                            elif next_score > -2 and next_score < 0: 

                                next_score= next_score +3 

                            elif next_score == 0: 

                                next_score= next_score -1 

                            else: 

                                pass 

                            

self.tp.resetScore(i[0],i[1]+j,next_score) 

 

    def applyRule2(self): 

        logger.debug("Applying rule 2") 

        if self.negation_index: 

            for i in self.negation_index: 

                next_score = self.tp.getScore(i[0],i[1]+1) 

                logger.debug("Got score :%s", next score) 

                if next_score: 

                    next_score = next_score*-1.0 

                    logger.debug("Thus, new score %s",next_score) 

                    self.tp.resetScore(i[0],i[1]+1,next_score) 

                else: 

                    pass 

    def setNegation(self,index_i,index_j): 
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        self.tp.setType(index_i,index_j,"Negation") 

    def getNegationIndex(self): 

        return self.negation_index 
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Appendix F 

Snapshot of Data 

Example of EMAR tweets without emoticons: 

Negative EMAR tweets 

😭 😭 كنت دائم الخوف افقد مكاني الصدمة الكبرى عندما اكتشفت أن ال  

 مكان لي

متينابغى سالب مربرب او   😣 💔 😣 💔 ما ابي نحاف   😡 😐 😭  

نتي أصال كلك اوفرايتدا  😐 😣  

�� يعني النهاردة التالت وكمان السيسي جاي عندنا ده ايه الغلب ده  

  �� ياربي

  �� �� ��  زهقانهحد يقول حاجه وهللا

 لو كنا جيران والبيت يسلم عالبيت نتخاصم وأقفل الشباك وأفتحه اذا هللا

  �� �� حنيت

💔 لربما بعد الغياب بتسألين   💔 😡 😡  

😣 😣 😣 😢 اول اسباب افالس المبتعثين برنامج بوستن    

  �� �� محتاجه الشنطه فالجامعه

  �� �� �� �� �� واصلني هالفيديو وانا بمكتب الدوام مو حرام

Positive EMAR tweets 

يكون كل يوميارب شعور إني أكون مروقه ومبسوطه   

  هذا المخلوق هو اكثر واحد وثقت فيه فحياتي شكرا السطورة و شكرا زيزو

انا مو حولك بس استودعتك اله ليلك ونهارك نومك وصحوتك بفرحك وبحزنك 

  استودعتك اله من كل شيء يضرك

  هذا انتم يالدواسر حقين طقطقه ارحب ابو الشموخ منور يا غالي

تستاهلين ولمليون وندعمك ان شاء الهالف مبروك اختي   

  هذه ثقافه أنتقلت من السعوديه إلمارات علمتني الحياه

  عطوني ارقامكم و بتصل بسوي عمري ماعرفكم و بنتعرف

معلومة سريعة وبريئة برشلونة بايرن ليستر يوفنتوس موناكو اتلتيكو 

  دورتموند أبطال لاير مدريد وحده
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Example of EMAR tweets with emoticons: 

 

تعجلت باالسم يا ابن العربيمن هيلينا الى حفصه اس   

 عندما يتوقف العتاب فجأة تكون النفس قد طابت

Negative EMAR tweets 

 كنت دائم الخوف افقد مكاني الصدمة الكبرى عندما اكتشفت أن ال مكان لي

 ��  ابغى سالب مربرب او متين ما ابي نحاف

كلك اوفرايتدنتي أصال    

  يعني النهاردة التالت وكمان السيسي جاي عندنا ده ايه الغلب ده ياربي

 �💔😥�  زهقانهحد يقول حاجه وهللا

 لو كنا جيران والبيت يسلم عالبيت نتخاصم وأقفل الشباك وأفتحه اذا هللا

  حنيت

 �😢� لربما بعد الغياب بتسألين

المبتعثين برنامج بوستناول اسباب افالس    

  ��محتاجه الشنطه فالجامعه

  واصلني هالفيديو وانا بمكتب الدوام مو حرام

Positive EMAR tweets 

ومبسوطه يكون كل يوم ��يارب شعور إني أكون مروقه 😎 

و شكرا زيزو��هذا المخلوق هو اكثر واحد وثقت فيه فحياتي شكرا السطورة    

 �😊💘�بس استودعتك اله ليلك ونهارك نومك وصحوتك بفرحك❤❤انا مو حولك 

  وبحزنك استودعتك اله من كل شيء يضرك

حقين طقطقه ارحب ابو الشموخ منور يا غالي �😊�هذا انتم يالدواسر   

ان شاء اله �😘💘�اختي تستاهلين ولمليون وندعمك ��الف مبروك 👍👍 

  ��هذه ثقافه أنتقلت من السعوديه إلمارات علمتني الحياه
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Example of PAL tweets: 

  

و بتصل بسوي عمري ماعرفكم و بنتعرف�👍�عطوني ارقامكم    

برشلونة بايرن ليستر يوفنتوس موناكو اتلتيكو  �😎�معلومة سريعة وبريئة

لاير مدريد وحده �😎💘�دورتموند أبطال   

استعجلت باالسم يا ابن العربي�😂�من هيلينا الى حفصه    

تكون النفس قد طابت ��عندما يتوقف العتاب فجأة 💋 

Negative PAL tweets 

تعرف الكالم المناسب عشان تواسي حد، وإال انطم ال تواسي الزم  

الغنمطب سدي بوزك ياهلل روحي احلبي   

 !ال تاخد عني فكرة غلط • انا بلبس نظارة ألني ما بشوف منيح مو ألني نيرد

 )': معلش سامحنا يا سعادة المحامي بس انهرى وبرنا امتحانات كمان

مستوعبين؟ يضربوها ويقتلوها وهيا حامل؟ انتو  

 صايرة اشوف نفسيات كتير، والعياذ باهلل أنا بحب الناس المش نفسيات يعني

 جيراننا ولعت معهم , ضرب مرتو وانهال عليها بوابل من الشتائم 

 ومن األول لآلخر، يلعن ابو المصاري شو انها وسخ ايدين

كل، سدت نفس مش طبيعية مشان هيك أيام مش دايقة طعم األ 4رح يصرلي 

 تعبانة واالمتحانات قتالني

 ال هادا الجزء مني انفرك بالليمون فرك والوجع جزء اساسي صار

Positive PAL tweets 

 القدس بوصلتنا #قادتنا فخرنا #المصالحة#

 يارب هاليوم يحمل لنا الفرج ألوضاعنا ويكون فاتحة خير لهالبالد

الجميع لما فيه خير العباد والبالد #المصالحةربي يوفق   

 وحدة لزيزة بصراحة وطيوبة وعفويتها جميلة

 "اذا كان بدك تستريح شو ما شفت قول منيح
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 هللا علي صوتك و أحساسك موطني للفنان #محمد_عساف

 ❤ ما ازكى الزيت الي معصور توي وانت الي ملقط الزتون

ال هبالك يا زلمههههههه دخيل هللا انا محالك ومح        

 حبيبتي يا سحر .. وهللا بتشرف بهالحكي ويارب يقدرني بس

 راح نتحرر، مية بالمية رح نتحرر احنا
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Appendix G 

Valence Shifter Lists 

Sample of stop words 

Word English Translation Word English Translation 

 Seven سبع Me انا

 Until لحد  You انت

ة  Meeting لقاء Word كلم

 Nations لالمم And واو

 When لّما That ذاك

الم  For that لهذا Talk ـك

 What ماذا Both كلتا

  March مارس Face وجه

 Still مازال One وحدة

 Keeps مافتئ All كله

 Hundred مائة How كيف

 When متى Be كن

 Like مثل Was كنا

 Since مذ On على 

 Once مّرة In في

  Evening مساء Said قال 

 That تلك So كى

 Will سوف Time وقت

  There هناك Because النه
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Intensifier words 

Word English 
Translation  

Intensify 
value 

 Exactly 150 تماما

 Definitely  150 بالتاكيد

هائل  Tremendously  150 

 Specially  150 خاصة 

 Extraordinary  150 استثنائي

 Really  150 حقا

 Precisely  150 بدقة 

 Mostly  150 غالبا

 A lot  150 كتير

 Extremely  150 جدا  

 Numerous  150 كثير

 Much more than 150 اكثر

 very 150 بشدة

 Extraordinary 150 استثنائي

 Overwhelmingly 150 باهر 

 Overwhelmingly  150 ساحق

 Greater than 150 اعظم 

 over 150 مفرط

 More  150 أحلى 

 Almost  50 تقريبا

 Nearly  50 بالكاد

 Sort of  50 نوعا

 Rarely  50 نادرا
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 Little bit  50 قليال

 Rarely  50 قلما

 

Contrast words 

Contrast 1 English Translation Contrast 2 English Translation 

  Although رغم ذلك  although رغم ان 

همع ان   Even though   ورغم  Despite  

  Unless اال اذا    Even though مع ان 

  Only it اال انه  Even though I مع اني 

 But بس   Though على الرغم  

  But لكن   Although عالرغم  

  On the contrary بالعكس   Even if حتى وان 

  Even though مع ذلك   Substitute بدل

  Yet بل   Even though وان

 

Negation words 

Word English Translation Word English Translation 

 Do not ماعاد No ما

 Did not لم  Not مش

 Without دون Neither وال

 Other than you غيرك Don’t/ No ال

 Other than غيرها Nothing فش

 No فما Without بدون

 Other than لغير No need بالش

 Not ليس And not ومش
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 Not ليسوا Will not لن 

 No still مازال No الء

 Not نوت I didn’t معدتش

 And will not ولن I’m not مليش

 and not وليس Not ميش

 Without بال Other than غير

 And not وما And not وما

 Not مو never أبدا  

 Not ليست And not ومو

   ever مطلقا  

 

Special words 

word English Translation word English Translation 

 Lost  فاقد Lacking  عديم

 Lacks  يفتقر Without  عدم

 Deficiency  نقص Mis-(prefix)  سوء

 Shortage of  قلة Lacks  يفتقد

 Shortage of ندرة Lose  فقد

 Lacking مفتقر Lose فقدت
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Appendix H 

Experts Biography 

• Laila Al-Haneene 

Laila was born in Palestine in1990, attended Al-Ittihad School in Nablus Palestine, 

and graduated from the Beit Dajan School. She enrolled in the University of Al-

Najah and focused her studies on linguistics and literature, earning her bachelor 

degree in linguistics and master degree in Educational & Psychological Counseling.  

• Ahmad Ali 

Ahmad is a Palestinian linguist who was born in Jordan in1983, attended Al-

Karamah School in Ramallah, and graduated in 2005 from Al-Najah University from 

the Arabic Language and Literature department with a bachelor degree.  

• Suha Foqaha’  

Suha is a Palestinian engineer, was born in Palestine in 1991, attended Al-Beirah 

school in Ramallah, and graduated from Birzeit University in 2015 from the 

Architectural Engineering department with a bachelor degree in urban planning, with 

an interest in novel writing and poetry. 
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Appendix I 

Links to Datasets 

The link to the Palestinian dataset (PAL-Tweets) is : 

https://github.com/baha2107/Palestinian-Tweets 

The link to the EMAR-Tweets is : 

https://github.com/baha2107/EMAR-Tweets 

 

https://github.com/baha2107/Palestinian-Tweets
https://github.com/baha2107/EMAR-Tweets
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